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HOLLAND IN MOURNING.
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only a few pairs left; these must
go in order to make room for our Spring stock. A good, fair
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price.

Others at 50c, 09c, 7 He and up to $1.50 a pair. If we have
what you want, you will miss it if you don’t come and see and
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^laasen, J. Vcnekiaaseti, J. Win-

Don’t Fail to See Our

Hagen and J. A Van
pVeen. The officers chosen by the
tutors are: J. A. Van der Veen,
tident; R. Vcneklttasen, vice presi*
jit; Van Putten, secretary and
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NEW FURNITURE STORE.
G. Van Ark, Frank Van Aik and
Henry Van Ark will embark in the retail furniture business.They will carry

of burns received from the explosion of

Cappon. Often in the Nethera kerosene lamp.
lands, with his mother, lie would Bake
The lamp in question was one of the
a roundabout way in coming from old fashioned hanging lumps suspended a line of furniture,carpets, rugs, lace
and chenille curtains, window shades,
church in order that together they
IN
from the ceiling. On retiring for the etc. The company will be styled The
might discussthe things heard during
night at about 10 o’clock, Tuesday even- Van Ark Furniture Co. and will occupy
The great Blood
the service.
ing, she was in the act of pulling down the Walsh block, 18 East Eighth street,
"He was always a friend of the Reand Nerve Tonic.
the lamp in order to extinguishthe when Mr. Rinck moves into his new
s
formed Church and a staunch and faithlight, when the fastening in the ceiling block,
__
J; Sold under a positiveguarantee; until Feb. 15, a
ful pillar of the Third Reformed church
gave way and the entire lump came
in particular. Since the organization
Building
and
Loan
Association.
—
$1.00 Bottle for 25c. |
down with a crush. The glass ball was
of this church he has been a member of
shivered and the burning oil was spatMr. C. A. Stevenson,the Holland
This offer positively ends on above
]
its consistory, serving first as elder and
tered over the unfortunate woman. Her jeweler, was in town last week in
later as deacon. For 25 years lie served
night robe was a mass of (lames and she the interest of the Ottawa County
as superintendent of the Sunday school.
That all our goods are fresh He was the staunch friend of the young wa* tenibly burned over her entire UuildingandLoan Association,of Hol:!
body. Though these injuries might land. This association,we understand,
Cor. Eighth St. and Central
2
people ami often plead their cause in
Prunes, 5c per lb.
not have proved fatal, the hot smoke lias been establishedfor thirteenyears,
the consistory meetings. Though he
Good Coffee 15c lb. and up.
that entered her lungs prevented her during which period it has never sufwas old in age, his heart remained
recovery and at 3 o’clock on Wednes- fered a loss or failed to pay its stockGood Tea 35c lb. and up.
young. Though never loud in his pro
day afternoon she died, having suffered holders promptly on the maturityof
^ h ^
Wh/
Ho) land Herring, Smoked Bloat- fessions, one thing is certain— he ffud terrible pains.
their stock. The board of directors
no doubt as to his faith in Jesus Christ
ers and Dried Beef.
Her husband and her son vainly en- ()nsists of thc following well-known
and him crucified.
deavored to smother the Humes with lnu.in(,gsmen of Holland: G. J. Die"We lay him to rest in the hope that
their hands and in the aet sustained kema u u Haberraan. C. VcrSchure,
| he may rise again: and, as lie loved the
Closing out our
painful injuries. The Humes were fin- C. A. Stevenson, J. W. Bosnian, G. J.
j house of God upon earth, we trust that
ally extinguishedby Miss Johanna Van Daren, John J. Rutgers. G. W.
he may find bis home iu the abode of
Bartels,who is staying with the family. Browning. Simon Kleyn, James Brice,
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what as follows:
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JACOB ROOZEBOOM died in

Uble result of the other. He showed Goor
how God classified men in the hereaf-

Holland. Mich.

Mr. John Hock

Men's Working Shirts that were 29c, now

jeago partieshave just purc|pised

Rev. Dubbink had for his theme, Mr. Roozeboora
Psalm 2«, verses 8 and i»: "Lord, I have employee of the tannery.
loved the habitationof thy house, and
TEUNIS KEGENERUS died Sunday
the place where thine honor dwelleth. noon at his home, 144 Fairbanks are* ue,
Gather not my soul with sinners, nor at the age of 00. He is survived by his
my life with bloody men.” He spoke aged wife. Many years ago he came to
of the connection between the life here- this country from the Netherlands.
after and the life which we lead here Funeral services were held Wednesday
upon earth— how ;the one is the inevi- afternoon at the home, Rev. K. Van
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DENTIST.
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^
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for Mr. J. C. Post,

.

pastor, Ur. II. E Dusker.

by Chicago pur-

bd contract for erecting a cottage

interment and funeral serviceswere
pathetic prayer was offered by Prof.
T. Bergen. The speakers for the oc- lie d Monday morning at i) o'clock at
casion were the pastor of the deceased, tin: home of L Lanting and at 9:30 at
Rev. G. H. Dubbin k, and the former the Ninth street ChristianReformed

Cor. Eighth ami River Sts.
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MRS. J. H. STEFFENS died Sunday morning at her home, 255 West
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church was crowded with friendsof the
Fourteenth street, after a lingering illdeceased. The east side of the auditoJeweler and Optician,
ness, death following an operation for
rium was entirely taken up by employcancer. She was 53 years of age and is
Cor. Eighth St. mil Central Avc.
ees of the tannery and of the Wul»hsurvived by her husband, three sons
De Roo mills, of which institutionsMr.
and three daughters. The funeral was
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I T f f J-AAAAAAAA Cappon was president.
held Wednesday afternoonfrom the
The services were simple and solemn
Christian Reformed church on Central
To the tender strains of "Lead, kindly
avenue, Rev. H. Van Hoogen official
light,” the remains were borne to the
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iu the midst of winter,
already planlr cottages and other necessities
pir summer outings. A short lime
f. George B -rklmlT, Sr., of Chi-j
4came the owner of tlio Kuite
Wunt smith of llolluiid, along the
Of Black Luke. He will build a
pdious cottage at this point and
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AUMMER RESORT NOTES

great loss to ills family, to this community, to this company, and to ourin
selves Individually.

Holland. It was the day when the luat
Resolved, That we tender to his
wad rite* were performed over the re- family our heartfelt sympathy.
mains of Hon. Isaac Cappon, mention
President Isaac Cappon.
of whose death was made in 'lust week's
Whereas,
It has pleased Almighty
Times.
God to take to Himself our esteemed
At a specialmeeting of the Common
friend,the Hon. Isaac Cappon, presiCouncil, held Friday eyeninjL resolu- dent of the First State Hank of Holtions were passed, requesting the busi- land since its organization, therefore,
we, the directors of
nose men of Holland to close their pin-, Resolved,
------------That
-----durlm; the time.- of
hank bear testimonyto his mlued services renderedin this capacity.
funeral services on Monday afternoon. jn (nu. uei,..riuu muiM1 >veiw 01J
In our departedfriend were so thorThis request was observed by the »»&* ouginy blended integrity,progressive'
ness and conservatism, that he always
jorlty of the merchants and' business
was almost at a standstill,while the enjoyed our full confidence; and In
( very new enterprise,we looked upon
flags on public and private buildingrt
him as a safe leader. His wise counwere placed at half must.
sel and good cheer were so helpful aud
During Monday forenoon a continu- encouragingto us In our deliberations
ous stream of friends passed into the that we shall greatly miss him.
Resolved, That we extend our heartCappon homo to east a last sad look
felt sympathy to the bereavedfamily.
upon the wellknown featuresof the deOn behalf of the Hoard of Directors
parted, who had been so closely identi- of the First State Hank of Holland,
fied with the wollfareof the city from Mich.
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Resolutions passed by the Hoard of
Directors of the Walsh-DeRoo ^Willing
Co. at the special meeting held Saturday. Jan. 25th:
Whereas: It has been the will of
Divine Providenceto call to his last
rest, Isaac Cappon, the beloved and
honored president of this company,
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rushed down and seizing a quilt, Hung
it around the victim's body, smothering
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Tl„.S(i ut st,
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to
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C. A.
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STEVENSON

PERSONAL.
of Goodwin, S.
SHOE
FACTORY
BEGINS
OPERATIONS
D., and when I got home with it the
Mrs. J. Bnlhuis and her daughter
poor baby could hardly breathe. I gave and
The Guthraan, Carpenter & Telling Miss Bessie Bolliuis are visiting relaWhereas: The cordial and confidenshoe factory started operations last tives in Grand Rapids for a couple
the medicine us directed every ten mintial relations existing between him
utes until he "threw up” and then I and the members of this board make Monday. On that day the cutting de- weeks.
thought sure he was going to choke to it fitting that we record our apprecia- partment under the supervision of J.
Mrs. E. Caly is visiting friends in
W. Little, formerly of St. Louis, Mo., Allegan.
death. We had to pull the phlegm out tion of his value, therefore,he it
Resolved, That in his death we reabegan work with a small force of hands.
of his mouth in great long strings. I
lize the passing from our midst of one
Bead* MlioulilNevnr Ache.
am positivethat if I had not got that of God’s noblemen, leaving behind him As fast as green hands cun be taught
bottle of cough medicine, my boy would u
a memory of an untarnished character,
*-*'«*«• » thc
---- business and the use of the
---- various
--- ----Never endure this trouble Use at
Latest Confections:
not be on earth today.— Joel Demont, of wisdom, honor and integrityin bus- kinds of machinery, a larger force will once the remedy that stopped it for Mrs.
N.
A.
Webster,
of
Winnie.
Va.,
she
Cocoanut Kisses, Boston Wafers,
----- .
,
Inwood, Iowa. For sals by H. Walsh, iness and officialrelations, an enviable | ^ gQj; [o work. The factory is one of --- — record in the furtherance of the in.....
, writes, "Dr. King's New Life Pills
Sunshine Kisses.
Holland; Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
terestsof this city, and a moral
most tommodu uB and convenient | wbojjy cured me (
headaches
Hot
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and Fairy Stick Candy.
.........
i/Mi of
nf its
its kind
kind iu
in the
tlie country.
. ,..1,,..^ ” (
sodaLexanipie
worthy of ntiminf
emulation,
I bad sufferedfrom for two years.” Cure
206 RIVER
' Headache. Constioatluii, Biliousness.
Resolved.That in this bereavement
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste25c ::t II. Walsh’s drug store.
we
are
deeply
impressed
with
the!
Drink
F.
M.
C. Coffees.
CONFECTIONERS
AND
FRUIT
DEALERS.
venson, the Jeweler.

of it from A. E. Steere

h

stairs,!

She had retired to her room op
but on hearing the screams for

In Honor Of Their President.
I

f

Rev. D'r. H. E. Dusker spoke of the
social and business career of the deceased and paid a glowing and tender
tribute to him as a Chrislian citizen.
The remains were escorted to the
cemeteryby a large number of friends.
The employees of the tannery folio .ved
the bier as far as Central avenue, where
they disbanded, on account of the intensely stormy weather.
The death of such a man as Mr. Isaac
Cappon will long be felt as a severe loss
to the community and to the Church.
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MAKE GENERAL BEN
VIUOEN PRISONER.

tl.e culmination of the denunuddjfcifamv

Sliak.ru.

Mott Important Events in War Record
For a Year.

liondon, Jan. 26.— There s great rejoicinghere tonight over a dispatch re-

York, Jsm.

ceived by the war office from l/>rd
Kitchener telling of the capture of
General Ben Villjoeu. one of the bravest and most redoubtable commanders
of the Boer forces.
The capture occurred after an exciting battle iu the neigh l>orl.ood of
Lydenburg. Transvaal colony,in which
tbe Boers fled from the overwhelming
chanic for the contractor.
force of the British. General Villjoeu
The lift or so Injured are not seriouswas reported ill of late, which, it is ly hurt.
of

believed,facilitated his capture.

the

A
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indigestion or dyspepsia You* must
prepare for their appearance or prevent their coming by taking regular
doses of Green's August Flower, the
favorite medicine of the healthy millions. A few d »scs aids digestion,stimulates the liver to healthy action,purl*
ties the blood, and makes you feel buoyant and vigorous You cun get Dr G.
• G. Green's reliable remedies at Heber
j Walsh's diug store. Holland, Mich.
Get Green's Special Almanac.
Letter f

i
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I).

top of each of the two rear upright*
aud make a square or rectangular notch
lu tops of two front ones.
Make a box of the dimensions thought
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ering.
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That you
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Double Traijedy
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BOERS WON AGAIN.
Ghleago. Jan. 28. Dr. Jl. .1. Ziegler,
Lomlan, Jan. 28.— Lord Kitchener a young adventurer, formerly of Lancaster. I’a., shut Ids wife— a Chicago
reports an engagement of the yeomanwoman — in a room at the Wellington
ry with the Boers at Reitdoi
hotel, then sent a bullet through his
The British loss was eight killed, own brain and died instantly. .Mrs.
Ziegler was removed to the Samarifive wounded and forty-onecaptured.
tan hospital, where she died a few
— ------- — ....
hours later. Behind the crime is a
stdry of marriage against parental
British Columns Approach But He is
protests, clandestinemeetings and correspondence. the existence of a former
Still Free.
wife. Miss Harriet Baker, in LancasJohannesburg. Jan. 27.— General Me- ter. Pa., and a hauntingfear of serithuen. who is operating from Vryburg ous consequences. These combined
toward the north of Swc/.erreencke, provide the explanation of the tragedy.
.lohn A. Ilinsey Acq uitte<l.
has captured a Boer laager, taking
twenty-three prisoners. He also capChicago. Jan. 28. — John A. Hipsey,
tured thirty-fivewagon# and a large the former head of the insurance department of the Knights of Pythias,
herd of cattle. Major Cole Brander lias been acquitted of the charges
has captured seven burghers near Rus- brought against him some time ago.
tenburg, and Gen. Bruce Hamilton has a commit toe of live past chancellors
taken twenty-sevenbetween Ennelo voicing the verdict of acquittal.
Charges of mismanagement and misand Amsterdam.
appropriation of the insurance funds
General Dewet continuesto dodge were made against him at a meeting
the British columns within his cir- of the supreme lodge in Chicago last
Jyl.v. somethinglike a $500,000 shortcumscribed area, which is gradually
age being hinted at. Mr. Hiusey's debeing narrowed. Technical schools are fense was that the charges grew out
being established in the refugee camps of malice.
for burghers and the young Boers are
Agi'ce on New Bowie Bill,
being taught the carpenter and other
Chicago. Jan. 24.— Attorneys Kdwy

---

..

trades.
Pretoria. Jan. 27.— General Vi lionet
has been ordered by Lord Kitchener to

Boer force of 1.500 from among
the burghers who have surrendered.
Colonel Wilson captured twenty Boers
near Frankfort in the Orange River
colony. He was preparingto move
away with his captives when a superior force of Boers made a desperate
effort to recapture the prisoners.A
raise a

hot fight ensued in which all but three
prisoners escaped and .in which a few

men were

killed

and wounded on both

sides.

The Hague. Jan.

27.—

The

minister

of foreign affairs. Melvin Van Lyndon,
says he has done his utmost to secure

the release of the Dutch members of
the Red Cross, who are held as prisoners by the British in Ceylon, but his
efforts have been unavailing.
...

......

—

- —

------

from that horrible
plague of the night, itching piles,
Doan's Ointment cures, quickly and permanently. At any drug store, 50 cents.
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YEAU'iS tulllou FKIiK if we cunnot Abowliliji

liKAU AOXJUAL 8CHI.EE
Buy your Fountain Pens of C A. Ste- 1 most »ultaUIefor
,n vk‘w' a
recognized goto? of the w»*urer’a 4det'little longer thtm broad, however, in
tlty. A delegation of school cliMreti. vensou tlie Jeweler.
; all eases. Put a 2 by 4 inch crosspiece
waving flag*, greeted the viHllQg at
! on
bottom of box near the center.
the further end of the station. He
| Round off the projecting ends of litis
1 rowed to them and
wa veil hia featxl.
Killing Out Luiulx-r.
died in March. 1900. In the fall of the The Grand Cnioii hotel lost all its The mutiieipal eoumdr* ri'MolaBous
crosspieceto lit in the tops of rear upwindows
and
glass
partition*,
aud
Elen
baas
& Go., of Zeeland, are *"1- rights of runners. But another lighter
w<*re
presented
aud
tin1
admiral
and
same year he served under Commandpracticallyevery front window in the
ant General Botha. The latter be- Grand Central station was shattered. Mrs. Schley were driven through 4ein- : ling out everything iu )um>>er. Istth. crosspiece on bottom of box in front
onstrative throngs to their Uoftel ing suddenly taken ill he was put in The great clocks on its front towes the "preshleutialstiit*1"id the At»di- I *1) ingles,horses,harness, wagons, etc of the other, at right point to have its
supreme command of the Transvaal were blown from their cases. Thousands torimn Annex. Here Mr. tichtejr r*‘- j at very reasonableprices, Gail on | projectingends rest in the top notches
of the front uprights. Over the ends
Of windows, some them seven blocks tired to (kill Ids "shore tog*,” a* lie them for further particulars
forces, when, in September. 1900. a
; of the center crosspiecethat rest in the
from the tunnel shaft, fell in fnig- j < xjHe.^sedIt. At 11 a. in. he wai given
combined advance was made on Lyden- ments. II was the shower of broken « breakfast by the ree(»ptiou eoivnii!
| rounded notches put iron straps or
burg by GeneralsBuiler and Hamil- glass stud faling debris that injured tee of the Hamilton club aud enjoyed
clips to prevent the ends of crosspiece
HUN. KOBKICT C, lilt OWN.
the greatest
himself in an informal uiumier.
ton.
from moving out of place and yet aliiuw KoiH-rtMtn Wus
Later in the day tlie admiral a t- Hue uf Hie .Mom Frouiim-iil Mrn in (South low them to turn in the notches.The
The Boers under Viljoen made no efwoMeru IIIIiioIn.
J. Roderick Robertson, of Xelsou. tpude<J r'‘nTH""
Prea* dub.
front of box can now he raised, the
fectualstand, but broke up into small
was killed by debris hurled > 'vh,‘lv
(,f ,he ^VWPUB''1'
Robert
C.
Browu,
of
Sparta.
HI.,
has
i center crosspiece on bottom acting as
forces which have kept up a sort of with the force of artillery into |lis paternity,including a number of war
whom lie had met in represented bis district,thHNtb, fo*’ six I a pivot by reason of its rounded ends,
guerrilla warfare in the Transvaal ever room at the Murrav Hill 'hotel, u,. | 'OiTesjioiKlents
years, and was recently notified of hi* A framework is put inside of the
was general manager in Canada for |£ul,aby re,‘<>1"
since
coming appointmentus clerk of tbe I’, four uprights, extending under front
the British Coitimbia Gold Fields com- 1l0,ls
' lub. of which
A report from Pretoria says that patty, limited, and a prominent ..qi. ' x* 1'''mous saih.r is a tnember, ami at S Court for the Southeru District of of bos !m(1 being braced as is shown
m.nci* He was born in J8o»f and has in 1b„ iiiDsU-tilion. To keep box from
Colonel Wilson captured twenty Boers zen in the community where he lived, j1 l,‘ l'il,ni',on eiub.
worked his way to the top simply by
near Frankfort, in Orange River col- He was a Scotchman and left a wid- Chicago. Jan. 28.— A din nil Bchley.
dumping while the sled is being loaded
force of application,energy and good
ow
and
four
ehildrep.
lie
was
said
to
j after a
quiet
Sunday
and
a
good
ony. last Saturday. He was preparing
com moo sense. After working several or in transitthe front end is f listened
have been quite wealthy. A peculiar ' night's sleep, arose much refreshed year* a* a blacksmith, lie studied law at down to tiiis frameworkby a hinge
at dawn the next day to move away
lad about his dealh was that ho i ;nid ox pressed himself as ready to
hasp and staple such as are used to
with his captives when a superior force asked for tne room in which he was ! m(l(>1 t,l(. requirements of the day's ! night and was admitted to the bar in
' 1*94. He is a prominent member of the
hold shut the lid of a chest, a door,
<*f Boers made a desperate effort to killed.whtl«L jinot her Sliest of the I ,
Knii ht's of Pythias, the Elks and Mod- etc. if the crosspiece which acts as
recapture the prisoners. A hot light house had ofly a short time before
I era Woodman. February20, J90J, be
pivot is placed a little in front of box
fused to oeetipv the
1 v,‘r,‘ 1,ll>'s'icul ,,f his vWt ^V(‘
1 writes us follows:
ensued, in which all but three of the
center, the sled when evenly loaded
Uk-u
:l.
..... .....
"Pepsin Syrup Go., Dear Sirs— From
prisoners escaped and in which a few
will dump itself as noon as hasp is disTil,, iliiinii^,. .....
*i,oi».ooo I?1'"11
lst"?d,1fgf “J'0 ! careful and varied experiences I desire
engaged. If a little to the. rear of
men were killed or wounded on both Tlie
„r\,u Oh. Murky
*'lH' I te add mj’ testimony as to the merit of
center,the front of box will have to be
hotel placed the loss at SKKI.00Q,
sides.
The first item on'the distinguished j your Syrup Pepsin preparation,it is raised by hand when desiring to dump
later the hotel was abandoned as unvisitor's schedule for the day was {i iu many respectsequal to the services
safe. If tlie building Is condemned
of a dozen physicians.I have used it
visit to the W. S. Kchlcy schools
PROPOSALS OF PEACE.
tbe loss on it alone wlH approach FL'4
1 a. m. he was presented with reso- as a tonic after severe illne** and as a
(KKMtOO. The damage to the Grand
lutions of esteem and approbation by strengtheperfor the stomach and diUnion hotel was estimated at $40,000.
gestiveorgans, iu one case in particuBalfour Announces That Statementof and that to the .Manhattan hospitalat a committee of twenty -two representing the German societies of Chicago. lar it was of inestimable value in my
$25,000. The loss ai the Grand CenBoers Is Under Consideration.
At noon ho look luncheon with Mr. household, and it is with pleasure that
London. Jan. 28.— Balfour announced tral station was entirely in glass, as M linger and at 2 p. in. met members 1 testify as to its worth as a household
was that of the loo or more other
of tin* Maryland Society of Chicago at remedy. Yours respectfully, R. G.
in the house of commons today that
buildingsnfi'eeted by the explosion.No
Browu, Representative 48th Senatorial
the Dutch government last Saturday, estimate was made of ihe losses sus- a reception in the Palmer house. At District, Sparta, III.
0 p. m. the admiral was the guest of
on behalf of the Boers, made proposals tained by the Rapid Transit eonlrac- tlie Illinois naval militiaat a dinner
Dr. Caldwell’sSyrup Pepsin and Herb
tors. The cause of the explosion has
of peace which England is now considat Hie Auditorium. A review of the Lexative Compound is sold by II.
Rot been determined, but three men
first ship's cryw at their armory com- Walsh, in 50c and $1 .00 bottles.
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SMITH. Druggist,

Attend “The Beat" and get The Best Results
UKAt rim. COJOIKIU'IALCataloui'kFkkk.
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iles.

at a reasonabh
my stock.
S. A. Martin's
Drug and Hook Store.

For a good letter
price come and sec

run salk nr
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A FAIR OFFER.
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Cough Hooey

have not failed in 30 years. 1 tablespoouful
of the “Relief’ in 2 of water and one of
sugar hourly till sweat, then 1 of Cough
Honey.” A hath completes the cure. 3 doses
generally sufficient.Death will never result
from LUNO or THROAT diseases when these

i

When the dynamite went off it tore
The running down of Viljoenand his
commando is regarded here as the A great gorge in the street and sent
a mass of earth, splinteredriuiher and
most im]H>rtantevent In the latter part
twisted iron high into the air. Much
of the war. It means that the strongof it went battering against the front
est Boer opposition in the Transvaal Of the Murray Hill Iwtel. ami although
has been conquered,w hilts the stray (he walls and main struct tire of that
burgher army is now principallycon- building stood the shock nearly every
room in the front of the Ismse was
fined to Cape and Grange colonies.
General Viljoen was one of the first wrecked. The Manhattan Eye and
Ear hospital on the east side of the
fighters in the field, doing conspicuous
avenue fared nearly as badly, and had
service under General Joubert, who to be abandoned by the management.

B.

%

DB. FENNER’S

venieuci- for IIiiiiIIiikManure
uu«l IIJil Iu il.e Wiutrr.

^

-The

reserve
supply of high explosivesstored at the
Park avenue shaft of the Rapid Transit tunnel, now in course of construction, blew up shortly after tutou yesterday. The giant blast kilhsl six jiersoiis. Injured 100 others,and seriously
damaged all the property reached by
the flying debris and the vibration of
the shock. The killed were: Cyrus
Adams, cigar man at Murray Hill hotel: James Carr, a waiter in Murray
11111 hotel; Lawrence liiue, Ansouln.
Conn.: J. RoderickRobertson, of Nelson. B. C.. guesi at the Murray Hill
hotel: Ralph H. Thompson assistant
engineer: Thomas Tubbs, master me28.

riB

RELIEVED IX 6 KUnTTEB.
CUBED Ol « HOURS.

j

BRITISH

New

PIMNW&t

iu his honor which have octiimil *11
The Illustration*show a dumping
Wh"t you doin' nei;.’ Iibor? Helping
along tlie route from WushkigUM; ,At
ail'd I *' one or t wo horse* wlileh an
Bill.
What
s
Bill
doin';'
Helping
Maothe station the admiral
by
Ohio Farmer correspondent considersa
a delegation from the city couiMlj and <iy. What's Mainly doin'? Helpingl conveniencefor liuuHug dirt and maMother
What's
Mother
doin'? Taking;
a company of mi'al vrteraaf'/lsf tile
Rocky Mountain T< u Sensible family, nure liiat will tie appreciated by many.
civil war. Alderman Frank Lawler.
His plan for its construction Is as folHhhu Hroa.
<<ii behalf of the city council,Ajjaaent*
lows:
ed appropriate resolutions.
BRAIN FOOD NONSENSE.
Take two piece* of 8 inch plank for
A double line of ]H>iiccmeugfcMd at
runners
which connect with two crossthe stationwhen the admiral aMklited,
Another ridiculousfood fad ha* been
but the hluccou s were unabkFle re- branded by the most competentauthor- pieces of 2 by 4 scantling mortised Instrain the crowd, which strd^Bfljrny ities. They have dispelled the silly to the planks. On inside of each runwent wild at the sight of *ba^afcPy notion that one kind of food i« needed ner nail or bolt securely at required
for brain, another for muscles, aud still distance apart two uprights of about
another for bones A correct diet will JL. by 5 inch material. The distance
not only nourish u particular part of
apart and length of these uprights will
the b d.v, but it will sustain every other
part. Yet, however good your food be dependentu])on the length of sled
V:
may be, its nutriment is destroyed by box. Gouge out a V shai*ed notch In

wait

May

—Territory Ibr

ion

-COUGHS

~

ABC INJURED

100 OTHDES

—

W. O. Wllliaoiiiou, of Amherst. Va.,
ttaftiCmof Mir THf Ttirvwu <>!>*» I*]
«)>: "For more than a year 1 suffered
Admin*,
Chicago, Jau. 27. -Rear Admirol IV. from lumbago, I lioally tried ChamberH. Fell ley arrived in Chicago AtftSUa. lain’* Pain Hahn and it gave me < n ire
m.. and was greets) with a IpBufiMu relief, which all other rem-dbs had
ous acclaim from ihousunda «(.|ift<jplc failed to do " Sold by H. Walsh. Hoiwho crowded the Baltimore gmf OJfic land; Van Bn e A; Son, Zeeland.
slut Ion aitd thronged neaiiijrfijivets
for blocks. His reception bHfe. pit*
A
Call for F M. C Coffees.

Buy your Fountain Pens

BATH HOUSE SENSATION

of G. A. Ste-

S.
28

y

Aware

That we are constantlygiving
our customers the benefit of the

venson,the Jeweler.

I

West Eighth St., Holland.

Are You

Murder of

u Wealthy st. l<oui»iaiiBring*
Star! int; Fuel* to l.ij-ht.

SPRIETSMA.

latest and best improvements in
Smith'*Broiu-lihtlTablets

INVEKTLD UOX AND SIDE VIEW,

both the

St. Louis. Jan 24.— A. Dean Cooper,
it. The exact location of the pivot
May be employed for the alleviation
prominent in society and business
crosspiece will thereforedeterminethe
of Bronchitis,Coughs. Golds and like
here, and wealthy,was found mur- maladies of the Throat and Lungs. 30 ease of dumping, and the matter may
dered yesterday in a bath house which tablets 10 cents.
be settled to suit the wishes of the
he owned, but it was not managed iu
builderof sled.
Cjjas I). Smith, Druggist,
his name, ilis corpse was found iu
205 River St., Holland, Mich.
When the box is in its horizontalpoIhe cooling room of the Turkish both
sition and the hasp is fastened, insert
Jepartweijt William A. Si robber, colu wooden or other piu in the hasp
Buy he fteat.
ored. who was in charge of the place,
staple in the place that would be ocBefore you buy get my terms on Pirave the first news of the murder, aud anos, Organs and Sewing Machines.
cupied by a padlock were the hasp
Our livery and funeral turnouts
was arrested. He says that two colused as a door or lid latch. Make an
Geo. H. Gossen,
ored women were with Cooper preejid gate at the rear of tlie box. In are first-class.
Singer Agent.
vious to Ids murder.
324 Central Ave.
Fig. 2 A shews the box inverted in orWe give you the best of service
Developmentsin connection with the
N. B. All kinds of needles and at- der to explain fully tbe manner of apmurder as the day progressed were tachments
49-1
as
funeral directorsand embalmplying the supporting crosspieces,and
sensational in the extreme. Strother
B
shows
a
side
view
of
the
sled
and
ers.
is buying a home, aud he says that
makes plain the dumping idea.
Cooper, whom he had known aud
Buy F. M. C. Go flees.
Prompt attention at prices that
served for a long time, had promised
While this kind of a dumping box
are
right.
to save Ids home for him. He also
could he used on any size of sled, so
Fill*1 .Sleigh*.
claim* that Cooper had promised him
far as the main Idea is concerned, it
that in the event of the sale of the
I have a fine stock of new Portland
would not be satisfactoryif the box
bath house he Strother)should lie tak- cutters and two seated cutters at very
were made too large, as the increased
en care of. either by being retained lu reasonable prices. Give me a call.
height of the uprights in this case
Ids position or by being given another.
H. Takken,
would make the sled inconvenient to
Questioned as to why Cooi»er should
East Eighth St.
load and handle. On a sled of a size
thus make provision for him the negro told a startling and sensational
adapted to one horse ordinarily, or two
FEKTJLIZFK
story of the alleged true character of
horses iu case of being loaded with
Licensed Embalmers,
Farmers should now get their fertili- very heavy material, the sled is very
the place of which he had been the
trusted custodian,and tlie story wasli# zer. I have the Northwestern and alsatisfactory. It Is especially conven- 18 West Ninth St, ,or call cither
some degree corroborated by a state- so Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
Logan Reeves aud Samuel W. Pack- ment. from the police that they had else a special fertilizer for sugar beets. ient to have this sled stand where the
phone No. Hi, day or night.
nrd. counsel for the litigantsin the
been making secret investigation*and It can be purchased of me or from Bert manure from the stable can be thrown N. B.— Chairs and tables rented
Dowle-Stevenson
ease, met with Judge
into the box, and when full hitch on
were going to raid and close up the Tioholt at Graafscbap.
Tuley in his chambers to settle the place.
and delivered.
the team and haul it to the field and
B. J. Albers,
questionregarding the admission of
Overisel, Mich.
Later— Strother has confessed to the
dump it.
the amended bill of complaint as premurder of MillionaireCooper.
pared by Mr. Reeves, lu pursuance
IrriffiUiouI* l-Vrtllijr.Htiou.
Piuiio For Sate.
of the wish expressed by Judge Tuley
My*t«i'iou* Suicide.
Irrigationnow means also fertilizathe attorneyshave agreed on the
Chicago, Jan. 24.— After handing his
A second hand Board man & Gray
Talc* tk$ fenulat, orlgtaal
wording of the bill, which practical- wife ills week’s earnings John Freder- square piano for sale on easy terms for tion. The Arizona station estimates
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN TIE
that
the
value
of
the
silt
deposits
on
ly eliminates all charges of fraud and icks. a woodworker living at 2800 Wal- for cash. Enquire at J43 Central ave.
Mod* only by ModisoaAU4J*
irrigated lands of Salt river for one
eon lines the allegations to the evi- lace street, drank a half pint of carbolcine Co., Modi sun, WU. It
year tit commercialrates for fertilizers
dence given during the trial.
keep* yon well. Our trad*
ic arid. Fredericks died before a phy•ark cut mi each package.
Ask
for
F,
M.
C.
Coffees.
contained
Is
about
$1,000,000
and
secsician could be summoned. Ilis wife
M iner* Kloiit OtUeer*.
Price, 35 cent*. Never cold
ond only to the value of the water for
said her husband was In perfect
in bulk. Accept no *ub*ti*
Indianapolis,Jan. 25.- As though lo health and in a good financialcondiirrigation.
The
potash,
nitrogen
and
moaoeoMTeeiM*
tute. A*k your druggist.
l'|ihul*t<-rlng.
clinch the exoneration of President tion. She could assign no reason for
phosphoric acid in the waters of irri] do upholstering and can give you
Mitchell and Secretary -Treasurer Wil- suicide. Frederickswas a German
gation per acre are thus calculated:
Does your Stomacb trouble you? Are your
son of the charges against them by and 45 years old. For several years good work at reasonable prices. Gall
Per ct.
Bowel* regular? Areyou lilijlous?
Miss Meredith, yesterdaythe C. M. past he hud worked as sawyer in Den- or drop a car d aud .1 will look after tbe
When
silt by Com'l
c. M. Hanson,
sampled, volume, value. S
W. conventionelected these officers: cer & Co.'s sash and door factory at
337 W. iCtb street, Holland.
Twenty-fourth
and
Butler
si roots.
JBllJiouwje**, HeuiUcbe.
lit (llJtlG
Colorado river... Oct. 14-20 7.88 JSM
President, John Mitchell: vice presiSalt river .,„„,„Sept.1-9 2.35 23 23 «6c per bottle ut Heber Walsh'* Drug Store.
dent T. L. Lewis; secretary-treasurer,
For <>n*ioiiof BunUli Inland*.
Gila river „„.... Sept. 8-15 19.90 35 49
W. B. Wilson.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. SteWashington, Jan, 25. — The treaty
The value of silt is illustrated in the
Farm For Sale,
Ml*s Stone May Now Be Free.
of session of the Danish West Indies venson, the Jeweler.
case of a fanner who had a surplus of
An 18 acre fruit farm located half a
London. Jan. 28.— A dispatch from islands from Denmark to the Up ted
water aud raised an embankment three
mile south of the Hol’and depot for
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
Sofia, Bulgaria, says the ransom of States has been signed at the state defeet high at the lower end of a piece of sale. Contains J00 cterry trees, J00
Miss Ellen .M. Stone aud her compan- part inept by Secretary Hay and Conrough land, and in six weeks the em- plum trees, 100 peaen trees, 3 acres
Blank Book*.
ion. Mine. Tsilka. has been paid to stantino Brum the Danish minister.
banked space was half full of mud and raspberries, half an acre currants,
the brigands, aud that the captives The treaty will lie submitted to tlie
A full line of blank books for office when drained became a valuable field strawberry patch. 100 apple aud pear
ure expected to be released at once.
atfiate for ratificationImmediately, and other use, at S. A. Martin'sDrug of fertile soil.
I trees. For particulars enquire at this
and Book Store.
office.
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Non-I uioii Skop
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SLOPPING HOGS.

Att R«x*rl*M**d Rre*<l*r Telia Jaat
Hum He l)o*a ft.

Fut in a Frol*»t.

At Our Store

Lansing. Mich,. Jan. 25.— It was exA writti wishes that someone would
pected tiiat the board of stale auditInvent a cheap way to mix slop, and
or* would award tlx* contract for the
John M. Jamison discusses the quesstate printing ami binding for the next
two years, but owing to (lie absence of tion as follows in National Stockman:
jiixl Commissioner Wildey it has He apeaks of having 175 hogs on his

Items Which Ars of Special Iff
forest to Our Readers.
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OJ crato, 12 bosw for
How Ixxik.m*.
Uulvid lJtu« Co..
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II. R’uUli, llrusfirisl,llvltund

Louisville

and Nashville
CKMUAL

THK OMEAT

Railroad, SOUHEHN TVl'Mi LIKE

WINTER ,
TOURISTS’ TICKETS
jVoir

on Sole

to

Florida
and the

Gulf Coast.

submit to the auditors.It la
openly assertedthat the bid of the
Wynkoop. Hallcnbeck. Crawford comBay city, iiicli.. .Inn. 27.— J<»lin I>u- pany is several hundred dollars higher
pay. Hit* "divlm* Jii*nl<*r." who is at- than the Robert Smith Printing com*
iraciing crowds ;M loni,i. according to patty hid. and in view of the narrow
reports from there, i* irom t'arrolton, margin tlx* trades unions are hoping to
a village jusl north of Saginaw. Du- hind tin* eon trad for tlx* Wynkoop
company, which is a union shop, the
jiay. it is related, is a man of good adRobert Smith company being non
dress and better nerve, f'ouutry |>eo- union or "open," :;s tlx* eumpuuy
jilo to the number of seventy-liveor styles It.
one hundred l'oel;<*dinto Ionia and
The antagonism against tlx* latter
sougilt out liie "healer” at a hotel. concern is all tlx* sharjxT beeause of
Jnijiny makes the usual uiodt'st elaiiu the clashes tin* unions and tin* Smith
that in* has no esj>eolal power of heal- company have had. For a half hour
ing Ijiinself,but Is tjod's agent foi* the Treasurer McCoy and Secretary of
Slate Warm')*, constitutinga majority
purpose.
of Ux* board of auditors, listened to
If* l «*d To fh* u t'arpsiilei'.
After seeing foriy < r lifiy jx'oplc he arguments from tlx* union men why
left for Jginsing. He oil urged eaeh tlx* contract should be awarded to the
union eoueern. No decision was arjiatient VJ and agr(*ed to give a ninerca<ly to

LAWK WIN TWO
lit M Cii!lt*kt

SI G

W

li*r*

Filty-Oii* Mciiib*raof Hi* Himim- llav*
Sign**! a* IU Fri*u<i».

VOUK ADOKESS TO

trough and

It*-

dies, Gents’ Flannel Night Robes.

in Simms, Scarfs and Doilies. Fancy

Woolen and Silk Mittens, Purses.
infants'

is

>

Cashmere lion*

iu blue, pink, red, white,

tan and

itf afi.ic. Infants Bootees, Sacqucs and Hoods, and

Children'sCaps..

G.

VAN PUTTEN.

202.201 River Street.

Don’t Send Good Cents
After Poor Scents!
Do you know that good perfumes arc actuallyrefreshing
and invigorating? if not, call and see us. We keep per-

lost.

fumes that will prove a revelation to you.

do not know any way that the labor of preparing slop can Is* reduced
below this, nor do ! know any way to
prepare it that will make It more acI

them.

ASK HER
What odor she would prefer. She is sure to appreciate your
thoughtfulness. Then come and give us a trial. She will be
delightedand so will you.

If the troughs are

placed oa a clean spaee-a floor or
clean straw or cornstalks under
I

and with

them—

feed lots well covered
Uay City. Mich.. Jan. ‘J4. personal
R. J. WEMYSS,
with straw and stalks, there is no need
Negaunee, Micii.. Jan. 28.— Imprisletters received from llejiresentative
or reason why the slop troughs should
Generali in migration and IndaMrial Ajt.
II. 11. Alpin indicate tlmt there is still oned in the Ncgamx-e mine, the scene
become filthy. During winter or doubtof
tin*
recent
disastrous
cave-hi,
arc
LOUISVILLE. K V.
much doubt :if NVashingion aliout just
ful weather the troughs should be turnfive mules, \riio liave been underAnd he will mail you. free, Maps, wiiat will be done in the matter of the ground for four years, with the excep- ed upside down after feeding: then
tariff on Cuban sugar. lie states the
IllustratedPamphlets and Price tight between the beet sugar interests tion <;f a few weeks followingtin* they will not have to be emptied of
rave-ln of Iasi spring. At that time, water or snow.
lists of Lands and Farms in Ken- and the sugar trust is seven*. Mich- with water rapidly Hooding the work- Taken all together,it is a safe estiigan's delegation is doing all in its
tucky, Tennessee, Alabama. Mis- power, together with members from ings. they were rescued by Captain mate to make that no protectionagainst
other beet growing states, and Al- Piper and several other volunteers. the changing weather adds 25 per cent
sissippi and Florida.
When tin* mine was pumped dry to the cost of feed. Protection cuts
pin says plainly that if their efforts
they were again lowered to tlx* botfail it will not be their fault.
down tix* cost <-f feed. How to keep
Tin* whole question is practicallyin tom. After liie recent disaster the up growth and shorten the feed exanimals
were
found
iu a raise, where
the hands of the chairman ef the w ays
they had taken refuge. Now feed is pense should bo the lending point this
Mtd means committee and the sjienker
taken
tin* them by means of the bail- winter. At the saim time it is well to
of tlx* house. Fifty-one representatives
have pledged the beet sugar interests crs. it may not lx* possible to get tin* remember that ju d lurtaiufng the anmules to tlx* surface through the bad imal without gain is a thr wing away
their support and as many more are
ly wriH-kcd shaft.
of the f*cd given.
favorable and will probablysign this
week, "Hut we are lighting against
< oMai'dl) Murder
heavy odds.” says tlx* represehtative. Kalamazoo. Mich.. Jan. 28.— A special to The Evening Telegraph from
Lively IIImx* el F*U»*k*j.
Linkville.Did., says: “James W.
Digests what yon
I'etoskey, Midi.. Jan. 21.— Fire deWoodford, of Elmore, Mieln. was
It artificial]? digests the food and aid! stroyed the dry goods and clothing killed thereat a country dance Sunday
tfaturs in strengtheningand recon- stores of 11. Levinson and of Max evening. Woodfor*!. who was a comstructing tbs exn»usted digestive or- Savinn. in tin* Snyder block, causing a
mercial traveler,antagonized a young
A successful hog raiser of long exgans. It lithe latest disco vereddlgest- loss of sio.ooo. badly damaged the man named Davis by dancing with
jiericnce says: There is nothing tiiat
aot and tonic. No other preparation grocery stock of JO. L. Hose, wrecked Miss Parvis, to whom Davis is en'jj .VK
can approach it In efilciencjr.It in- tile ollices of Smith A McCutie. Jaw gaged. Da\is told Woodford to leave 1 • inlckcrreturns than the low cost
stantly relieves and permanentlycures and real estate, and of Dr. 11. T, Cal- ilx* place, but lie refused. When for the improvement to be made In
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartburn, kins and ca used much damage to pri- Woodford stepped out of the farm lings. Consideringtlx* offspring you
Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea, vate families, tenants in ilx* Mock. house later in the evening it is alleged
from a pure* bred hoar at the price
Sick Headache, Gastralgia.CrampsandThe building was saved with a Joss of tiiat Davis slabbed him with a dagger. for which he can be bought, you can*.".000
to
.'h.M‘0.
Tills
block
seems
to
all other results of imperfect digestion.
Woodford died in ten minutes. Davis not afford to use a poor grade boar at
Price 60c. and |L Large sice coo Ulna tv* times be fated, having suffered a similar
any price. The trouble with the greatemail slxa.fiookaUaboutdjrspepsiamiiile'jfrca loss a year ago. About half insured, WA* bustled to
GroumiMlM*ai,i*rS4f*i»
‘‘*t number of farmers through this
Prepared by E. C. OeWITT
C^ccoo
th*

I,

Ladies* Fancy Knit Skirts, Woolen Skirts, Golf Gloves,

the lot while the feed is being prepared in the troughs. The troughs
should Is* as nearly level as possible
before the feed is put in. Put In the
amount of dry feed required and then
pour over it about an equal amount of
water or kitchen and dairy wastes.
Then open tlx* gates and let the pigs
to the troughs, if hearty and properly
fed, they will make no quarrel with
tbelr owner beeause he lias not mixed
more labor with tlx* slop. They do the
mixing in an earnest and rapid manner
and wast* little, if any, feed. With
the fe« d In a V trough A ery much of it
will lx* worked over the sides of the

THE MINE

They Hhv* H*«ii Th*r* Aliv« Ei*r Since

Open-Work Goods

one with a

Ten inehes wide

best

Pillow Tops.

frig* or hogs should be fastened out of

i:»« *l!elie*la

ceptable to
sTII.I. IN

Ladies Flannel Night

about
right, with tix* sides four inelies above
the bottom of tlx* trough, making them
any desired length. 1 have them from
3 to 12 fed long: •! to 8 is long enough,
a* they are easier to handle. For case
and convenlenee iu doing tin.*work the

troit.

Alt IN Git EAT FKItll.

FIVE MCEK*
SBNli

flat bottom.

is

and

Red Spreads. Circular and Square Shawls.

.

kind of a trough for thus

I iii* Tslk.

family, neighbors and

, ,

line line of Handkerchief!;—prettiest

Table Linens and Napkins.

cannot be done in a V shaped trough
without too mueb waste. The right

FiUZE PEACE*

Tbei* !

.

We have a
for the price,

l,QIMUat llie Pltf I* the best and cheapcut mixer. Hut the mixing by tix* pig

Arbi r. .Mich.. Jan. 27.— The
“laws" wmi two places out of lhr**e
in tix* debating eontest to select a
team to meet Pennsylvaniadebaters
on the subject of compulsory voting.
Michigan's team will be M, J,. Wiley,
mr>, Lit., of Sanlt St**. Marie: JO. C.
Hoffman. lOtiff law. of Fort Wayne.
Jnd.. and Clinton MHlce. HXtg Jaw, of
Farmington.Mich.
'fin* debate was so close that it took
the judges half an hour to make a
final decision, and tlx* friends of lOdward Sotinciischien.
Ucorge W. Maxey
and Walter i.ancastcr hissi*d the decision. as tlx* partisans of each
thought their favorite was entitled to
a plaee. Tlx* winners get *75. $50 and
*25 in the order jiamcd. tin* prize* l»eing awarded by D. M. Ferry, of De-

new

IIKBT

.

|

Ann

strangers as well, are looking forward
Write for folders, descriptivemat- to tlx* time when John will bring some
of ids
inspiration and healing
ter, etc., to
l>owers home to benelit them. He
C. L. STONE,
tried that in a small way before, but
he iiad to go away from home to be
General Pamnjer Agent,
| appreciated.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

through a barrel or lank, mixing it in
that way before be gives it to them, I
do not wonder that he wishes for a
cheap mixer. lie also finds a V trough
a wasteful one. The use of this trough
I have in the main discarded on account of the waste from it. I find after
many years' experienceIn handling

rived at.

days' "divine" treatment. Many years
ago — Just how many tin* Carrol ion villagers eauuot fee,all - -John eame to
Saginaw and npplh*d himself diligently
to the trade of earpenler. house building and liouse moving being Jus sjieeialty. lit tin* course of time in* took
unto himself a heljnnale, and a idee
little fam'ly of ehii.h en liavo grown
about his lire, side. Vet the people at
large of tile little eoinniunily whei'e
he lives, nor yet the jieojde of the metropolitan clly of Saginaw, where lie
worked, had any eoneejitionof Hie
powers of healing which John seems
to Jiave suddenly developed among
strangers.
JID ll<, in* l‘'olk> l.:iy f«»r Him.

Now his

Choice Line of Goods.

fx'ou decided to jMjst]M)m* the matter. farm to care for this winter when feed
Moreover, the ofllcialllgur<*s wwe not la high. Now, if lie puts slop for these

•-illNi-khiiii**Hi-akler,

tlx*

Try the following odors made by S. Palmer, New York's
leading perfumer
Wood Violet, Rose Leaves. Jockey Club.
Garlands of Violets, Frangipanni. Pink Mossrose.
Try our White Rose Cologne.

:

Other seasonable goods, such as Hot Water Bags, Chest
Protectors,Chamois Skins— -a large assortment.

BRISTLES in your teeth are not pleasant,but you*il get them
there every time you use a poor tooth brush. Get a brush tiiat is
built right, costs more, but gives more satisfactiontliai a dozen
‘'cheap'' ones. Our best are TH K bent.

1

Kbdol

Ouu*.

Dyspepsia Cure
eat

We always have and always sell drugs and drug r>undri<*sat the
lowest prices, so why shouldn't we solicit y»ur trade when we are
sure of satisfyingyou. Call and see us.

A DE KRUIF

>

ZEELAND, MICH.

SWINE

j

-BREEDING

Union Lock Poultry Fence.
For Poultry, Rabbits,

!

^Orchards, Gardens, etc.

:

j
i

:

Jail.”

a

Fort.

City Eugiiiecr In in Luck.

J

St. Ignaee. Midi.. Jan. 2S. — City Hngineer Forristelhas learned that he is
I one of the heirs to the tjd.TOOO.OOO estate of a grand unde who amassed a
fortune in the gold lields. of Australia.
The mother of the St. ignaee man was
a nin e of the decedent. John McCormick. whose wealth was left to his
nearest of kin — nieces and nephews,
numbering live in all. Inquiry to discover these heirs has been going on for
J tifleen years,
j

Where to Locate?
Why. iu th* Territory
HviTM d by th*

Ti

LOUISVILLE

& NASHVILLE

Hlesinlc*,

Not

|

Ltxlington. Mich.. Jan. 27.— Captain

James Reid and
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of country is that they will, for
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induce, start to breed Pobmd-Chinas.
ers succeeded in taking tlx* wrecked breed them a few years, get these hogs
steamer. Pen* Marquette
off up to pretty good stock and perhaps /, <0
the beach Saturday and bringing her Kw. ;1 |JUnch of Duroc-Jersey red pigs
‘5
c
safely Into the harbor. The bout
u.m. <Io.1(1., IiIti(,m,,.,« V)
Ik* taken to a Milwaukee dry dock as
theirs (had some better care, perhaps),
soon as six* cun be temporarilyrec 2
red boars to use on tlx*
paired for Ilx* nip. No. missed the ^
harbor piers owing to disabled steer- sows' ’Iben next year they see a = *
ing gear and went on the bar on the bunch of Berkshire pigs Unit lake their
morning of Jan, 17. The damage to fancy, so they buy Berkshire Imars the
tlx* boat will reach $150,000and the ix-xt time, and after they follow such
Stronger and
cost of wrecking is $10,000
breeding up for a few yearn they have
his ‘ere

wreck-

i
;

No,

will

|

more.

SlliUlljlOX.

S4',',ion

0

Ann Arbor, Mich.. Jan. 2b—
neil. who lias charge of tin*

Dr. Arease of
Freeman Campbell, tlx* dental student,
is not yet ready to say whel her it is a
I smallpox caw*. CaiuplKdl's examination proper was among others turned
J in by tile "dents" recently, and the

Um

closer spacing than any other make.
Our Union Lock Hog, Field and Cattle Fence, Union Lawn
Fence Gates, etc., guaranteed first class.
Your dealer should handle this line— if not, write us for
prices. Catalogue free.
UNION FENCE CO.. DE KALB. ILL.. U. S. A.

GovernorFf«<iuiiu»M*KI»I*> H*y. ffut nothing but some very common,
Lansing, Mien.. Jan. 24,— (iov«j)or
Bliss yesterdayissued a proclamationof lbe leading In
.. of bogs is good
• I
callingupon the jteople of Michigan to if it Is kept straightbred and tix* stock
-THLobserve Jan. 20. the anniversary of the is not changed to this, that and the
birth ot the late President MeKinley, c»v<*rvfew years. If a man secs
u> ]t
t0 change
(jireal Central Soulln rn Trunk Line,
| whole bundi of
documents was as a day for making contributions to
t!x* Mekinlcy mcJJiorbJ und. In*;, (ji
(l
lmt sa
“AMERICA'S GREAT FAMILY MAGAZINE
' thrown into tlx* furnace.
_ ___________ _
-1Nproelamalion suggests that lie titty I>e ,. .
.
,
Obi Flunk Kou<l Company Ouils,
observed by the children in the schools »ikk io
••notigh to give
KENTUCKY, TENNESSEE, ALABAMA,
Ann Arbor. Mich.. Jan. 2-"».- 'J’Jje and that tlx* eliUl'ch people take suit- ^ u l*i0rou*’^
able action on that
Sou- hii<i J'Ik*,
j franchise of tlx* Ann Arbor and Lodi
MISSISSIPPI.FLORIDA.
Flank Hoad company expires Wednes!
A
record of tin* coupling should alMicliigui; |{*|MiUlit aii 4 IuI>k.
—WHERE—
day. and it will not be renewed, The
ways be made so as to be sure when to
FEATURES
1902.
Detroit.Jan. 27. A meeting of the
company lias been iu existence sixty
look for the pigs. Tlx* average period
Fermeri, Fruit Growen,
advisory
council
of
tlx*
State
league
years and originally maintained:i
of gestationis 112 days, and sows will
plank road from Ann Arbor to Saline, of Republican Hubs was held here
Stock Raisers, Manufacturers,
Saturday and it was decided to hold rarely vary more than three to four
Later this was made a gravel road.
tlx* annual conventionof the league days from this. The* sow should be
Investors, Speculators,
Fir* lltklroyk Funn llullajiiigk.
in Brand Rapids on Lincpln's birth- separated at least a week before the Current Fashions- Home Cooking.
and Money Lenders
Mason. Mich.. Jan. 27.— Fire de- day. Feb. 12. On the evening of that pigs are expected and put in eomforln
Thoughts Affecting the Life of a Youg Girl.
will Hml the ureutest cliaucea In the United stroyed all buildings but the house on day tlx* Lincoln club, of Brand Rap]
juarters.
If
it
is
cold
weather,
the
Good Health. Plants and Flowers.
Stales to muke "hin money" by reason of the
the farm of A. L. Coste. south of Ma- i«ls. will also hold its annual banquet
abundanceand cheapness of
pen
or
bouse
should
have
no
eracks
The Social Side of Church Work.
son. All farming implements.22‘> in celebration of Lincoln's birthday.
L*nd ami FunuN,
through which tlx* cold wind could
Ledger Model Houses.
bushels
of
beans,
twenty
tons
of
bay.
TIiuImt and Mon*.
Ulggiii* Kl»ull*ii Hi* D**i
blow on the pigs. The bedding should
:J00 bushels of oats, sixty sheep, some
Album of Celebritiesof To-Day.
Iron and Coal.
Menominee. Mich., Jan. 24. — Menom- Is* short, und, while sufliclent to make
Labor— K very tiling* hogs and a horse were lost. Loss. $2,Embroidery and Fancy Work.
000: insurance. #l..'#oo.
inee and other capitalists attemptedto a warn* nest and to keep the pigs from
Eree sites, llnaucialasslsiunce,and freedom
buy
out
tlx* Marinetti*street car plant lie hard floor, it should not be overfrom taxation for the manufacturer.
A MISSIONARY
HIS DOGS IN THE WILD NORTHWEST.
II* A iu» Th* Fllgriiu Friz*.
and combine it with tiiat of this city. abundant, us if so there will be some
Land and farms at fll-UO |>er acre and upwards,
Ann
Arbor. Mich.. Jan. 27,— KtiielA
Tale of Stirring Adventure by REV. E. U YOUNG.
The negotiations were nearly complet- danger of the little pigs being overlaid,
and IWU.UUU acres iu West Florida that can be
bert Walton. '04 lit., of Hay City, lias
taken gratis under the U- K'. Homesteadlaws.
ed and everybodyexpected the deal to
writes Waldo F, Brown of Oxford, 0.
Is-en
awarded
"The
Filgrain''
prize
of
Stock raising in the Gulf Coast District will
be closed,but Mr. Higgins, who holds
make enormousprofits.
.*25 for tlx* lx*st story written by a
Mar and Juu* Figa.
Oaiy 6 cents— The ledger Monthly Patterns, Only 6 cents.
a majority of tlx* Marinette stock and
Half-Kart* flfat'uratoaa the first and third university student. It will be pubOn
farms
where
cattle are fattened
was
offered
$1*0.000 for 51*7 shares, reTuesday of each month.
lished iu Die .March number of The InThe Pattern Department of the Ledger Monthly is one of its strongfused the offer.
for the market pigs farrowed iu May
Let us know what you want, and we will tell lander and The FJlgrlm.
est features. Patterns of all the styles illustred and described in the
you where and how to get it— but don't delay as,
and June will he large enough to follow
Kpeskei' Aduuu 4,o*-» Fra*.
Fashion Department each month are furnished to subscribers at the
the country is tilling up rapidly.
H ill Brill for Gold iu Afrb-u.
nominal price of <1 i*4*titK i‘U4*li* The Ledger Monthly Patterns are
Printed matter, maps and all information free.
Mason. Mich,. Jan. 24.— As a result Ilx* cattle the next winter, and the ex.Negaunee,Mich.. Jan, £5,— Ralph of the decision of tlx* supreme court pense of wintering them will lie greatly
Address.
equal to any pattern on the market and are guaranteed accurately
K J. WKBlYNti.
Wilcox. Fd and Jolin Harrington, dia*
cut and perfect fitting. The Pattern Department Is conductedfor
that Charles 1L Pratt need not testify reduced, and by keeping them in the
Oeueral Immlgratlou and Industrial Agent mond drill experts of lids city, have
the benefit of subscribers,and the privilegesof this department are
iu tlx* alleged bribery cases against fiM.'ding yard with the cattle on the
LOCftiVILLK. Kb’.
cngagHl with an English company for
alone worth the price of the magazine to any woman who does her
Edgar J. Adams, ex-speaker of the waste straw und corn fodder it will lie
one year's service in West Africa to house, and William A. French, exown dressmaking.
made into line manure, ready to apply
explore for gold, at a salary of $200 a
state laud commissioner, the cases to the fields the following spring and
mouth and expenses.
UKNKBAL BISFAIB HHOF.
Only 6 cents— Tin Ledger Monthly Patterns- Only 6 cents.
Tuesday were dismissed iu the eireiiit summer.
court and the defendantswere disfbully Hurt by « I
Inn Bosrd.
Any person deeiring any work done
Fl*» In Winter,
euch iw repairingsewing machined, Flint, Mich., Jan. 25.— -ClarenceZim- charged.
Pigs in winter take a great deal of PREMIUM LIST FREE.
SAMPLE COPY FREE.
.tgeutsMake .Mon*y
locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma- mernian, an employe of Htewart’s facHl*d Wliin* Driving A lout.
care, and one of the greatest cares is
Taking NutMcrlptloii*
chinery of any kind, call at John F. tory, was struck in tin* abdomen by a
Some of our agents prefer
if you will mention this
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 27.— Allen Rris- to keep them in a dry, warm place. working for our elegant preFor Hie
Zaisman,in the building formerly oc- board which rebounded from a saw.
paper when you write we will
miums
rather
than
for
cabh
l.*<lK*rMonthly.
cupied by D. DeVrief, tjorner River He is injured internallyand may die. bin. a pioneer of this vicinity, died They must be fed differentfeed from comniMoixi. f you do, scud
vend you a (ample copy of the
while driving to tlx* city from his whut they get in summer time. They for list.
Write for Farth-ulur*
and Ninth streets, Holland. Mich.
Lkuukb Mostuly Fro*.
Mayor Copoiuud Ixjok* Hlghfr.
home, two miles north. He was do not require the same amount of
stricken
with
heart
disease.
IJ1«
Ann Arbor, Mich,, Jan. 25.— Mayor
feed In summer as in winter. PusONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
It. J$. Copeland will undoubtedly lx? a
*•«*
Alwati Aupsxei
Grip claims victims.Dr, Mile# KestoraUva candidate for the Republican nominaWhich was his intended destination their feed.
Nervine defends (hem.
tion for congress.
THE LEDtiER PCHUSHING (0, 225 POL'TKII AYE , NEW YORK.
I
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Ottawa County

CommoM

PUBLIC SALK.

BENEFITS OF HORSE SHOWS
CoaarU.

On Thursday,Febr. G. at 10 u. m.,
The) Sttmntnie the Pi-oil net ioa of
(hero will be a public sale at the place
iloiiand..Mich.. Jan. 'i\. 1902.
M.G. MALTING. Puu.Ubtr.
Heller ItilinitU him! ItuUe I'rleea.
The common council met pursuant
of John Meeu ween, formerly occupied
IKTtrymdar.»* HolUad.Mkhlzta. to call Issued by President pro tern
Within recent years the development
by Otto Van Dyke, a quarter of a mile
west of New Holland. There will be
.uldens and was called to order by
of horse shows, east. west, north and
Many cow* are t. *t worth keeping. offered for sale 1 black horse, ti years.
OWnCt. WAVIMLY BLOCK, KIGHTH ST. the president protem.
south, has become remarkable. Hav- There Is no surplus of neat cattle in the
1400 pounds. I span of bay horses, K
Notwithstandingthe fact thM the
Present-Aids.Kiefs. Van den Tak.
TnMfC tabaerl0tion.ilto per yesr, or II pM Kole. Van Zanten. uldens. Geerllngs. ex*|H>rtnof high class horses from the ing their greatest enc mragement In hind, but no desirable young animal years old, IffOO pound*»cach. 1 pair sorjtu if p*Jd Ln mtioc*.
Habermann. Westhoek and Riksen. United States have lx*cn comparatively the east, they gradually spread to the should he sneriliml that promise* use- rel horses, well matched, l.’IOO pounds
AtvwtWacBalMiMdckuowu on Applk*Uon
and the city clerk. T’ ! reading of small, the fact remain* that more of larger western cities, and they have fulness in the m nr future even though each, a and fi year* old, 1 pair gray gelmr Kotcrcd •( Um poet ofice ! Hollnad, minutes and the regular order ol busi- all equine sorts have left our abore* now Ixvome so prevalent as to la* an- for a few months it is kept at a disad- ding*, coming 4 years, weigh 1400 each,
1 breeding mure, two 2-year-old
M A. for tnnmiuSoo uroojfbthe null* •* ness was suspended. PreslJentpro
during the season Just closed tlMU dur- nual event* In the cities of all section*. vantage, say* J. W. Yale of fonncetl- black colts. I pair ponies, 000 pound.-,
•uIM-cUm mnuor.
lem Luldens presented the following:
ing any previous twelvemonth period, It Is generally thought that these are cut. To profitably fatten a lean animal each. 1 pair bay horses, 5 and 8 years,
Holland. Mich.. Jan. 21. 1902.
To the Honorable Common Council of ! says Breeder's Cazette. The Reason merely fashionable events intended for or any other kind on purchased feed 1200 and 1400 pounds. 3 cows, coming in
JANUARY 31, 1002.
Is an uphill business, yet the manure
the City of
for this Is. of course, the enormous the display and recreation of those
Feb. 10, 5 heifers, coming in next April,
Gentlemen— The sad news having I purchases of cavalry, artlllerjr and having little to do with the active busl- i.s valuableuml might pay for the care. a number of young cows and steers,
been communicated to us of the death mounted Infantry horses by various uess of life, but, says the New Eng- As for the best way to fatten much de- Durham bull, 10 young pigs about 75
of Hon. Isaac Cappon. the first Mayor European governments. Tba British land Homestead,u di-eper study of the pends on the animal, a* to age, breed, pounds each, baled straw, farm impleof our city, whose life-longdevotion empire has been naturally our best subject will show that these exhibi- dc. 1 never am troubled to sell my ments, 1 six horse-power mill, 400 fence
to the best interestsof this city and customer, taking ns many a« 8,000 bead
Devons at a go d price, which, accord- posts and other articles used on the
tions have a marked influence on the
AND THAT HOPE 18 GAINING IN community
are matters of public out of the country at one abl|HBent.
ing to figures, ranges from 825 to 848, farm. Credit for 0 months on good
developmentof our horse breeding in8TRENGTH.
record, and as his successors and coand good beef too. I should consider cotes on amounts of i.’iand over. Five
Germany purchasedlarge numbers on terests.
per cent discount for cash.
laborers.I deem It ray duty as Mayor
the Pacificslope early In the year, and
When the racing calendar was estab- it impossible to make good meat from
John Meeuwsen,
•Mr Power in Copt Colony Increasing pro tem to convene this council in
some
cows
1 have seen. Many unprofProprietor.
special session in order that we may the latest candidate for tba favor of lished some hundreds of years ago,
..Daily, “Rebellion’’Spreadingand
adopt proper resolutions befittingthe American auctioneers was the Italian running horses were given an impetus itable cows could In' put to raising Chris D. Schilleman,Auctioneer.
Coionista Against Great Britain.
occasion, and I recommend the adop- government, which first bad a small which in turn reacted on the thorough- calves without any grain. This would
continue th:*ir usefulness and at the
liondoD. Jan. 25.— The Daily News tion of appropriateresolutionsand contract executed for plain artillery bred horse to such n degree a* to make
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Stehas published from its correspondent the making of proper arrangementsfor animals and later sent an enlarged or- It. without exception,the leading breed same time raise cattle for future use. venson, the Jeweler.
the
attendance
at
the
funeral
and
such
A
good
way
to
feed
for
beef
Is
where
at The Hague, whom it claims to have
der for Kith cavalry and gun horses. of horses, and thus untold good was
been accurate, the following dispatch other action as your honorable body In addition to the horses taken for the accomplishedfor the thoroughbredIn- roughage is plenty go it little slow
may deem necessary.
LOCAL MARKETS.
taken from private advices:
use of John Bull In Foutb Africa tens terests. Igiter. with the establishment at tinrt. increasinggrain later on. Any
H. J. Luidens.
“News from South Africa has
kind
of
roots
is
valuable.
If
their
of thousandsof mules were alao pur- of trottingrail's earlier In the eentury
Mayor Pro tem.
Price* Paid to P»na*ra.
reached military circles here that the
chased with good British gold ao that and the publicationof the year book analyses are not high, still their mePRODUCE.
power of the Boers over Cape Colony
By Aid. Geerllngs:
not only sltould the ex|N»rtof horses giving the rei*onlsmade, the trotting chanical effects are good, assisting in Butter, per lb .................................. *jo
Is increasing daily, that the rebellion
Whereas, the common council has
the digestion,counteracting the hintis constantly spreading and that the heard with sorrow of the death of the prove the largest in numbers, hot also horse was brought to the front, and a*
s result it occupies at this time a more ing effects of grain and giving a good PoUtoe*. oer bu ..................... .... to
colonists are joining the Bom in Honorable Isaac Cappon. the first that of mules.
prominent place among the breeds of relish for foml. 1 would not use corn- Beans, band picked, perbu .............. mo
A Prrrbrron StalllaB,
steadily inc reasing numliers.The ex- mavor of the city of Holland, and
65
men 1 alone, ('obmenl might do, but Onions .......................................
ecutions of Commandant letter and
This handsome stallioni* the prop- our light horses.
Whereas. Mr. Cappon led a life of
WinterApples— bo<kI ................ i.bo
Commandant Scheepers have had the remarkable thrift and industry,of long erty of the Messrs. McPherson of South The horse shows seem to offer the provender would be lietter. A good
GRAIN.
result of deciding the loyalists to join and efficient service in public affairs;
same stimulus to the harness race that ration would Im> half eornmeal and half Wheat, per bu .......................... Kl
the Boers whose position is |>ersist- and throughouthis whole life took an
v,
lias been given to the others. The horse good wheat bran, and toward the fin- Oat*, per bu. white ......................
Rye .......................
to
ently reported to In* more favorable active part in religiousand educational
jtliow UK it is conducted beco
. an ob- ] Ish add a small quantity of cottonseed Buckwheatper Hu .........................6«
than ever."
matters, stood shoulder to shoulder
b:
jeet lesson to the people of cities who meal, according to the age and condl- Com, per bu ..........................
The same private advices assert that with the other founders of the city,
Barley, per 100 ..............................
<xi
use horses as to the proper appoint- lion of the creature feeding,
Clover Seed, perbu .......................... 500
the British suffered a dozen defeats saw the city rise from its ashes after
Timothy
seed,
perbu.
(to
consumers)
.......
:t.j,
incuts and the right type of horse
% rhamiiioii shorthorn,
from September to November. IWl. of the great fire of 1871. was four times
should go with
The Shorthorn bull Duke of CornBEEF, PORK, ETC.
which no mention is made in l/»rd its mayor, gave his valuable time and
Two
or three successful horse shows ' wall was lirst and ehnmpion at the Chickens, dressed,per lb ...... ...............
Kitchener’s reports.
energy to secure harbor and railroad
Chickens, live, per lb ....................
7
The Daily News commenting upon connections, manufacturingindustries
in a city are usually sufficient to start
Spring Chickens live ..........
7
Turkeys
live
................
8
this dispatch confesses that its state- and other enterprises,and recognizing
the improvement. It leads some one
Tallow, per lb ...........................
5
ments are probably exaggerated, but that the growth. prost»erlty and comwho has a preference for horses of this
it is of the opinion that the denials of mercial importanceof the city are in
kind to invest in an unusually attracPork, dressed,per lb ..................
. ... 7
Mr. Balfour, the government leader in great measure due to bis |>ersi8lent
tive pair, which in turn stimulates the
Hatton,dressed, per lb ............... 64 to 74
the house of commons, that there had efforts and executive ability;
Veal, per lb
.............................oto?
emulation of other lovers of horses, and
l»een any Boer overturesfor |»eaee.
Lamb ...................
8
Resolved, therefore,that we express
in the course of a year or so the charpoints to the lad that the Boers be- our appreciation for his high character
FLOUR
AND
FEED.
acter of the equipages of the city believe their positionto Im* less desperate and sterlinghonesty, and for the valuPrice to consumers
comes markedly changed for the lietter.
than is generally supposed.
Hsy ......................................
!io
able services rendered the community
Flour, ••Sunlight,"
psteut. per barrel ........ 5
Till*
has
been
noticed
in
a
great
many
at large, and that we express our
Flour* " Daisy."straight, per barrel ..........4 rt
case* and invariable follows properly!
heartfeltsympathy with the bereaved
Ground Feed an per hundred. 24 00 per ton
Corn Heal, unbolted,13 pet hundred 3 hi per
conductedshows.
family of the deceased.
ton.
While these results at tlrst considerResolved, that, as a mark of respect
Com Meal, oolted 20 per barrel.
for the honored dead, the flags be
ation do not seem to have direct appliMiddlinK*..1.20per hundred 22 <u per ton.
Bran
I lh per hundred, 2l,.ti>pertou
placed at half-mast on all the public
cation to the horse industry of our
Linseed Meal fl.7» per hundred
Transferring the Danish West Indies buildings on the day of the funeral,
farmers, yet they materially stimulate,
*
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ISLANDS BOUGHT.

:t

:

to United States.

that

we

request that all business be

Hide*.

the production of a high class harness

j

DCKE OF COUNWALL.
Royal Cornwall show, 1!H)1. He was
bred by \V. J. Ilosken, Loggan’s Mill,
Hoyle, Cornwall, and is the property

,

stallion.

|

by

Secretary

Hay and

Constantine

Brun. the Danish minister. The treaty
will Im* submitted to the senate for

Carried.

j

Adjourned.

Wm. O. Van

j

Eyck. City Cirri

|

fair.
Horae*.

able
re-

10 "

mm

Hun' to Feed rottonHerri Men!.
It is not wise to feed cottonseed meal

^ •V ..
\
there

I

.

;

in

,3

ms

;

rteraa

..... .

l2tol.V

of Hacienda El I’anal,Chile.

where the meal is comparatively cheap
j and com relativelyhigh, in some of
of
army
horses
on
forced
fiuirche.s.
By the treaty absolute sovereignty
the feeding establishment* at the south
many of them in miserable condition
R£DS WILL BE PUNISHED.
over the islands of SL Thomas. St.
fattening steers are allowed ten or
having recovered their normal sWbgtli
twelve pounds of cottonseed nfcal daily
John and St. Croix, or St. Kitts, is
Washington.Jan. 28.— The detailsof by the regular use of sugar mixed with
ns their sole grain feed and have cottransferredto th United States in con- the bill restrictinganarchy and anar- their food.— Dumb Animals.
chists
were
practically determined
tonsced bulls for roughage. The steers
siderationof the payment of a sum said
Fruit)' Dit*.
upon today by the special committee
on this allowance fatten rapidly, Imt
to be about $5,000,000.
“Take that bit and put it into cold frude Beaumont oil applied external- !jjfttl|., (1|. t(in
they
of the house judiciarycommitteewhich
Denmark made a strong plea for a is considering the subject. The essen- water for 11 moment," wos the eom- ly will positivelyremove ticks from are liahh* to become blind from the exboy. cattle, according to Farm and Ranch,
stipulation that there should be free tial features of the measure were de- maud of a friend to Lis stable
......
.cossive use of this single rich feeding
trade between the islands and the termined upon. The measure will pro- “\\ hy do you say cold water; I asked published at Dallas, Tex. This remedy Ktu(T> lt is in()S, unfortunatefor one
p,
United States, but Secretary Hay de- vide the death penalty for an attempt in surprise. “Would not warm water will not only kill the ticks, but will l0 fml ,M |llis |nanner
to kill or assault the president or any
clined to accede to this, for the reason one in the line of succession for the
“Not a bit better, and 1 want to drill
''"""Sli
10 |mwli togetiior tlnm to food eltlior one
that only eongress has the right to presidency.An accessory before the
into these boys that any sort of water move them to points above the quaran- sfpnratcly
make tariff arrangements. Denmark fact is to he treated as a principaland
’
.
an accessory after the fact j* to he will take the frost out of a bit. Were tine. It requiresabout three quarts of
also wanted this government to agree
, """"''I- II ."" be stieces*.
„r „
punished in a less degree than the I to say warm or hot water they would
to take over the inhabitants of the principal. Any person who counsels, continue to put frosty bits into colts’
fu"•'
""T, 11 "rs “"f either lirst or soeoud t-rowth "orchut"
island as full-fledgedAmerican citi- advises or advocates assaultingor kill- mouths, and there would be sore
|U T',;"'* "!r°'r ,lK!
K»nir eon. l»]urii.K euttle after hezens. but this could not be conceded, ing any officer of the Ignited States mouths and a growing dislike to Im.* ...... . Tl''" eruile oil "(ford* a »ttre, safe
,
,;1V,
shall he fine dor imprisoned.No alien bridled, and who can blame the colts';’’ re,
for .irks It shoald be "sed
M]H.rl.
as congress has absolute authority in
who advocates the overthrow of organ0 1 all tK* • cat e two or three ti,,,es a
stlll|on |mv„ nevl,r k,„nvn
Good Old Horae*.
that connection.
ized government,or who is affiliated
,.lls0
„r s„.(,lld
Those
who
consider a carriage horse jear. Tloky eattie are hard to fattenThe inhabitants will, therefore, come witli any organizationholding such
too old to buy at the age of ten may be
r;'
growth
sorghum
or
Kaffir
con,
l"J"i l"g
views
is
to
be
admitted
to
this
coununder the protection of the United
they are covered with ticks. It will
fw| ^|u,r gtmi or llry auy
try.
Provision is also made for the shocked to learn that the combined age
States with the same status as that
punishmentof those conspiring in this of three of the winners of champion- jray fonriersand stock""*" to kce,, the L,,,,.,of Ilumirll>, Sorghum hay is not
possessed by the* Porto Ricans, leaving
. eattlo even thoiKb they I)|im.|v
f,.„, .."her alcountry against a foreign ruler. The ship rlbbom, at the national horse allow i" ks off
to congress the determination of the specialcommittee probably will report ibis year is somethinglike lifly years, i1'" cure to cross them over
m.
,„.i,i„.rof
question of how the islands shall be to the judiciary committee within the lied Chmd. the heavyweightchampion. 'I""rn"1lnc
„ltw is .miihihle |, will pay to feed
next few days and the report to the is known to be nearly twenty years old.
For I'alf Cholera.
governed, and the political standing of
the sorghum.
house is expected soon thereafter.
Lord Brilli.-mt and Lord Golden, winIn referring to the subject of calf
their people.
ner.4 of the championshipsfor palm- cholera Professor W. L. Carlisle, proCnrlRK of Toothsome Dneon.
The Danish West Indies comprise
are both oJd horses,having been kept fessor of animal husbandry of the
Tlie night iM'fore meat Is salted down
three small islands lying ast of Porto
The new dog-tax law is causing con- in the stud several years before they Wisconsin experiment station, says make a strong pepper tea. says a KenRico and in the* arcnipelago that forms
were fitted for the jhow ring. iMird that one teaspoonful of zonohuim In a tuckian in Farm and Ionic. Put a
siderable trouble, probably because it
the astern boundaryof the Caribbean
Brilliant is belieml to be about seven- quart of milk given to the calf through
string of red pi*p|**rin water and let it
sea. .-’t.Croix or Santa Cruz is the is not fully understood.The measure teen. while Lord Golden is fourteen a long necked bottle is an effective and
stand on the stove until ready for use
provides for the levying by the super- years old.
positive cure within thirty-sixhours.
largest of the three and contains
next morning. If you haven’t it. cayvisor of a tax of $1 on each male dog
The dose should be repeated each four
Thr Horae For the Fanner.
seventy- three* square miles, nearly ail
enne will do. Add two heaping teaand on each female dog in his town- SpciUing on tin* most useful horse hours, bn some cases the desired re- S|MHmfiils of saltpeter to every two galof which Is extremely fertile land and
ship, and the amount is to be collected for the funner before Hie West Vir- sult has been obtained in twenty-four
ratification immediately.

Wool.
Unua-tlicd ....................

to suppose that, with the inereas- excessively to fattening cattle, says
>ncrca*- ; p
ii,. .
for this type of horse,
.
1*111 \
»!*••<
Gazette. This is done in the south,
follow a better price.

The Sanitarian, we find that good
suits have been obtained by military Ing demand
sinxceons from the use of large dost
of sugar in relievingthe great fatigue

psld hy the Cappon »v Bertsch Leather Co
No. 1 cured hide ...........................
8!,
*• 1 green hide ...............................iq
“ Hallow ...............................
4!jc
Prices

suspendedat the time of the funeral,
horse in evety section of the connMonday afternoon. January 27. 1902,
try. These horses which have come
COST FIVE MILLIONS.
and that the members of the common
to the city as a result of the horse
council, with the ex-mayorsof the city,
riatciiEnox
.-how have been secured by the dealers.
attend
the
funeral
services
in
a
body.
Washington.Dec. 28.— The treaty of
Resolved, that these resolutions be Dakota and was photographedat the "ho have spent some time in training
cession of the Danish West Indian
spread upon the minutes, and the clerk Minnesotastate
and mannering them for city use. The
islandsto the United States was signed instructed to transmit a copy thereof
Sorb r For
dealer--, in turn, have bought them!
this morning at the stat" department to the family of the deceased.
In that excellentmedical publication,tl,e farmers, ami it seems rcason-
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other

hr.a so great ::v ii
las;ing aa influence upon its rca<:I ersnsSucctb. None Ltso eaccrlv
read, or eo widely or.otcd. Each
month 1,500.000readersfi d in its
columnsjus! u hat they want. Success is a magnificently.illustrated,
forcibly
edited, up-to-date monthly magazine, with
a distinct literary flavor of its own. It
appealsto ull ages and till classes.

IVI
A w

I

THE BEST
That

what

cf

EVERYTHING

readerspay for and get.
Its illustrationsare famous. Its list of contributors, in addition to many eminent
is

its

writers of the day, includes succe&*ful men
and women in every walk of life who cannot be induced to write for any other periodical. Each number is supreme in

FICTION, POETRY,

ART and HUMOR

Practically,every copy of Success is sold
by the 15th of the month of issue. No free
sample copies can be sent. Buy the current
number of your newsdealer,of better still,
If you would be sure to obtain Success
1
I

A
V

ftr

CENTS
A Copy

[

$ 1

J

tidh for the

year.

.OO

8 A

Year

SUCCESS COMPANY, NEW YORK

A GoodsStock at

c

I

our

Mill,

e

is under cultivation.

lons of tea, ami pour the hot tea on the

St. Thomas contains twenty-three
square miles, and is c hiefly valuablefor
Its fine harbor, which makes it the
commercialcapita!of the group. The
town of Charlotte Amclie. better
known as St. Thomas, has a iwpulation

suit. Salt lightly to run the blood off.
Let the meat lie packed in this three
days. Then overhaul the meat. First
juff on a teaspoonfulof pulverizedsaltpeter 011 the flesh side of hams and
shoulders and rub It in. and as you put
this on salt down with eoiumon molasses. black pcpiier and salt mixed. It
should be about the color of brown
sugar. Pack clow for ten days; then
take it tip ami rub it uml puek It back.
This will be Hie (bird handling. Sometimes it is necessary to add a little
more salt. Hang hi about three weeks
from time hogs are killed. Before
hanging wash the meat ami roll in
hickory ashes; then smoke with hickory wood and corncobs. Canvas the
hams ami shoulders in February.Never let meat freeze before making the
first applieution;
it Injuresthe tissues.

hours, and in no case has it failed.
by the treasurer with tin* other taxes. ginia Live .Stock Breeders’ associaTo Itcmove lllnotl Wnrlu.
tion.
Mr.
C.
E.
Lewi*
said
In
part:
This tax must lie paid by Feb. 1. and
The heavy horse ha* a signal advan- To remove a blood wart from a horse
if not paid, it is the duty of tlx* sheriff
tage in some farm operation*. In tie, when iiossiblc,a small cord tightly
to shoot all dogs found without tags
plowing or o|M.*rntiuga manure spread- around base of wart. If this treatment
alter that date. The townsnip treas- er or hauling the crop* to the barn or i* not iK>sslblc, then touch tin* wart
urer can not accept the tax after Feb. to market the heavy horse i* just nlKMit odcqm week with nitric add.
TrmliiirntFor Worm* lo sheep.
1, nor can the county treasurer. It what i* wanted, but in barrowing he
of about 12,000 people.
does not have an advantage proporPour turpentine ii|»ou salt in th'*
would
be
well
for
the
owners
of
dogs
The third is St. John, a mere rock,
tionate to hi* size. For drawing a proportion of one pint to a gallon.
to ascertain whether their dog tax has
supporting about 1.000 inhabitants.
mowing machine the lighter hone !• Keep till* before the sheep for a
The total population of the whole Is been paid and thus save themselves better. Hitch a heavy horse to the week, say* Dr. II. P. Miller in Ohio
about 25,000 and the area some 110 and the sheriff trouble.—Allegan Ga- shovel plow or cultivator and start Former. The next week substitute
squan* miles. The productions are zette.
him up and down the cornfield, with gentian for the turpentine and the folscarcely room between the three foot lowing week a pound of dried sulphate
sugar, rum. cotton, coffee, indigo ami
rows for him to put his ponderous of iron mixed with a gallon of bran
Lay rum. The population is chiefly of
Only those who have been relieved
feet, walking on two rows at opce and and a quart of this mixture given
negro desc ent.
by the use of glasses understandwhat breaking down more corn in each than daily to a hundred head for a week.
,l
— + I—., ! . W
bearing the condition of the eyes has a little horse could in one, and you The turpentine should then Im* repeatPreeident to Be Guest of Masons. on the general health. There are chil- will quickly decide that lie was not ed. Tartar emetic and santonlne are
dren to-day sick because of eye-strain, uiade for that kind of work. Besides. each effectivevermifugesand should
Philadelphia. Jan. 27.— Announceto carry 1/88) imtiuds of surplus, use- be given in daily doses of fifteen
ment has been made by the committee Their illness may be attributedto other
less horseflesh over the soft ground grains fora week when one of .them is
which had the matter in charge, that causes and they will go on being »ick of the cornfieldtakes a great ileal of employed. Remember that one treatuntil the true cause be discovered by
President Roosevelt has accepted the
energy, and that energy has to be sup- ment is uot proof against an after inthe exercise of good common sense on
Invitationof the grand lodge of Pennplied by an extra amount of feed. vasion. But if the flock is once enthe part of the parents. If your child
Then through the long winter months tirely freed from them and placed
sylvania, Free and Accepted Masons,
complains of the eyes, see what the of Idleness it requires a great deal of upon a fresh pasture where no sheep
to be its guest Tuesday, Nov. 4, next,
trouble is. Have the child’s eyes ex- grain to keep the heavy horse's huge have been the present season there
at the celebration of the one hunamined hy W. K. Stevenson, the op- body in repair.
will he no further trouble.
dred and fiftieth anniversary of the Intician. See ud.
Treatment For CrueketJ Heel*.
itiation of George Washingtoninto the
Tobi-rculltiIn IlerrlordN.
Do not wash the horse’sfeet In waMasonic order.
Dr. Geddcs, representative of Hie ter or let them get wet oftener than
Letter Fin**,
United States department of agricul- can be avoided while under treatment
For a good letter file at {a reasonable
ture, resident in England,tested dur- and use the following: One ounce of
'Tisn't safe to be a oay without Dr. j price come and see my stock
ing the past year 24!) Hereford*with cliloride of zinc and one ounee of tanS. A Martin’s
Thomas' Eclectric Oil in the house.
tuberculin prior to export Of this nic* add and one quart of water.
Drug and Hook Stare.
Never can tHI what moment an accident is going to happen.
large number only seven reacted, and I Shake well ami moisten the parts
it I* stated that of these seven he con- ' twice a day and cover over with soft
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Steuidered three only "suspiciouscuses.” | woolen bandage* applied loosely.
Call for F. M. C. Coffees.
; vetuon, the Jeweler,

1

Wheat iin 11 Hiik FiioiI.
Results obtainedat the Wisconsin
experiment station show that there is
practicallyno differencein the quantity of pork produced from the same
weight of wheat or corn. In four trials
an average of 4!M) pounds of ground
wheat were required to produce 100
pounds «d' gain in live weight. In two
trials with eornmeal4!)S pounds were
required to produce 100 pounds of gain.
When a mixture of equal parts of
wheat and corn was fed, better results
were obtained than when either wheat
or corn was fed alone, it required 185
pounds of mixed wheat and corn, half
ami half, by weight to produce 100
pounds of galiuju live weight,

Wheat Bran
Wheat Middlings
Rye Bran

Low Grade Flour
Gluten Feed
Cotton-seed Meal
Corn and Oats Feed

Rye Feed
Corn Meal
Plenty of

it

at our mill.

WALSH-DEiROO
Milling Co.
Furm For

S»lr.

An 18 acre fruit farm located half »
mile south of the Holland depot for
sale. Contains 100 cbrrry trees, 100
plum trees, 100 peacn trees, 3 acres
raspberries, half an acre currants,
strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear
trees. For particulars enquire at this
office.

Buy your Fountain Fens
venson, the

Jeweler.

>

of C. A. Ste-

—

church.
Bert HreuKi-r is home again from an
extended business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. John l.n miners rejoice
In the arrivalof a b.iby girl.
Boven & Brink are hustling with a
new delivery rig In the place of ihtone recently burned.
Then* are rumors not of wars, hm
of several weddingsin the near future.
P. P. Mulder and family visit'd his
parents at Holland over Sunday.
The cold snap of this week helped
to refresh memories of old timers.
The Daisy Creamery Co. put up their
nnnuni h e supply last week. The ice
is of wry good quality,eleven inches

CORRESPONDENCE,

' ^

A Word

SnvrrHl
ton

To Mothers.
Have

Mss^Ji

their teeth jdueed in prop-

care. Do

they receive good

not

give your sons and daughters
the chance to blame you because
they have toothache. [lave us
•*oe them at once.

We Guarantee

All Our

Work.

..................................................
$5.00

Silver and White Fillings .................................
.50

Gold Fillings, up

...................................
.50

from

Teeth Extractedwithout pain ...........................
25

DEVRIES

^Dentist

36 fast Eighth

j

zumnsN.
The .lumcftownCuoperalivo Crcumcry Co. declared a dividend nf If) pur
cunt for lari year. 'They will hold ihvir
annual incetlng Tin^day, dan. 28.

They

aru ulco taking advantage of the cold

weather and atoring ^omoof the

Kruger Says Boers Will Not Consider
It

l.oudon. Jan. 211. -The

like- thick.

haw

<

feeders are quietly scouring the coun-

affairs.

Ed Reimink. the well man, is around
The Telegraph’s Brussel s corresponncfiaof the north poh? in ihdr ice hmiaj
try picking up wheat, and the competiagain after several weeks’ illness, a
dent
says the Dutch pro-Boer press
tion between them nud the Hour mills
Master JtH) Zwlcrit while riding hU fact which those who are short of aqua
publishes a note by Kruger declaring
Is
likely
to
be
quite
active.
Some
refather's team from tho hlackamlth shop will appreciate. Ed is also contemplating extensive improvementsto hte member a winter five or six years ago that no peace negotiations would lie
home, had hid right wrist broken. threshing outfit.
when some Nebraskans came in here issued except, on a basis of tin* retenSome of the school laiys thought it
Our auctioneer, Henry Lugers, will with Iambs and quietly bought all the tion of Boer independence.This note
would he fun to frighten the horses. In assist at the sale at John Meeuwsen’s wheat in sight,,compelling Hie millers
Is regarded as a reply to the speech of
to import grain to keep their mills godoing so they became tangled in the at New Holland. Feb.
Chamberlain.
harness which resulted in the boy's John Nyland. our miller, is kept busy ing. The wheat is cracked for use mid
this winter and is giving customers
Is said to lie an excellent substitute
broken wrist. This is many times the good satisfaction.
SOLD TOO MANY MOUNTS.
for the corn, hut if even it cannot lx*
result of so-called huruilo-s fun. Boys,
i».

obtained the buying of lambs must perforce cease. It would seem ns If those Montana Faces a Horse Famine ReThe farmers around Hudsonville have venwin, the Jeweler.
sulting From Shipments to
who raised spell/,are in lack. Tito exSouth Africa.
gained the day in their struggle for a
perience of those who have tried it inButte, Mont.. Jan. 25.- A conservadicates that it is about, If not quite, as
higher price to be paid for their cuPOTATO CULTURE.
good as corn, and yields of sixty bush- tive estimate of the number of horses
cumbers. They will pay lifty cents per
shipped from Montana last year places
els per acre are not uncommon."
Worth
Knowing—
Resalf*
of
bushel for the same grade that they
the number at 100,000. Tin* British
Three SegMou*' Experiment*.
Very
Merlon*.
paid forty for last year.
call for mounts for South Africa lias
According to the fourth and latest of
An exchange tells us Hint the An- resulted in thousands of head of stock
Just as we expected, Jake Brandt has
Us interestingreports on experiments gora gnats at tlie Pan- America u had leaving the state.
left for Kalamazoo.
The result is that there are now
in the tillage of potatoes,the Cornell wool not unlike a small Leicester sheep,
Report nf school for month ending (N. Y.) station has arrived nt the fol- hut for some unaccountablereason it fewer horses in this state than ever
is called hair. Speaking of the Meri- before, indeed, there are no large
Jan. 24:
lowing conclusions:
bands, and unless there is a mov< mont
lios, it says:
Primary Department— Total enroll- Intensive tillagealone is not sulii- "Comment is liberallybestowed by of horses to Montana from tin South
ment, 2D: average attendance, 23 4: per dent to produce a large yield of pota- visitors when viewing tills odd looking there is certain to he a horse famine
cent of attendance, 80. Those wh<t have toes. The soil upon which Hie pota- breed of sheep. The conservative breed- in Hiis state next year.
this be a lesson to you.

Buy your Fountain Pens

of C. A. Ste-

HOLLAND.

Krenze. R.'rt Kreuz**, S'liie lienikes,

vend

to anj/
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Cornelius Datmob, .lolin

ft'

part of the

53.

MILLING Co.

A Good Smoke
-FOR-

5c.
ALL

HAVANA

Lady Mary Coquettes.

TRY ONE.

City Bakery.
WILL BOTSFORD,

Prop.

Wily
LONGER GO WITHOUT A

Washing Machine?
Wc now have a

full line

and will

sell

you a good

one for

$3.00.
We

also have a

goods made—

new

stock of Floor Paints— the finest

all colors, at

$1.40

I.-

Locks. Jolmnie Geerlingb. (1

•:it;/.

liKACII

a

gallon. Wc have

sold

this kind for years.

Pruning i otnto vines to one main of Minnesota.
R kie
Sheep
stem was not hcnoiicinl.

Misses Kate and Grace Arens were
on the sick list for some time.
Mr. Clark of Holland called on our
farmers last week to take contracts

for pickles and tomatoes. The requests of the farmers in regard to
prices for pickles have been granted
by the H. J. Heinz Co.

have been introduced.The same

is

true often when the fiber is less than
12 per cent.
Many genuin * mixtures of corn and
oats are sold. These seem to he more
abundant— Hiat is. they constitute a
larger proportion of the "chop feeds"
found in the market than was the ease
when the station first began to collect
samples of this class of goods. The
genuineness of these mixtures is seen
in part In the low proportion of filler,
which ranges between 3 and 7 per
cent, and in part in their general appearance.
The presence of ground oats hulls is
made evident by a characteristicmechanical condition and negatively by
the absence of the crushed oat grains.
It would not he dlfiicult for farmers to
so educate their eyes as to easily detect inferior oat hull mixtures.

Corntneal and hominy mixtures are
lighter in color than pure yellow cornLet us speak of man as we find him,
meal. Proof that this lighter color is
And censure only what we can see,
Remembering that no one can be per- not caused by grinding in white corn
fect.
is difficult because chemically and miUnless lie uses Rocky Mountain Tea. croscopicallyhominy feed is very simHaan Bros.
ilar to the maize grain of which it was
once a part.

GRAAFSCHAP.

JOHN NIES
St.,

Holland.

Alnskn.

<1

.

of

and destroys the originalstirfaee. leav-

rough and uneven. Residents
on it in the winter to
thaw the ice. in the spring they find
the surface eaten away, and blame
the men who put down tin* walk. Fine
sand will answer the purpose as well,
and leaves the walk unimpaired.- Ex.
ing

it

sprinkle salt

Promoters of an electric road to
Coopersville from tin* north were in

town

this week,

and our village coun-

cil wil lie asked at their regular meet-

ing next week Wednesday evening to
grant them a franchise.We are not
at liberty to state their plans at pres-

we have been assured that
money buck of the

ent, but

enterprise and that the road will

b«‘

built this summer. Rights of way are

now being secured

in this vicinity.—

Observer.

That Rabbit Eye Works

..ell.

Clinton, la., Jan. 28.— Tlie operation

by which the cornea ol the eye of a
rabbit was substituted for that of a
man is proving successful.Today when
the bandages were removed. Stricken
says he can see light once more, and
though tlie eye is still -badly inflamed,
it is possible that Strickenwill fully
recover

sight of ids eye.

tlie

TO DOUBT THIS
t

Evidence
Your Own Senses.

Is to Disbelieve the

of

Holland proof for Holland

It s
people.

It’s local endorsation for local
readers.
It will

stand the most

rigid in-

vestigation.

Mrs. B. Volmari. of No. 85 West
13th street says: - My kidneys
bothered me for years until the dull
aching pains through my loins became almost constant. 1 easily
tired and became stiff from sitting
or lying in one position for any
length of time and I arose in the
morning feeling thoroughly unrested and devoid of energy. Of-

ten I could hardly stand up straight
and I walked about in a stoojmd
position. There was also a stiffness and numbness in my limbs.
had seen Doan's Kidney Pills highly recommended and 1 got a box at
.1. 0 Doesburg’sdrug store and
CHAMPION AT PAN-AMERICAN.
commenced their use. The result
also first at Iowa, Minnesota, Wiscon- was most gratifying, and in spite
sin and St. Louis fairs This ram is of my advanced age, 1 soon began
owned by George McKerruw & Son, to feel better. Aside from the naSussex, Wis. The picture is reproduc- tural stiffnessof the joints in a per.
ed from Wool Market and Sheep.
son of my age, I feel splendid."
Formlnir * Sheep Trnat.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
Prominentsheepmen of Rawlins.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,N. Y. Sole
Wy., say that a movement is on foot agents for the U. S. Remember the
to form a siieep trust to control every
name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
I

sheep ranging in ('urihou county— over
For Sale at J. O. Doesburg's Drug Store
1,000,000 head. The consolidation is
desired by a number of sheepmen on
ItlHiikHook*.
account of the range difficulties which
A full line of blank books for office
are constantly arising. There are
enough sheep in the country to occupy and other use, at S. A. Martin’sDrug
and Book Store.
every acre of good range, and tlie small
owners are contsautly dashing with
.j.44 .^4.
their flocks. If the trust is formed, all
flocks will be controlledby an execuY.
f;
tive board, and interests will be pooled,
ATTORNEY AT
f
eadi man receiving an average profit
Specialattentiongiven to collections,
for cadi head of sheep that lie owns.
The Idea is meeting with favor.— DenOffice. Van dcr Veen
T
fit. Phone ;»V>, Cor. River ami gth St. T
ver Stockman.

Did nmer/at Hume.
The sheep sent to the Pan-American
exposition by the territorialgovernafternoon, at Menken hall. The
ment were an excellent lot, but the
Selliii}!;Out I.H tn l>«r.
“Daisy" lias had a very prosperous
best price offered for them at Buffalo
year, outstripping all former records.
Klenbaas & Co., of Zeeland, are sid- was 3 cents a pound live weight. They
Supervisor Henry Brinkman is
ling out everything In lumber, lath, wen brought hack to Winnipeg and
WUIHI again
Kill II UUU
.
around
and IllipiUVIllg
improving IUS1.
fast.
sold for -I1.1 cents. The cattle sent
.!. G. Rutgers received an elegant 8hln£le8' horses, harness wagons, etc.,
down were sold to go to Montreal,—
rocker as a token of appreciation of at very reasonableprices. Call on
NorthwestFarmer (Canada).
ids services as organist at the C. R. them for further particulars.
will hold
Buy your Fountain Pens
their annual stockholders’ meeting on
Monday. February3, at 1 o’clock in the venson, the Jeweler.

|

/

In

tioC'-er-

The Ebene/.er congregationwas dis*
apjiointed last Sunday because Rev.
Lammers of Forest Grove could not
occupy the pulpit on account of the
death of his wife. He has the sincere
sympathy of his many friends here.
John Westing will soon stop driving the peddle wagon for W. Bouwsma.
Robert J. Pool of Holland will take
his place.
Miss Janet Vanden Beidt attended
the teachers’ institute at Fennville
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Oonk of Holland
visited with relatives here over Sunday.

It is a fact not generallyunderstood that salt will destroy a cement
walk in less time than anything else
known. The salt cats into tlie cement

there is plenty of

Professor C. C. Georgcson. Hu* spePotato machinery, while not yet perlings, Jennie Nyenbuis, Roliio 1).* Jong, fected. has leached such a degree of cial agent of Hie agriculturaldepartBennie De Jong, Bert I).: Jong, Kate perfection Hint where potatoesan* ment who for the past three years lias
Starken, George KuutpN Lena Vei.m- grown upon any considerablearea spe- been in charge of Hie agriculturalexstra. Mike Brock. Mari mis Locks, Kane cial potato machinery should he pro- periments in the northern territory, believes Hint tin* time is not far distant
Veenstra, Fred Kusink, Nicholas Kn- vided. Implements should be purchased which are found adapted to the when Alaska will be made to support
sink, Mary Kamps, Clara Do Weerd,
a vast agricultural population. He
local conditions.
Grade De Weerd, Martin Uingcrwole,
Tie re Is no royal road to success states Hint Hie Alaska Commercial
Helena Nyenbuis, Eddio Zylstra and with potatoes. Methods of procedure company lias for years raised cattle
Gezienus Kamps
which are applicableduring one season and sheep near Kadiak ami near UnaThere have been in all 24 cases of tar- must' be modllled to meet the require- hiskn without feeding them a tiling in
diness. We are doing much better in ments of another season. Treatment the winter. The sheep have increased
this line than last full, hut there is of one soil might be radically wrong at the rate of about CO per cent annuwhen applied io another soil. Success ally, and the flock shears about five
room for marked improvement.
will only be attaimd by thoroughfa- pounds of wool annually per head.
F. M. GUNN, Prin.
miliaritywith the plant and its habits Tins lias been done for the past sixDena Van Haitsma. .Wt of growth, and then conditions must teen years. There can be no question
t John Nyknhuis.
lie made to meet as completely as pos- but what it can be repeated on scores
School Board ’ HENRY BOSCH,
of the islands in Hint region. There is
sible the requirements of the plant.
( Edward Tanis.
but littletimber or undergrowthlliero,
and practicallythe entire country is
Trustees 3 BERTiNYENHUIS,
AtuBtees | John Brouwer.
MIXED FEEDING STUFFS. covered with a heavy growth of nutritious grasses.
FarMer* Tan I'dacalt*Tlirtr Rye* to
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. StePhenomenal Oxford Itnm.
Detret Infrtior Mixtur***.
venson, the Jeweler.
Commenting upon a class of feeding This Oxford ycarjing ram was the
stuffs I tearing such brand names as champion in his class at the Pan-AmerEAST HOLLAND.
"chop feed," "corn and oat feed,” ican exposition nt Buffalo. lie was
The members of Van's Cornet hand "mixed feed," etc., which lead the purhave bought fine new silver plated in- chaser to concludethat the mixtures
are made up of corn and oats. Messrs.
struments. The old instrumentswere
Jordan and Jontor of the Geneva (X.
sold to a hand recently organized at
Y.) stationsay:
Crisp.
They have tin* appearanceof being
corn uml oats because cornmeni or
New Century Comfort.
hominy feed and oat hulls are present.
Millions are daily finding a world of
The prominenceof oat hulls in some
comfort in Hucklen's Arnica Salve. It of these mixtures Is seen in the large
kills pain from Burns, Scalds, Cuts.
proiHu-tiouof liber which they carry.
Bruises; conquers Ulcers, and Fever
The only grain product which supplies
Sores; cures Eruptions, Salt Rheum,
liber generous! \ is out hulls, ami when
Boils and Felons: removes Corns and
Warts. Best Pile cure on earth. Only a mixture containing a considerable
proportion of cornmeni or hominy feed
25c at H. Walsh’s drug store.
shows 12 per cent <>f fiber and upward
it is safe to conclude that oat hulls
MAY.
i

The Daisy Creamery Co.

43-45 East Eighth

that

The following from the Fort Collins peace overturesfrom the Boors hut
Express shows somethingof the condithe unyielding attitude Lord Milner
tions affectingthe Iamb feeding industry in Colorado: “It Is beginning In hoi
before proved an unsurmountquite a serious problem for the lamb able obstacle. The Hague onvsponfeeders how to provide grain for the dent of the News says Dr. I.eyds and
feeding. Corn is selling tit $1.32 per Abram Fischer are having froquenf
hundredweight, nud its importation has prolonged interviews with Dr. Van
practicallyceased. Oats and barley are
Linden, the Dutch minister of foreign
quoted at .$1.25 and wheat at $1.10. The

An animal compact in form and low
Weerd and Lambert Geerling.nThose drier the surface layer of soil the
who have not been tardy are: Alida more slowly will moisture be absorbed of limb, broad before, behind anti all
Brouwer,Dona L’pmti, Mary l^iek-. Ja- by It from the layers of subsurface along the back. The body should be
round, smooth and deep, tlie forearm
cob Ryerso, Orie Tatiib Senlc Van Koe- soil.
strong,the thigh full and tlie twist full.
Spraying
with
hordeatix
mixture
vering, NicholasVan Ilailsmn. Annie
—Professor Thomas Shaw, University
should lie done thoroughly.

Deli

news

there has certainly been some oort of

not been absent or tardy are: Henry toes are grown should be properly sup- ers are showing the old fashioned MeCook, Jake Krenze, Herman Van Halts- plied with humus if moisture is to he rinos as nature and the American climate intended them to look. They linvog
ma and Grade Locks. Those not tardy conserved through a drought.
On a soil well supplied with humus laid tlie wool pulled,or rattier grown,
are: Nelson Brouwer, Sena Kreuzo,
over their eyes until they can hardly
Willie Klunder, Andrew Voenstra. Al- the moisture may he conservedeven
see; their horns have been rolled in
through
a
severe
drought
and
a
fair
bert Slacken. Johanna Veenstra,Hencurl papers during tin* successive gencrop of potatoes produced.
ry Veldhuis, Bertie Knsink, Henry
erations, thus giving them the exact
Spraying with hordeatix mixture in
Bosch. Minerva Starken, Maggie Kluntwist necessary to properly emphasize
nearly every ease lias increased the
der, Deter Do WVckI, George Rock, yield of potatoes even when blight hits their beauty. These sheep were eviWinnie Kamps,
not been prevalent. The practice dently Intended to grow imteli larger, as
their skin is rolled and folded over in vaI'rineipalDepartment.—Knrollmeiit, should become more general.
rious places with unnecessary extravaHarrowing potato land after pota00: average attendanco, 51: per cent of
gance. This feature figures both ways,
attendance. 8*). Those who have not toes are planted and before the plants
however, as it enables them to turn off
are
above
ground
is a wise practice.
been absent or lardy are: Harry Broua large proportion of leather besides
Intensive tillage may he overdone.
wer, Chris Van Koevering, Willie Van
furnishing a good deal more surface to
During a drought only s > much tillage
Haitsma. Lena Cook, Barm Cook. Min
grow
wool on."
is tieet v-ary as shall keep the surface
nie Locks, Henry Bosch, Andrew IK* mulch loose and thoroughly dry. The
The Perfect Sheep.

Iluy, Fed and M Main

Unless Promised Independence.

mas*

Street.

133.

PHONE

for*!
lor t'll. Inniic. Cur-
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A. Stevenson’sJewelry Store t
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“I h«vo noticed that tbo *»le '*•»!
Gbamboi lalasSunnucU& Liver TuhieU
U almost invariablyto tho*o who have
|

H

VVober,

a prominentdrucgUl of Cascade, Iowa.

What

I

>

recommendationcould any
medicine have than for phbple to call
A FARM ICEHOUSE.
for It when apain in need of such a rem*
A Snail, Inexpenalr*Balldias That
edyV Try them when you foel dull af*
Will Hold a Good Happlr.
ter oatlng, when you have a bad taste
At very little expense nn Icehouse
in your mouth, feel bilious, have no ap- can be constructed that will hold mid
petite Or when troubled with constipa* keep well all the Ice needed for nny
tlon, and you are certain to be delightedfanner's family. We are uslug a sniull,
with the prompt relief which they af- cheap building that keeps the lee as
ford For sale by H. Walsh, Holland; 'veil as one we built twenty years ago
better

,

j

,

Van

U™

Try

F.

A

__

M.C.
FA

Owing

Zoel.nd.
,™t
___
CotTees.

So,,,

'I“lt
llural

'

1J,,ft

t,mt thoJ' ,nust

V

am

continue farming and
farm of 118 acres on easy term*. There
is 58 acres located in Section 4. township of Zeeland, in the village of Heaverdam, near the church, jaxstotliceand
stores. It has lirst-class house, good)
barn 45 x 50 feet, small barn and wagon
shed, pleotv ol gi»od water at house,
FHAMi: OF K'KIIOl'SU.
barn and in Held, good orchard,good
forego
this
luxury, when almost any
fences and soil is excellent mixed loam.
The 40 acres is located two miles north kind of a shed will preserve the lee
of the house and is located in Bleudon very well, provided It Is properly packtownship, go id black soil. No better ed. Our present Icehouse Is built as
farm in the community.For terms ap- I cheaply as possibleand took less than
plj
Jacob Kikvit,
' a day’s work in const met ion. The llgBeaverditm, Mich.
ure shows the plan of the framework.
We used white oak itolos set Into the
Huy your Fountain Fens of C. A. Stc- frrouml about two feet. Some ••heap
I hardwood bill stuff of 2 by 4 and 2 by
venson, the Jeweler.
j H pieces were used for plates, nail ties,
farm fur Sail*.
braces and rafters. A fair grade of
pine stock boards 12 inches wide was
I offer my farm of 27 acres, i mile
southwest of Graafschap; all improved; used for siding. The siding was nailgood house and barn: good water; rea- ed on the Inside of the poles horizontalsonable price; part down. Address J. ly, better to resist lateral pressure from
B. Tubbergen, 475 Grandvillo Aw., the packed lee and sawdust. A better
Grand Rapids.
51-52*
grade of stock hoards one foot wide
furnished a good roof. Such a hoard
Use F. M.C. Coffees.
roof should be made quite steep to
- j shed water and, with Kerfs ent on each
edge, makes almost a perfect roof.
The figure shows how the kerfs are
cut. one-half inch wide and three(TOt bANI) CITY STATK HANK, ('anltal eighths of nn Inch deep. The roof
IT
l> It. K. Vhii Itanlte. I’resldent. hoards should be dressed on their upper
A. Van I'utlen, Vice I’rosidcnt; C. Vcr Schure,
surface,and the kerfs should be out at
Cashier. Ucucml ItHiikinK Ituslncss.
least three-fourthsof an inch from
each edge. The mill operator sets the
F. A A. M.
Regular Communlttationsof Usitt l.onur. No. buzzsnw out of line on the mandrel
’91. F. .V A M., Hullaud. Mich., will be held at
SlavonicHall, on the evenings of Wodnctday, shaft just right to make a half inch
.Pin. -i, Feb. Hi, Mar. 19, April Itl. May 2|, wabble. Nail the roof hoards on
June is July ifi, Aug. 13, Sept. 17. Out. li, Nov.
each edge, outside the kerfs, and drive
1J. !)ec. ID: also on St. John's l>avs— June 24
one nail in the center of the board.
and Dec
.IAS L. 0 JN'KF.Y,W. M.
Otto Uuav wax.
2Our icehouse cost us less than -S15 and
will last as long and keep lee just as
well as one costing$100 or more.
to

j

1

;

to

Mich.

CITY DIRECTORY.
mm.

27.Scc'y

First State

Bank

Device For Cutting; UludlliiK.
The following device for a wood cutting machine adapted to households
$50,000.00.
i where a great deal of old boards, box(.'or.Ktj-hlli uiiil
Strode.
j os. lids. etc., are used for kindling is
ISAAC C A UPON,
G. W. Mokma, very prominent in German American
homes in Hie northwest, according to
President.
Cashier.
an Ohio Farmer correspondent:
On a strong, heavy base is raised
horizontally a strong, thick hoard about
Holland CityState
With Saving s Department.
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Good Food For Milk Cows. Fattest*! Conditions Tlmt r ml nee It and llov»i
Cattle oad Lamb*
to Makf t'ottlr Immnne.
Experimentsat the Michigan .•tatton
Dr. Gary of Hie Alnkiima station,In
combined with the exiterlcncoof prac* the summary of bulletinNo. 110 upon the navies of the great powers, but also
a clear InsightInto world polities. Few
tleal farmers show that steers, milk Texas fever, says:
|
cows upd sheep are fond of boot pulp.
A FREE
An nnlmiilsick with Texas fever can- men possess such Knowledge us the auIn an experimenton a farm where not Infest or transmit the disease lo thors. gained from >enrs of experience
(your own mHcoiioiii to every Hiilt-I
its ;i war. I
scriber. Only W ventx
steers were fed with the object of car- healthy cattle. The only known means In a diplomaticand politicalcareer. The
article
Is
so
broad
In
scope
and
straightrying them through the winter with as by which the micro parasite that causlittle outlay as possibleand whore the es Texas fever can be transmitted from forward In troatmenti that It wilt he read
ration was made up of mixed bay. diseased cattle to healthy ones Is with Interest not only by statesmen hut
shredded com stover and grain ration through two generations of the south- by everyone whose thoughts travel beyond Hie immediatewants of a single
consistingof com and beet seed ground ern cattle tick.
together, one kit of thirty steers hud
Tick free cuttle never have Texas day.
A lADIfS’ MAGAZINE.
pulp while n second lot of fwenty fever as long as they are tick free.
f prill ; lir.iiililnlrnlot.il ilntr*
steers had the same ration of ha}', sto- Cattle with Texas fever have or have
ok y
(
. ill*'""' 'tl'1:;
‘•Some time ago mv daughter caught
wk lurti'-!"I l.ml*
•'
vcr and grain, lint no pulp. It required |,m| ,|,.kH upon t|,0,n.All cattle must
ril.r
m-u<I i/ I" ' ' <o|iy
i severe cold. Stic complained of pal us
per day and steer with the pulp
: acquire immunity after birth by haying
JitriosM.oilnlSi "0 !"•
n her chest and bail a laid cough. I
Stylish, Heliahle.Sinielr. Up In.
lot 55 pounds of pulp, 8.5 pounds of
,,(• mon* at lacks of Texas fever.
l... R.. oioiiiicit ••out AhMiiiilcly
mixed hay, 4 pounds of shreddedcom Immunity to Texas fever Is not Inher- gave her Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
PcrfcciFining Papei Pniturns
stover ami 2.4 pounds of the ground ited. Southerntired cattle have Texas •ccording t" dir* et lons and in two days
grain. On this ration the steers made fever when very young (sucking ealvest die was veil hi d able to go to school I
an average daily gain of 1.42 pcfuuds. and nr** usually but slightly affectedby have used this remedy in rny family for
The lot receiving no pulp hadv for a It. The older the animal the more se- ho past seven years and have never
L
daily ration 11.5 pounds of mixed hay, vere the fever: the older the animal the
known it to tali,” says James PremierS pounds of shreddedcorn stover and greater the mortality.
cast, merchant, Annato *lhiy, Jamaica,
2.4 pan inis of grain and made a daily
All cattle nortli of the government
Srani Mlns-1 ^AfrrfnrAtloMslNm
gain of .(kS! pounds. CotuparidKtho 1 qum^iDtiin,||n(t m-e susceptibleto Tcx- West India Islands. The pains in the
thr Bavtlna mi trwiagIhev «
umounis of food consumed by egch pen as fever, as are all southern bred cattle idlest indicated an approachingattack
Inly
.I'mI I iniU r.ull none hinliri
As',
|..f
in SwM in nrail* cvciy my
to produce too jiounds of gain and raised on tick free farms and tick free of pneumonia, which in this instance!
lltwll,
|i« tll.nl
computing from this data the value of town lots. Immune cattle will lose was undoubtedlywarded off by ChamTHE
McCALL CO..
a ton of pulp as an additional succu- their immunity If kept free of ticks for berlain’s Cough Remedy. It counter!1 i-in-W Wrvl list St- MH FORK
lent fodder, the tests show that under two or more years. In hot weather
acts any tendency of a cold toward pneuthe conditions existing a ton of pulp Texas fever is usually more acute ami
monia Sold by II. Walsh. Holland;
fed with the other factors of the ration fatal Ilian in cool seasons. The liest
Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
took tin* place of 421.5 pounds of corn time to bring northern bred or foreign
stover,274 pounds of mixed hay and bred cattle Into Alabama is between
US.S pounds of grain. I'rnetieal feeders Nov. 1 and March 1. It Is safer to
Buy your Fountain Pons of C. A. StcLICENSED EMALMERS.
pill naturally wait for the continua- bring young sucking calves into Ala- venson, the Jeweler.
UNDERTAKERS and
tion of these tlgures by future experi- baiiiiifor acclimation Ilian cattle over
ments before basing their operations a year old.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
upon them.
Sucking calves (two to four mouths
A.
R.
In another farm experiment a herd oldi can be shipped into the south by
of twenty steers of mixed breeding express,fed milk from a southern bred
and in poor condition was divided into mid immune cow and he made immune
two lots, to one of which was given a by tiaturnl tick Inoculations,with little
ration of mint liny, somewhat moldy, danger of loss.
but palatable,wheat bran or oats and
One or two inoculations with dceornmeal, while to the other lot was tlhriuatcdblood from an immune auigiven tin* same ration,and beet pulp mnl will product* a relativelysafe im- Plate, Crown and Bridge Work
in addition.The latter lot made an munity to Texas fever. The best ago
of all kinds.
average daily gain of 2.52 pounds, for inoculating with dclllirlnated blood
while the steers which hud no pulp is a year or less. The best time is beGold and Plastic Fillings.
Calls receive prompt attention
made a daily gain of 1.84 pounds. tween Oct. Hu and March t.
Ovet; Ed. Vaujicll'sHarness Shop.
night
or day.
Making the computationsas before to
From ">0 to '.*<» per cent of northern
HOLLANDi
Lady
attendants.
timl the estimatedvalue of a ton of bred or susceptiblecattle die with Texpulp, we timl that under the conditions as fever when turned Into tick infested
26 East Eighth Street, Holland.
existinga ton of pulp took the place of pastures. Less than 10 per cent are
Use F. M. C. Coffees.
Bell PhonelOS— l
10t(
241 pounds of mint hay, .‘12.0 pounds lost when made immune by the doof wheat bran. 2'.t0 pounds of corn- tihrinated blood iuoeuiatiunmethod.
meal and 27.2 pounds of oats. During
the last week of this ex|H*riment the
When In Witter 1I«kn.
lot of steers having no pulp were off
Always wat* r hogs before feeding
feed and made no gains. If for this and never afterward. If tills is pracreason the experimentwere brought to
and the nnimnls are given ear
a conclusion a week earlier, the esti- corn on a feeding Hour, fourteen pounds
mated value of tin* pulp would be re- |of ,.on, wlj| ,m)(iuco two pounds of
dueetl approximately by one-third.
ln ,)tiJei.W(,r(|Sjevery bushel of
1 bese figures result rem a single exought to produce ten pounds of
pertinent and must therefore await pm.,. jr this is not being accomplishconfirmation befor*
ing taken ns the
something is wrong, says John
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KM FOU SALE.
unable
will sell my

Are you going to build? Do you need
Kir Charles W . Mike contributes to
money? Call and examine our svatant
The Cobmopallinn f»r Februaryan arof loaning money. The Ottawa County
ticle on "Tin* Naval Stronalh of NaBuilding and Loan Association, 17 R.
lions," which gives not only a most InEighth St.
tcreslilng and comprehensive account of

.iiliilli

<""?'*»!* “
New \orkcr correspondent. Some
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to advanced ajjo 1
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FOR EARLY BUYERS.

^

statement of the stationin the matter.

('owni
in the last experiment two
We have some odd lots of Wall Paper— -enougli for one and two
lots of ten steers each were fed the
rooms of a pattern— which we will close out. Some of these patsame kind and amount of dry feed for
six weeks nnd to Hu* ration of one lot
terns we bought with the J. A. Brouwer stock and we are going to
pulp was added, the feeding of 12.775
dispose of them
pounds of pulp gave nn increased gain
of 280
• * v
WITH SAVINGS DKPARTMENT.
When fed to milk cows at the college I bought a flock of thirty-sevengoats,
with mixed hay and a grain ration of common ones, not Angoras,writes W.
Corner F..n-b'*» ami River Streets,
HOLLAND. MICH.
two parts bran to one of corn, the pulp II. Winters of Arkansas to Wool Mar- in order to make room for our Spring stock of Wall Paper,
First
added nothing to the yield of butter kets and Sheep. I must confess that
Kitublithed iSjJ. Ineerpor.ittd as a State Bank
come, first served.
in tSqo.
fat. It increased somewhat the milk I was somewhat prejudicedagainst
A general banking business transacted.
them,
but
after
an
experience
of
eight
How.
Interestpaid on certificates.
Experimentswith milk cows at the months with them I find them to be
Loans made.
Cornell (X. Y.) experimentstation In- the most pleasant and easily handled
$50,000
dicated that Hu* dry matter of the beet animals that I ever owned. A fence
pulp and of corn silage wore of equal three foot high, if it stands erect, will
D. B. K. Van Raalte. - President.
value. To furnish the same quantity hold them in lot or pasture.If it leans
Adrian Van Putten, Vico President.
of dry matter requires twice us much from them they will climb upon it and
C. VER Schure.
Cashier.
of ordinary pulp as of silage.
jump down on the other side. If you
The consensus of opinion among will lean a board against the fence,
farmers who have fed pulp is that for barn or house, they will climb to the
milk cows it Is a good feed, although top of it. They delight to climb a leanSt.,
the pulp from frozen beets should be ing board and slide down like boys
DEC. 2211(1. 190!.
Trains leave Holland as follows:
used with caution.Growing and fat- sliding on cellar doors. They soon take Paperhanging and Painting neatly done.
tening cattle do well on it. and owners lip with their home and will come up
For Chicago :itid West—
*125*) a.m. SQSa.in. 1242p.m. 5 35p.ni
declare that it saves one-third of the to the house or I :irn two or three times
Fur Uruud liivplilsaiid,Norlti—
coarse fodder. Doth fattening lambs a day, and every time it rains they lose
*5 25 ft. m. 8 10 a. m.
t2 30 p. tn. 4 22 p. in. 1* 15 p.
*
and breeding ewes like pulp, and for no time getting home to shelter,while
For snglimvv and Detroit—
them it proved a valuable factor in ;a sheep will remain out in the rain all
*5 25 a, m. 4 ffl p. tn.
the ration.
I day.
The goats live and fatten on
A
WOOD
CUTTI NO MACHINE.
For .Muski-i-iiu —
I what
other stock will not eat. They
'5 35 a. nv
I forty inches in height, with four or
12 45 p. m, 4 25 p. m. 9 50 p. in
A I’ortnMf llogiu-n.
live principally on leaves, weeds and
more cuts on Hie one side, as the acFor Alle^au— K P'a. m. 5 40 p. tn.
The
illustration from American Ag- briers. They will more than pay their
companying cut shows. From the top
Freightleaves from East Y Ht 10 50 a. >i.
way in clearing brush land, weeds nnd
‘Daily;
there is suspendeda heavy, swordlike, riculturist shows an improv' d A slipped hogpen, the improvement consisting briers. Green briers are especiallybad
H. F. MOF.LLER. Gen. Pass. Ast.
knife shaped ax, with n handle, with
Detroit, Mich
which Hie wood is split. The pieces in Hie shoos that allow it to be moved in this country. Goats are very prolifJ. C. HOLCOMB. Agent. Holland.
which arc desired to be broken cross- from one place to another. In the ic, usually bringing twins and often
wise should be laid across the upper- swinging door at the end and (‘specially triplets. Their flesh is said to resemmost “step” and hacked with the ax a In the hinging of Hie side, which per- ble venison in taste. 1 have butchered
few times, whereupon they are easily mits it to be raised and the interior and sold quite a number of gouts the
cleaned out whenever necessary. When past summer. 1 can sell three or four
desire ?
broken into small pieces.
the side swings down again Into place, goats to one sheep on this market. Althe upper end fits up under the short most every one who lias eaten goat
IntereKtini;I-'nct*.
have an up-to-date stock of Dry Goods, Boots and
meat prefers it to mutton nnd, in fact,
According to The Industrialist, boards at the top.
wh6nt experimentsconducted at Hie This house need not he more tliau to almost any other meat. Goats do Shoes, Carpets, Groceries,
You will find our goods
Kansas Agriculturalcollege for eight- five feet high from ground to peak, nnd not seem to be subject to many of the
diseasesu;' the sheep or other animals.
een years show that proper prepara-

Where

pounds.

Bank

CAPITAL

REGARDLESS OF COST

The New York Racket Store.

- -

SLAGH&BRINK

- -

72 East Eighth

m. _

_

-__

Good Voriety!

|

PRICES AS LOW AS ANY!

What more

stocked with the finest of

etc.

tion before seeding increases the yield
40 per cent. Steers fed the ordinary
ration fatten in from five to seven
months. On a balanced ration they
are ready for market in from 80 to 100
days, and a feeder who knows how
can produce
balanced ration as
cheaply as the ordinary one. The college purchased half of a farmer's herd
of hogs, taking a fair average of the
lot, and fattened these hogs in fifty
days, while the farmer, doing the best
he could, marketed his in 110 days.
The college spent less for feed and had
risk from disease for less than half
the time. By feeding alfalfa hay with
grain to fattening hogs the college
secured SOS pounds of i>ork per ton of
hay fed. It pays to know what type
of animal gives best results for feed
consumed. In 18U8 a scrub cow of the
dairy type gave milk worth $40.37
above cost of the feed, while another
scrub not of the dairy type yielded
milk during the year worth $0.25 lees
than her feed. Steers of the beef type
required one-half the feed consumed
by steers not having a beef form to
make a pound of gain.

a

MEATS.
OYSTERS,

POULTRY
and PISH.

Wm. Van

der

Veere

152 East Eighth St.
i*r22-t<)03
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•
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can you

We

Our Market
Is

Holland.

The

fleece, ustd either pure

Give us a

call

and we know we can please you.

or in connec-

RUTGERS k TIEN
GRAAFSCHAP.

CEMENT WALKS.

respondent.

\.

of the right quality and our prices reasonable.

tion with wool, silk or linen in a variety of fabrics for house furnishings
nnd women's goods, brillinntinos, linings, braid, plushes, astrakhan cloth,
furniture coverings nnd a variety of
other materials. The line fabric called
earners hair is also of the best mohair
and not from the camel, as woo'd be
supposedfrom the name. “Chaimii ' Is
HOGFES BESTING ON FLASK SHOES.
the Arabic word for camel, nnd the
with it the hogs can bo moved about Arabs also call the Angora goat the
from one feeding ground to another aa chuuuil.
desired. Use single boarding, but have
There is a market for all the mohair
the boards tongued and grooved ami produced in the country and, in fact. oooooooooooooq<k)(kxm
ioooooo o(Hioooooooooooooooooooooooooooo(HM)oo(K)ooooooooo
well covered with paint. The building a greater demand from the mills than
will then be water tight and will last can be supplied.Two mills in Maine
for years. Make the floor space of a used 840, (NX) pounds of domestic mosize to accommodate the number of hair in 1899 and had to go abroad for
460,000pounds more.
hogs kept.

Popcorn.
Popcorn is a commodity too little appreciated. The corn from an acre of
well grown popcorn will sell for more
than an acre of field corn, and the
stalks from the same acre are worth
According to assessors’ reports. In more for fodder. The supply of pop1900 there were in California 1(5,192,- corn is almost invariably short, while
870 bearing fruit trees and 13,209,411 the consumptionof it subjects everynonbenriug. an aggregatenumber of body who uses it to a relish for It. re29,402.287 trees, covering an area of marks a Farm, Field and Firesidecor432.252 acres.

Aimiirii'N Fleece.

The most importantproduct of the
Angora goat is the long, silky, wavy

Home or the An*or*.
The Angora goat derives its uunv

DO YOU WANT A CEMENT WALK LAID ?

right. Our walks will not crack all to pieces
from the province of Angora, In Asi.
Minor, where the species Is said to and be spoiled. X ou will save money by callingon us. We will take contracts
have been evolved. Angora is also the for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
name of the chief town in the provII

so, we can do the work and do it

ince, being distant about 200 miles east

from Constantinoplennd

connected
with same by train. The urea of the
province is 29,000 square miles and the
population under 1,000,000. The annual export of mohair is valued at
£200,000.

P. Oosting
Citizens

(•

Phone No. 384.

JOt KKWOOOOOOOi K)00*
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Sons,

192 West Twelfth Street,Holland.
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Cast-Iron Tank Heaters
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“Diut" Expbtion in an Iowa Coal
Mine Sends Twonty-Ono

WOOD on IKON TANKS,

ll will Iasi, :i lift'time;takt'S
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y hiini of fuH-

to Eternity,
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HONEYCOMB BUILDING.

SOCIETY

IS

M

it <

.<11 I

.1. I.. K.

rlltlti.

Vi rk , .Ian.

Tc.

i,

|inn

Mm

.MrlioV-

Wei •lorn at IL nip
rin hr. ];(• into
stead u id il Ytl lit ha 1 the tine1 of his
life. \ Ol >n!y w IS ’ 'erry riibTtalucd
hy a n
her uf III* ulir i-iMshhimible
s. t, hill lit was h tl'.llbleed to three of
tin* fal 'OKI of Gi H V 'iir'* debutantes,
Mrs. Ji tin
L. I. ru.i.'.iruha.l expn • .'ll a desire to meet her new
iielghln r, Terry Mo Joveru, ami as
SOOn il: Terry h •anl of it he determined to enter lie arena of society
ami c tpare it v. 1th the boxing arena.

The fsc of r<ioniln(lnnami Mcthoda
of Mtnchinu. Coiuh SC ctera.
In n recent bulletinC. P. Gillette of
the Coloradostation calls attention lo

‘

the fact that .\per!menl:i have shown
(

that it requires about one pound of

wax

for ( very twenty-five pounds of
honey that Is stored in the comb. The
food which Is iin r'-my fur the formaCIGHT OTHERS BADLY JJURED
tion ami secretionol wax in tin* body
of bees is for tin* most part honey, and
It probably requires several pounds of
Bad Blast Which “Fiuzles'* Is the
honey as food for worker bees to enCaussof tho Di&as’er.
Mrs. Keruoehan was nutcrliilillug a able them to produce one pound of
house party, among tin* guests being wax. The bees which are engaged in
Miss Kthel llltchciiek, Mr-, .lames P. the secretion of wax are thereby preMom on Ik* VIciiiM* \n* MitiTlcil with
Konioeluin. Mr. Kcriiochan's moilicr, vented from collectinghoney and must
Lari;c l-'amilliM -lIxploHion
ho Mlssc Tab, ‘t*. Singleton,Van feed upon the honey collectedby other
Wii-cLh Tiling* at *.ho
Sch nick, Cambridge Livingston and
workers. Where comb honey Is being
Charles Hodman Cotton. The whole
Til Mouth.
parly helped Mrs. Keruoehan enter- produced for the market it becomes,
therefore, a problem of considerable
tain Terry aud Marlin.
economic importance to determine to
First
the
horses
were
visited
and
Osknhu.jtn,In.. .Inn. 2.V As the reHie good points of each were pointed what extent and In what form wax
sult of n IhtILIi' mine (1Ih:ik!(T ft Lost
out by tin* fair hostess. Then tin* ken- should he furnished the bees for licit
(.'reek ycstenliiv nfiernoon twenty-one
nels were inspected and the hundreddead me in nil Inipnw Ised morgue odd outlines of fashionable hived gave use In building comb.
Accordingto the present practice of
there nml eight nre in n lempomfy hos- 'lorry an eiitliuslastle welcome. Two
pltnl. Tin* i|(>ik1 ju'e: .loe thispefH, hours were spent on the grounds, then bee raisers,wax Is furnished to bees
Frnnk Gns|M>rs, .llm Stoluil. Sylvester the party r» turned to Hie house, where In only one general way, aud that is In
Crelgliton. .loe lh*rto. Andy Tjis’h, tea was served aud Terry was shown tin* form of artificialcomb foundation.
consistingof There are. however, many types of
Frank Serrcss, .lolm Mnrtin. .lolm I’d- the Keriioelmirtreasui'cs,
rtw, Mike lli;ihii. .Inek .Niiritloy, Mike paintings,plate, tapestries, bric-a- foundation, some with a midrib only
brac. cts. At | o'clock Terry, by a and others with cell walls of greater or
Fox, .Ir.. MiUo rux. Sr.. Huone Kish,
great effort, broke away. Mrs. KernoHum Fish, A. It. < rows, .lark Elder, cliaii asked perinls-louto inspect Ter- less length outlined for the bees. The
Dave Walter. Sam Humphrey, .lim ry’s quarters and stables some day keeper has. therefore, the practical
problem of determiningthe kind of
llUUiplirevami Alr\. Gray.
this week. The Kernoclians lived for
The Injured, most of them seriously: a time on the premises now occupied foundationto use, whether with or
Ed Seeress,Kd Swanson. .Innas Mnlde. by the Brooklyn boy. Terry says he without cell walls and of wlmt weight.
Olive Mahir. .lulni .lerklu. William will put the gloves on wit'h his broth- Professor Gillette's InvestigationsinHarvey, thnirgo logo and Harry Iter- M' Hugh when Ids fashionable guests dicate that it is a mistake to use deep
call.
cells in artificial foundation unless
rock.
their walls are made of the thinness of
Tmulih- ( iiiim-iI by a **FI/./.m" lllu-t.
CONGRESS IN BRIEF
natural cell walls. The only cell walls
The exploslua neeurredat the noon
Synop-U nt tin’
hut- In the K«niiit<>
which were brought to tin* thinness of
hour, and was what is known as a
mill tlie lluii-i-.
natural comb were those built on foundust explosion. The miners had Just
Washington, Jan. 21.-— In the sendations with a light hast* and with little
tired their usual noon shots, one of
which proved to he a liz/.le. The hurtl- ate yesterday Mason offered a joint wax in the cell walls.
ing iHiwder Ignited the gas. and the ex- resolutionof thunks to Admiral Schley
Comparisonsof the weights of natuplosion followed. Smoke ami dehris aud providingfor a sword of honor ral comb and com It built on artificial
were blown out of the shaft -<h» feet for him aud medals to all rlr. officers
high. Tart of the top works was torn aud men: referred. Tin* remainderof
tiWHy. and the fans and rages were the day was devoted to tin* new dt
partly wrecked. This made the work pnrtuuMit hill and an executivesesof rcseue very slow, and it was p. in. sion.
The house put hi tin* day ooti tin
before the volunteer parties dared to
venture into the east entry, where the urgent deficiency hill, aud completed

Mifl foul,

W'»ocl or colilis; heuls

wsilrr for 5(1 lioml of entile at .V per
anil will pay for itself in one monlh on a hii -i.'.etl
dairy. T'e1 a-le s can he lluslindmu with water, i'lieie i«
no danger o! 'ire and it is an ahsolntcly mi e hea t r Try one.
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t
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FOR A CHRISTMAS GIFT
\Vhat can he more appropriate and useful than
Bells, Fur Coat, Blanket or Robe.

a nice

Portland Cutter, Sleigh

Bob-Sleighs, Grinding Mills, Feed Cutters, Root Cutters, Pump and
Power Windmills. Come and examine our goods. Make our stores vour
headquarters when in town.
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Sand

keep on
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WINDMILLS.
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Tyler Van

49 West Eighth St., Holland.

Telephone No.

I»8.

Winter Tourists
Rates to

Cuba, Florida,

AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS

commended by Statesmen, Professionalmen and thousands of

‘
others prominent in the world's activities,for its fine discrimination in sifting the actual news from conflicting report and the presentation of currentevents in their just proportion. They comment on its
freedom from daily-paper sensationalism. All men and women who
want to know what the world is doing find it an intellectual necessity,
to judge from the letters received from hundreds. Its editorials are
comprehensive, and labor saving to the busy man or woman. Its
timely contributionson important topics are by the best-informed
writers. Its reviews of other magazines give the best of their best
work. It is profuselyillustrated.
These letterswill enable all thoughtful men and women to Judge
of its value to them ;

v

i

Also deal

is

*

Sewer Pipes and

PRESIDENT

•* I am a censtant reader of the
that through Sts ecl* * Review of Reviews,' and appreumns views have been presentedto ciate It very highly indeed. 1 think
me that 1 could not otherwise have it a very importantpart of my
had access to; because all earnest library, and practically a necessity
and thoughtful men, no matter for one in public life."— 7*
how widely their ideas diverge, are Foraker, U, S. Senator, Ohio,
given free utterance in its col\xmnu"— Theodore
1* one cf the best and most
satisfactorypublications of the
tey.'-Ckarh- IV, Fairbanks, V» S.
• I consider it a very valuable Senator, Indiana.
additionto my library."
t —Grcier Cleieland " I do not have a great deal of
" It Isa publication of very great tirnc »° read magazines, but I take
value. I have semetimes found pleasure m saying that the ‘Review
there very important matter indeed ^ Reviews' i* among the number
which 1 should not otherwise have "'kick finds a place cr. my table
discovered."—Grotyr f. !!car,L\ S. each . mcr.th."—
K, Jones,
Senator,
^ ^ Senator, Arkansas.

"I know

Rooenelt "

...

rvPBF'mvNT

” , N

,

Massachusetts.

Send for particulars as to how it car. be had with an invaluableset
cf books for jo ctr.is a month.

€f)C ftcbtrto of ficbirto£ Company
13 ASTOR PLACE. NEW YORK

Points on the

Gulf Coast
And

All

Inland

Fine Assortment

Southern Winter Resorts,
An
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-

OF

Texas and California,
VIA

Pianos.
’BIG FOUR ROUTE.

You cun

Take AdvuuUge of Ihe I.mv Kates

4 COME AND EXAMINE OUR

and Long Keturn Limit.

i*

Four" Route, or aildrcss the undenixned.
w. P. DDPPK.
tv WARRKN .1.
Asst. (!. P. A T. A.
tien. Pass. A Tkt. Axt
Ciuciuiiati. O.
L. II. A. KF.LLt’M. Anderson,lnd.

you

$135 up.

1905.

For fuil Information amt particularsas lo
rates, tickets, limits, etc., call on agents ••Hiy;

select any instrument
like, from

ContlnninK until APRIL :w, 190-*.tickets will
t>c on Kale from all |»oint> on the *• Itli; Four
Route. ‘kooiI for return |iaHsaceuntil MAY Hi,
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Washington. Jan. 25. — The house
they fought their way in a yesterday passed the urgent deficiency
horriblesight greeted them. The dead appropriation hill and devoted ihe reaud Injured were terrihlyhunted and mainder of the session to private penmutilated, some nt' them almost he- sion legislation.It then adjourned un)ond reeogidtlon. Fire, which at lirst til Monday.
it was feared would prove destructive
Washington.Jan. 2s. In the senate
to tin* entire mine, had broken out. yesterdayLodge presented a resoluami this added terror to the spectacle. tion for an investigationinto the PhilThe flames were finally controlled, ami ippine situation,which was referred.
after several of Ihe rescue party had Dubois censured General Wheaton for
succumbed to the fumes all the dead certain remarks he made in the Philwere found and carried to the top of ippines about the anti-imperialists, and
the shaft.
precipitated a warm debate of the
Mori* Thun too Men In IVi-ll,
whole Philippine question.A few unAt the time of the explosion more importantmeasures were passed aud Min nons or attach ixo comii stakthrs.
foundations showed that the thin and
than' 1<«> men were in the mines, hut HU executive session was held.
all those except in the east entry esThe house passed a hill to provide extra thin super foundations are far
caped with only slight injury. The to- for the compulsoryattendance of wit- the best for the production of comb,
tal property damage will he about nesses before registersand receivers which will compare in quality and
$10,000. It was nearly 0 p. m. yester- of tin* general land office. A bill to lightnesswith natural comb. It seems
day when tin1 last of the dead was appropriate sitih.tion for establishing
certain that heavy foundations result
taken out. and tin* scenes of anguish homes for the teaching of articulate
among (lie families of the men wen* speech to deaf children was defeated. in combs heavier than the naturalcomb
nml that the increased weight is due to
most pitiful.Nearly all of the men Adjourned to tomorrow.
thicker midribs and thicker cell walls,
were married, ami leave families in
ELK KILLS A YOUTH
poor circumstances. The mine is
but more to the latter than to the forowned by the Lost Creek Fuel com- Fmiik Flirtilrio. Ageil IK. Cored to Death mer. Where the cell walls were very
pany- ci' this city, ami has lieen in
nt Oakland, CmI.
high they were not thinned down in
ojieratlon about otic year.
San Francisco. Jan. 28.— Frank Fttr- the process of comb building.
tado. an IS-year-oldboy. was gored to
TWO MURDERERS HANGED
Experimentswere tried with a numdeath by a vicious hull elk at Pied- ber of methods of using foundations
O-it* Thousand IVnpIn Sec an Execution in
mont Springs park. Oakland. Furta- In sections. The differentmethods of
I’ennsylviiiiiii.
do and Lester Spencer, the jockey, attaching starters are shown in the
Harrisburg.Pa.. .Ian. 28. — Weston had carried hay Into the paddock to
figure, a to g. No appreciable differM. Kciper and Henry Howe were feed live elks there. The largest elk
ence
was noted in comb produced by
hanged at lth-io o'clock in the Harris- suddenlymade a lunge at Furtado as
using starters In the way shown in a,
feed
was
offered
him.
aud
before
the
burg jaiiynrd in the presence of l.noo
boy could escape the animal's antlers c and d. The chief advantageof using
persons for Hie murder of Charles W.
caught him in the right groin. The a long narrow piece, as seen at e,
Hyan. The murderers went to their powerful animal picked him up on its
was that it had a tendency to induce
death without a shudder and neither horns, ran several times about the
the building of worker comb throughmode any statementon the gallows. paddock aud then tossed him over an
out It bad. however, the disadvantage
The crush for admission to the jail eight-footfence.
The hoy was picked up by his that its large size and short line of atwas so great that b reiiulred tin* combrother,
who is keeper of the park, tachment rendered it easy to be torn
bined efforts of the police force and
loose.
the sheriff’s deputies to keep the aud died in ids arms a few minutes
Perhaps the best resultswere obtaincrowd away from the ent ranee. Sev- later. The elder Furtado said it was
eral of the jurors were forced to light fate, as his mother dreamed the night ed by the use of a long narrow piece
their way through the crowd into the before that Frank would he killed at the top of the section,as shown at
Sunday.
f. The use of small pieces of foundaprison. The house tops and telegraph
poles In the vicinity were crowded
THUG DEVILTRY SUSPECTED tions in the lower corners,as shown at
with iieople eager to witness the exoc, gave no beneficial results. The use
cullfm.
Sweeney May Have Been ICoa-leil to Heath
of short strips in the middle of the
hy Friiniiial*.
Howe and Kciper for several years
bottom of the section, as shown at b,
worked in and about the mines at
Warren, i), Jan. 27. — At a point on
resulted
in the somewhat firmer atI.ykciis, Ta. During the morning of the Baltimore ami Ohio railroad beMarch 13 last they visited the Hali- tween Niles aud Girard, in this county. tachment of the combs. Comb built
fax National hank of Halifax, this Michael Sweeney, a target man. was upon foundation is always tougher and
more waxy than natural comb, and the
county, and with drawn revolvers deburned to death in his tower Saturday
manded of Charles W. Kyan the cash
night. Trainmen saw the building bases of the cells are darker in color.
in the vault. They quickly gathered
Since a thick comb has but one midburning and Sweeney amid tin* tlames
Into a sachcl the loose money hi (lie
gesticulatingfor aid. Later the rib and the walls of the cells are heavcash drawer, amounting to about $S.charred body was found, aud the cor- iest nearest the midrib, it is evidence
(Kio. While one of them was fastenoner says there is reason to believe that a thick comb will contain relativeing the lid of the sachcl he laid his
Sweeney was robbed, tied and cre- ly less wax and more honey than thin
revolver on the cashier's desk. Mr.
mated. Sweeney was o5 years old and comb. In order to secure comb honey,
Ryan seized (lie weapon and in a des- single.
therefore, with the least possible
perate struggle which ensued the
Woman May lie Fatally lliiriutl.
cashier was shot In the breast,
amount of wax it is necessary to have
dying several hours later. Howe aud
Des Moines. La., Jan. 28.— In a lire it built in sectionsthat will permit the
Helper were captured by citizens.
in a fiat on Woodland avenue Mrs. greatest thickness of comb.
J. W. lligley sustainedwhat is beFire at (.'inelnoati.
lieved will prove fatal Injuries. The
.Cincinnati..Ian. 28. — A lire burned building was occupied by several Sasar Beeta For lloraea ami Iloara.
out lie iwokstore of W. 0. Davie A: families,all of whom managed to es1 have found beets a most excellent
Co.. 224 East Fourth street, causing cape without injury witii the excep- feed for thick winded horses, as it
a loss estimated at $50,000. The es- tion of Mrs. lligley. It was in her seems to result in much easier breathtablishmentis an tdd one of unique apartments that the tire originated
ing. 1 raise about forty-five or fifty
pattern, being widely known among and her clothing was almost entirely
book lovers as the repository for old burned from her body before slit* tons of beets at very little expense
and rare volumes. The lire started in could reach tin* window: where she aud find them the most profitable crop
the cellar, probably from an overheat- jumped into the arms of the firemen. on the farm. In addition to using
ed furnace. The loss is covered by She now lies in a critical condition at beets during the fail 1 plan to have
insurance, though many rare Imoks the Methodisthospital.
u supply for brood sows during the
are destroyed whose value I* hard to
latter part of March and early April.
Tragedy at a. tail Delivery.
determine.
They are invaluableat that time, when
Fort Smith. Ark., Jan. 27.— The prisit becomes necessary to Increase the
Mrs, Itli'linnlooii Acquitted.
oners in the county jail here attempted
Plattsburg. Mo., .Ian. 28. — Mrs. Ad- to escape at noon yesterday. One How of milk. This feed keeps both
die 1». Richardson was acquitted of man. Jesse Jones, a negro, charged the sows aud pigs in fine condition,
the charge of having murdered her with forgery, is dead, and the jailer, says an American Agriculturistcorrehusband, Frank It. Richardson,a N. I). Knapton. has both thumbs bad- spondent.
wealthy merchant,who was slain ns ly bitten by the negro. Harry Folhe entered his home Christmas eve, som. Samuel Pda in and Andy Rogers,
NVvva nml \oteo.
1900. The annouuremcut of the ver- all1 charged with grand larceny, sucPruning potato vines to one main
dict was received with frantic enthu- ceeded in getting away.
stalk has been occasionally recomsiam and joy. not only by Mrs. RichChild Hanged hy a Servant.
mended in the agricultural press of
ardson ami her own and her husband's
Cincinnati, Jan. 21.— Annie Lago. a late years. The Cornell station finds
relatives, but by all of the spectators.
servant girl, murdered tin* 5-year-old that it does not Increase the yield.
(lulxzitlgItaiInHy KiiiK«.
son of William II. Whitaker by hangFrench investigators are credited
Chicago, Jan. 25. — J. J. Hill and K. ing and then attempted to commit suiII. llarritnan,heads of the two great cide hy asphyxiation.It is probable with the statement that a mixture of
railway syndicates recently formed, that sin* will die without regaining molasseswith chopped grass or hay
went on the .witness stand before the consciousness.
is an admirable food for horses and
interstate commerce commission,
cattle.
HUtinp Spalding ta Celebrate.
which is Ju session ai the 1'nited
An alarming disease of the potato,
Peoria.
Ills..
Jan.
27.—
The
twentyStates circuit court rooms. Comsaid to be caused by a bacterium idenmissioner Knapp announced that the fifth anniversay of Bishop John L
inquiry would proeeeJlin reference to Spalding, of Peoria, will be celebrated tical with that which once attacked
the community of interest plan and on May 1 with a great gathering of the tomato and eggplants of the United
Roman Catholic dignitaries.
States. Is reported from France.
the effect on rates.

When

WOODEN

Estey and Lakeside Organs.

LYNCH,

Probably you want a Sewing Machine.

l

We

have the largest assortment in Western Michigan.
Prices $10.00 and

Failure
inlifeis more often due to exhausted
nerve force than to lack of capital.
Strong nerves are the capital that
helps men conquer conditions.
When people lose their capitalthey
set to work to regain it.
When we lose our nerve force we
ought to seek n menus of getting it
back. There is a way, ceitain and
scientific.

strongM^?8*1"8 them steady
We do not believe they can fail to

up.

SatisfactionGuaranteed.

Complete liiu* of Musical Instruments and Musical Merchandise.

ALBERT

H.

MEYER

209 River Street, Holland, Midi.

SKM> FOR

CATAI.Or.tIK AND THICKS.

Read the

and

cure Nervous D-^lity ami physicalexhaustion;that’s why we agree to refund
your money if six boxes do not cure
you.
fl.00 per box; 6 boxes $5.00, mailed
securely sealed upon receiptof price.

fvw'ifIeei
Ai, ir.e.ss' 1,,:AL Medicine
Co., Cleveland,Ohio.

OTTAWA COUNTY TIMES

Sold by Heber Walsh, Druggist, Holland.

To ward oB La Grippe take a dose of I>
Miles' Restorative Nervine on going to bed.

This Year,

f

I

..

it in committee.

Terrihly llono’ilnod Hullliiteil,

all kinds of

.....

Uev.

H. Sohriver will

preach In

the

Holland may yot sceuro th«

Germun Luthernn church next 8uwii»y

Examined aftunoon.
FREE!

Amm

l-

Hrass Novelty Co. of (iram) Haven

^

Kincaid has sold the aaiigaluck.
11 Cronkrlghl has sold his proptu ij- |)oUKja8 ftn(, Now up hmond .freight

W. R. STEVENSON

MIm Addin Bell has

HCIKNTIFIC OPTIflAN.
t4

tint Klflith

St

root,

|

of dainty Jewelry.

0

to our willinsMtess to

0

question a» to the fairness of
our prices.

equal to our Watch stock.

in

Un-

These goods have been

placed on a counter, so that you can see at a glance all the bargains we have to ofl’er

:

Note the Great Reduction!
25c Dress Goods Remnants, now .........................20c

Goods Remnants, now .........................37c
75c Dress Goods Remnants, now .........................
57c
6c Print Remnants now ................................ 4c
6c Apron Gitlgliam Remnants now ......................
4^C
Men’s SI. 00 Wool Underwear now ................. ....... 75c
Men’s Heavy Fleece-lined Underwear now ................ 35c
AND OTHER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.
50c Dress

Thiity-onc denihs occurredin AlleJohn Nics, the hardware merchant, gan county during December. Of these,
0 shortcomingin our guarantees. has a new ad this weett that you should fifteen were of porBona sixty-five years
read. No hotter stocked store can be of age and over. Four were caused by
found in the county and prices are right. violence,two by pneumonia and two
0 repairing too difficult for us.
Maurice Luidcns, Herman Steketee, by cancer. Twenty-six deaths occurred
Clarence Fairbanks, John J. Schoon In Barry county, fifty-nine in Kalamaand l\ Albers took the civil serviceex- zoo. forty-two in Ottawa and thirty0 old stock to disimse of.
amination held Wednesday by the local nine in Van Buren. In Fillmore, Gunboard.
plain. Laketown, Leighton, Manlius.
The Missionary Society of the M. E. Otsego, Salem, Saugatuck and Wayland
church will hold a regular meeting in townships, Allegan county, no deatlm
the church study on Tuesday afternoon, were reported, nor in Douglas and
Feb. 4. at 2:30, A cordial invitationis Saugatuck villages. The number of
deaths in the state wad 2,770 In Decemextended to all ladies.
36 E. Eighth St.
ber.

foccMSAComr

r

H

I

INC LEADING

FASHION
MAGAZINE

GEO. H.

A

YEAR
Our February Patterns, Dc-

\

lAIHi SltUS signers and Catalogues are

I

‘Design

i'nOOTNir* A**

for Free

in.

Fashion Sheet.

Thew recital will
Lyceum opera house on

Bessie Bell

John Stegeman sustained a serious
Friday, February 7. The prices for accident last Tuesday. He was assistscats arc 35, 25 and 10 coots. Tickets ing in the work of dehorningcattle at
on sale at HardieV
his farm and was knocked down by a
A number of members of the local steer. No hones were broken, but om
lodge of the Eastern Star were the hip was severely bruised and strained.
guests of the Douglas and Saugatuck He is somewhat better, but was
take place at

LOCALISMS.

many odds and ends

2Hth.

dispose of them quickly we will give a Sale, beginning January

Seventh street.

The

find in Inking inventory that we have accumulated a great

derwear, Hosiery, Wash Goods, Dress Goods and Remnants of every description.In order to

day on a charge of violatingthe liquor

Mrs. M. Bdrtsoh has sold her milli- Gazette.
nery goods to Mrs. Minnie Lovojoy.
A big dam across Rabbit river at
Mrs. Uertsch will goto Grand Rapids Hamilton.Allegan lounty, la content*
to reside.
plated by outside capital lata for the
Ralph Do Mailt and Margaret Rog- purpo.ie of .swuiing power to furnish
genhuch were Bmurried Wednesday surroundingtowns with electriccurevening. They will reside at 261 East rent.

show

it.

0

Wo

John Schlpper of Overleol hud a line law. He pleaded guilty and wda senexhibit of poultry at the Muskegon tenced to spend twelve days In the
show tills week. He secured several county Jail. Re furnishedliquor to
premiums.
Ezra Bush'e of Fonnville.— Allegan

0 END

limit,

S.A-I_iE!

accepted a posi- shore will er».t a building to be used

bookkeeper with the Morhardt for church purposes the coming §umHolland. Grocery Co. of Grand Rapids.
mer. -Douglas Record.
The funeralof the Infant child of Mr.
Arthur Emerick of Manlius was arand Mrs. Wm. Zwemer, West Tenth
raigned before Justice Cook last Montion as

street, was held yesterday afternoon.

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Cleaning-Up

on Weht Fifteenthstreet lo A. II unite to D. A. IB nth, who hM comUrlnk.
menced operatingIt. -Feunvlllo*HerG. Butts of thU city hiiH routed a ald.
blacksmithshop at Zocluml and has
There Ik a rumor afloat to the effect
moved to that village.
that a number of resorttrs on the

Drink F. M. C. Coffees.

lodges lust Friday evening. A very
Anton Seif expects to spend $l,(K)din enjoyable evening is reported.
improvementsto his brewery property
M. Junkman has bought a lot. on
this spring.
West Fourteenth street,between Fine
Isaac M. Ferguson, postmaster of and Maple streets, and will build a lino
Coopersvillo, diedoon Tuesday at the residence. Mr. Junkman'sproperty on
age of 80 years.
West Eleventh street will be for sale.

41 East Eighth Street,

HOLLAND.

obliged to stay in lied three days.— Allegan Gazette.

From

present indications more <ot-

tages will be built at the. lake shore

That Indian Claim In Chicago.

resorts at this place, th.s season than

LOGS WANTED!

The payment

of the $33,900 to the
Pottawatomie
Indians
was made last
Record.
week
in
a
hall
in
Dowagiac,
the door
Miss Jennie Krokkec left Tuesday for
“The Relation of Psychology to the
In Saugatuck and Douglas together,
•Chicago, where sho has accepted a posi- Work of the Public Schools’’ was the with a population of 1,300, there were duly guarded by a member of the
tion with Dr. L*. Pharney & Sons.
subjectof a paper read by Prof. A. J. only four deaths during the year, a rate tribe. The members of the business
Ladd before the Lake Shore Teachers' of three and two-fifths to the thou- committee assembled in the hall with
E. C. Davidson, agent for the MichiRobert Bines, who handled the money.
associationat Fennvllle .Saturday.
sand.-— Commercial.
gan Land Co. in Rudyard has sold an
The Wolverine Specialty Co., con- The Wayland Creamery company de- Mr. Bines is a Chicago board of trade
80 acre farm to John Dc Kruyter.
man. The payment to the Indians
Just remember that good dental work sisting of about a dozen young men of clared a dividend of twenty per cent,
HOLLAND.
which brought the tribesmen to DoZeeland, started up last week, just west
can be had at the office of Devries, the
last week. The company has been
wagiac was made under the term of a
of that village. They will manufacture
dentist, at popular prices. Read ad
very prosperousthe past two years,
contract entered into by the business
Prices per Thousand Feet for No. I Logs:
specialtiesand expect to employ 50
during which indebtedness to the
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. John
committee for the band and by Ed. B.
hands.
amount of $1,200 has been paid and a
Van Patten died Tuesday morning.
Stark, of Chicago, for the syndicate of
The Woman’s Missionary Society of new separator purchased.
Elm ................ $12.00 Soft Maple ........... $8.00
The funeral took place yesterday aftercapitalists.The Indians have individHope church will meet on Wednesday
Basswood . $11.00 to 13.00 Hard Maple .......... 7.00
noon.
The farmer* of Grand Haven township ually executedquit-claim deeds to all
Feb. 5. at three o’clock at the home of
7,00
The infant 'child of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. J. T. Bergen. As this is the an and of Knbkusonhave practically,com- of their rights in a strip of land along Ash ......... 10.00 to 12.00 Beech ...................
pleted
the
organisation
of
the
mutual
fire
William Zwemer, livi gon West Tenth nual meeting a full attendanceis rethe lake front in Chicago, reaching Oak ........ lO.OOto 16.00
insurance company projected some time
street, died of convulsions Wednesday
from the mouth of the Chicago river to
quested.
ago. The organizationwill compriseboth
morning.
Fifty-first street.
Joh'n Ni« s, son of Mr. and Mrs John Ottawa and Kent counties.The followLargest stock of No. 1 Merchantable and No. 2
These 339 deeds have been deposited
The Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Niesof this city, who has a chair in ing oOlcers have been elected: President,
Muskegon Interurban company expects electrical engineering at the L-wis Wn.. Strahsburg;secretary, Charles in escrow with the city bank of Dowa-

all other years comoined. — Douglas

-AT-

C. L.

KING &

CO.’S

'

]

.

1

Schroeacr; treasuior, Fred Berg; trustees, Fred Berg, Wm. Berg, Herman Pritow. Saturday.
for the ElectricalWorld. He has a
mus. On Saturday afOernoon,Feb. 1. a
C. Hoffman has put in a choice line good salaried position and he will some decisive meeting will he held at the
of candies at his restaurant. He has day stand in the front ranks of his Knight school house.
his place neatly fixed up and is meeting profession.
Various rumors arc in circulationrewith a well merited success.
John Roost, Jr., brtkeman on the
garding the future operation of the Aly Bird &
Perkins of Saugatuck have Pere Marquette,at the home of his legan-Dundee division of the Cincincompleted 30 row boats for the Macula- mother very ill with congestion of the nati Northern railway, but the one
wa Park A.-sociatlon.Ten are flat bot- brain. Dr. A. Leenhoutsis attending backed by the best authority indicates
him. While a volunteer in the 32nd
tomed and twenty are clinker built.
that the road will scon pass into the
regiment during the Spvnish war, he
John Rookus of Zeeland has moved suffereda sunstroke from the effectsof hands of the Detroit Southern company and that the same company will
here and taken a position with the which he still occasionallysuffers.
lease, or purchase the Ailegan-MuskeGrand Rapids, Holland & Lake MichiJohn Vandersluis has just finished his gon division of the Pere .Marquette
gan electric railway company as blackannual inventory and finds some goods road. If these changes are made,
smith.
that must he disposed of at, once to through trains will probably be run
The first of a series of dances at the
make room for new spring goods that, from Muskegon to Dundee, or possibly
opera house was given last night C.
are already in the storeroom. Those
Tecumseh, and Allegan will become
Hoffman, the caterer, furnishedthe
looking for bargains in dry goods will
only a way station instead of the terices and served a chicken and oyster
do well to visit his remnant counter,
minal of two roads. This will mean
supper.
also a big sale on lace curtains.
the removal of a number of families
Miss Cornelia Benjamin who was
to start their regular schedule to-mor- Institute at Chicago, wrote aline article

Word

from Washington
of her sister, Mrs. Hekhuis at Fremont, that all the Michigan river and harbor
during the first part of the week, is items will be left at the liberal figure
provided in the lamented bill talked to
slowly recovering.
death in the closing hours of the preThe Zeeland FurnitureCo. paid
ceding session by the automaticelodividend of fifteen per cent and each
quence of Senator Carter. 'lihis is good
employee was paid a premium of ten
news.
per cent on the amount paid out to each
Wednesday evening Walcott’s band
in wages the past year. About !)0 hand
of Graafschapwas entertained at the
are employed.
home of Mr. and Mrs. ill. Beckman in
very

ill

with scarlet fever at the

home

is sent out

from the village. It has been stated
that General Manager Crapo of the
Pere Marquettecompany recently telegraphed the officials of the Detroit
oSutheru that his company was ready
to turn over the A Megan- Muskegon division at any time.

-------- -

•

giac to be held by that institutionuntil

Hemlock Piece

;

'

Boards

;

|

i

;

j

|

a

0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9: 27and 10:27 p. in.

have been established the j brought to marvelous degree of perCars leave Grand Rapids from the
syndicate promises to pay $300,000 fectionby American skill and Ingenuiwaiting room 76 Ottawa street at 7, 8,
more to the Indians. There is a verbal D\ and the people have a right to its
9, 10, 11 a. iu.; 12 noon and 1, 2; 3, 4, 5.
promise also that the syndicatewill j 3 Thc |arsn amount of cal)ital in.
m
establish an industrial school with a vested which deserves protection,
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
farm of 100 acres in connectionwith Thirteen sugar factories have been
Park and Saugatuck: 7:55, 9:55,11:55
it. to he located somewhere in Cass J™01®*1 ‘J, 0l11' stat® at a ('j)St °J $'•'
,
1000,000. Next year the number ol lac- a. ra.: 1:55, 3:55, 5:55,7:55, 9:55 p. m.
county, for the benefit of the band —
lories wiI1 be jncr*as0(]t0 20. There
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
Benton Harbor
are now growing 00,000 acres of sugar Park, only at 0:26 a.
}
_________
beets in our state.
Cars leave Saugatuck for Holland at
, 4. It is the money-gettingcrop for, „
'•Give us a river boat, cry the Grand our farmers# past year there was paid
!,:02. 11:02 a. m.; 1:02, 3:02, 5:02,
Rapids papers. But no sooner does a to Michigan farmers $1,500,000 for 7:02, 9:02, 11:02 p. m.
company put a boat on Grand river. sugar beets. In Bay tounty in 1900 the
than Grand Hapids merchants develop !™ ‘Sages on 51 terms were paid off
r. s. Civil Servlr« ExHiitiniiOonM.
j by money received for sugar beets
cold feet, and the result is another Thc ,)ri(.e0# farm ian(ls near suga,
I The U. S. Civil Service Commission
busted navigationcompany. If the factorieshas increased by five lo ton
j will hold examinations at several places
merchants and businessmen of the dollars an acre.
in each state during March and April,
title shall

:

:

,

,7,8,9,10,11p.m.

;

!

j

in.

.

Register.

,

|

_________

.....

:

j

,

'

J

1 .

,,
•

|

j

.

1

__

i

Valiev City were as lavish with their
—

Stuff and

the final payment to the Indians undor the terms of the contract. The
IN THK CITY.
contract calls for this initial payment
of $100 to each member of the tribe,
amounting to $33,900,and eventually
GROWING SUGAR BEETS.
TIME TABLE G- R. H. & L. M. RAILWAY
$300,000 more. The syndicate receives
Prof. Kedzie Gives Seven Good ReaCars leave waiting room at Holland
authority by this contract to proceed
sons Why This New Industry
for Grand Rapids and intermediated
Should Prosper.
to establishthe title of the band to the
1. It. is the means by which the point?: 6:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9:27, 10:27, 11:27
property in question, all expense to be
people can subvert a huge monopoly. . m,; 12:27, 1:27,2:27,3:27, 4:27, 5:27,
borne by the syndicate. When the! 2. It is
legitimate industry,

.

freightbusiness as they are with their

.

...

5. It is a home industry, and thc
*.
to secure young men and women for the
benefits abide with our people.
<;
js y10 natllral antagonist of government service. Nine thousand

|

...

^

eight hundred and eighty-nine person*
promises, two or three boat lines could , monopoly, and by its very nature is
secured positions last year through
be maintained on the river, but they ! incapable of forming a trust of any these examinations. Probably 10,000
1 kind.
Wire hikI \\ ire NitiU AdVHiici-<lOuc l»«l
appointments will be made this year.
are
not, and that, is all there is to it.
A. H. Brink who has opened a wall Laketown. From hero were present
7. It is the only great manufacturli»r Per Ton.
appointmentsare for life and for
Us fellows down at the month of ing industry in which the farmer must, All
paper business,in connection with the Misses Bessie Parkhurst and JAnna
most positions only a common school
Pittsburg, Jan. 25. -A secret meeting
Grand river rather laugh at Grand secure his share of the profits.— Dr. education is required. Salaries at apshoe- business lately purchased from Zaulmink and Messrs Gerrit and George
was held here yesterday at which it is
Rapids anyway, in her talk about deep Kedzie. of Michigan Agricultural Col- pointment. vary from $060 to $1200 a
Gerrit Steketee, has nearly all of his Heneveld -and Fred Beeuwkes. Resaid all manufacturers of wire and wire
lege, in Detroit Free Press.
year with liberal promotions afterwaterways and such things. If Grand
stock in. He will wholesale as well as freshments were served and a pleasantnaUs lha coulll,.y pi0s(!nt.
ward. Politicsis not considered. This
retail and paperhangerswill do well to time was enjoyed. Walcott's band is in
Rapids wants a deep waterway she
affords a good opportunityfor people
It will be learned from an authoritaZeeland Wants Canning Factory.
call on him. All new patterns.
between 10 and 45 years of age. Those,
a nourishing condition.
tive source that the price of wire and had better move down to Grand Haven
The
business men of Zeeland and desiring places of this kind can get fuh
or
proceed
to
dig
a
ship
canal.—
Grand
John Den Herder of Zeeland has
in accordance with the proclamation wire nails was advanced $1 a ton to go
the farmers of this vicinityare work- information about them, free, by writHaven Tribune.
closed a contract with B. Riksen by of Governor Bliss, in which he called into effect at once.
ing to the Columbian Correspondence
ing unitedly for the establishment of College, W ashington.I). C., and askwhich the latter has to furnish 25 car- upon the public schoolsof thc state to
a canning factory at this place. A ing for its Civil Service catalogue,
What would you think of your gro
loads of ice for the cold storage house observe the birthday of the late PresiFIiiiIk Way Tii Live L»ii|;.
eery man if ho sold you sand lor sugar?
meeting was called at the village hall No. 3.
of Mr. Den Herder. Ice cutting on the dent McKinley with appropriate exerWhat do you think of a druggist, who
The startling announcement of a dis- Monday evening which was attended
Bay is quite an industry at present and cises on Wednesday, January 29, the offers you a substitutefor the Madison
covery that will surely lengthen life is by most of our prominent business
Got the Money.
hundreds of cords have already been pupils of the high school and eighth Medicine Co’s Rocky Mountain Tea. made by editor O. H. Downey, of Chucut. The ice this year is of a fine qual grade were given an opportunityto Haan Bros.
rubusco, Ind. *T wish to state,” he men and on Tuesday evening a joint- " Eight of the Pottawatomie Indians
writes,“that Dr. King’s New Discovery meeting with the farmers was held at of Hamilton, accompanied by A. J.
ity and the cutting and hauling started contribute to the McKinley memorial
Two years and three months have for Consumptionis the most infallible the village hall. On both occasions Klomparens and Charles Robinson,
considerably earlierthis year than last. fund on that day.
elapsed since the struggle in South Af- remedy that I have ever known for representativesfrom canning factories
went to Hartfordto secure the share
Coughs, Golds and Grip. It’s invaluThat the price of real estate is quite
The Christian Reformed church on
rica began, and the end is not yet.
able
to people with weak lungs. Hav- were present and spoke on the subject. ol money due the representatives of
Central avenue, of which Rev. H. Van high at present is shown by the sale of
ing this wonderful medicine no one need Village PresidentDeJonge and A. G. their tribe at Hamilton for the clain*
Hoogen is pastor, chad a very success- the Kiekintveld block. At thc public
Can’t be perfecthealth without pure dread Pneumonia or Consumption. Its Van Hees are the leading local men to land on the lake front in Chicago
full year during 1901. During that year auction held Tuesday morning, attorney
blood. Burdock Blood Bitters makes relief is instant and cure certain.” H. who are pushing the project and it will
long held by the tribe and in dispute
this church paid out $1,598.72 to the A. Visscher became owner of that block pure blood. Tones and invigoratesthe Walsli guarantees every 50c and $1.00
undoubtedlybe located here. A com- several years. Part payment was
bottle, and sells trial bottles at 10c.
poor. The total collectionsfor the year for the sura of $7,000. Bidding was whole system.
mittee has been appointed to get esti- made, each member receiving $130.
amounted to $7,369.24. The collections quite lively and the first bid was $5,000
Remember you find no better coffee mates, etc., and will report at a meetThe Boers are lighting bravely and than 5th Ave., 4 lb. free this week at
Messrs. Klomparens and Robinson
in the Ninth street Christian Reformed The store will continue to be occupied
ing to be called shortly.—Record.
went to help keep the men sober and
church amounted to $4,849;G9. During for the present by H. W. Kiekintveld all stories about their not being able to Cily Grocery.

RAISED THE PRICE.

j

last year this

church paid out

for supporting its poor.

$1,158.68

who

conducts a book

business.

and

stationery hold out are apparentlypure fabrications.

out of the hands of sharpers

Try

F. M. C. Coffees.

Ask

for F. M. C. Coffees.

always on hand

at
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such times.
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my

|fll?lde this apple Into four equal parta.

mjk

What would one of the parts ba

rtyalln the prah

In whom we am both
latttMted, and the Brat thing t ahonld
da would be to walk upetain. Thie
wouM be the yery laat thing she would

31, IWtt.

of orchardingIs followedmore corfr
fully than it has boon In the past—
Professor John Craig, of Cornell UnF

called f’

iMa a( a man

tiOUiWMICII.

_

Iblt theory that aha

“A piece of apple,” was the prompt

vanity.

reply.

r

P

Would Batura tha Favor.
BELL NEAR HOME.
One evening little Clara, having redare attempt if untrained In the art.**
DOG LEARNED VO SING.
There
1s no better advice that can
peated her regular prayer, surprised
MAVUMv 01311(0
To mount
atalra properly there
RAISING FALL PIGS.
be
given
to any one who relies poulher
mother
by
adding:
“I’m
ever
so
jhalloia Practiced “Tke Btar-BpanaM•hoaW be no waddll
waddling from aide to
Tfca Birthday Praaaata.
In my opinion, the best method of try and eggs for money than the abovo.
much
obliged
to
you,
Lord,
for
all
you
I BaaherH «a* Caoloe Did LtkewflM* alde-none whatever; no trudging, on
Tlw Boy reas ou his way to tha crocraising fall pigs for profit and best Sell your eggs tad poultry near home,
Thla atmy la vouched for by twenty- **oagh the object were to push holes ary, and be was thinking ao hard that have done for me, and I’ll do as much results Is to have them farrowed In
and in the end bett^ nrofltswill bo
pro mariaee, seven sailors and various ln the steps, no leaning forward and be came near going by the shop. He for you some time.”
the latter part of August or first part realized, ft le astonishnig how much
‘-“Ians. There are some facta conapparent weariness. The body recollectedIn time, but while the man
of September. By so doing the pigs
Obm Had an Idea.
the home markets are neglectedin
fttoQr of It and the reader can ad- *>ould remain erect, the step should be waa griding the coffee that the Moth
“What is the feminine of tailor?” will get the age and growth on them this respect.The summer hotels In
them to suit his or her parttculnrI taken with the toe, and the movement •r wanted be went on thinking.
before cold weather seta in, and will
asked the teacher of the juvenile gram
the country, and the winter hotels In
to the next step made with a springing
then be large and strong enough to tho South, frequently get all their supHow disappointed the Twins would mar class.
i Oapt Inary, In charge of the League Hnotlon, a caress of the structure, If yoa be when their birthday came and thin
keep on growing and make good pigs
“Dressmaker,” promptly answered
plies from some large dtr, even their
with proper care and feeding. It Is poultry and eggs. I have asked a numwand nary yard, ordered every an- will, Instead of a kick. This produces was ao bookcaseand no doll-boase fir the class in chorus.
oneatlal that they should have a
Bated man there to learn ‘The Step a gradual, graceful, poetic etevattea, them! The Father bad said only this
ber of proprietors the reason for such
warm, dry place to sleep In, free from
Manglsd Banner.” ft la admittedon Instead of a cumbersomehauling -dt momlag that he had no spare moaey to
Wanted the Old Kind.
an anomaly. I was astonish*! at the
Small Mabel was dining with her draughts.
jaU ttdsa that be did not mean this to the body upward,
apsad for presents, and the Boy himreply. In a few words he said that
The sow should be fed on shorts and they could not rely on the homo supply
mte to anybody else^ but M, a targe To Increase the pleasure of walking self bad less than a dollar. Yet be mother at a neighbor’s one day, and
hradled dog of uncertain antecedents,and lessen the exertion we must know thaw that the Brother was expecting no* being accustomed to silver knives soaked oats, with a quart of ollmeal in of eggs or poultry. They Would bo
attached to the marine hamcka, got how to breathe properly, because if « bookcase,and the Sister bad can- nd forks, she queried: “Mamma, why a barrel of slop. Do not feed a fall willing to pay a little more than tbo
Pif very much corn until after he Is
[the Idea that he was Included. JK1 the lungs are well Inflated an added Mad to him her hope that her dolls don’t we have tin knives?”
market rates for either,but the farm•lx months old. As a general thing,
[ The men had been prnotlehBthe na- buoyancy Is Impartedto the body. Not would soon have a home of their own.
ers had become so accustomed to
Bay Wanted laforaiation.
there is too much corn fed to young
jtlonal anthem singly and In groups for one person In ten breathes correctly
A customer Inquired for llttte bto- 'Mamma,”
sending their produce to the cities that
said a littleboy of 4, ap pigs, and I believe this Is the cause
(about a week, when they noticed that and not one woman In one hundred anils, and a clerk started to opmi a
they were slow in adoptinganv other
preaching bis mother with unmistaka- of so many of them getting down on
|Bob was taking an unsoal internet in breathes normally, the respirationvary- fresh box. As he did so he poshed
course. They would some dsys bring
ble symptoms of stomach trouble, “do their feet. Corn always causes indithe proceedings.He would follow the ing with every change of mental state aside the empty box, and It stopped
in plenty of eggs, and then for a week
they make plum puddln’ In heaven?”
gestion among pigs. If they kre early
Wringers about, and, with <hta head Or physical condition;grief, depression, near where the Boy was standing. His
nothin* would be heard of them. This
farrowedand kept growing they will
iiTegulaOty could not be endured.
•ttocked on one tida, beep time to the fatigue, ell have tbelr influencesin ayes fell on It with indifference—tbea
prove a profitableInvestment.— W. R.
GOME CURIOUS CHIMNEYS.
musical strainswith his
lowering the amount of oxygen that suddenly bis face lighted.The Mother
Yet as another instance of Jusi the
Loveless, In American Swineherd.
opposite, there is an enterprising
One night a week ago after tape some goes Into the system, and It Is a rave laid he was always having inspira- °Be In London Built Like a CoffinAnother 1m in Form of Skeleton.
jof the belated men caught Bob down thing for a woman to use her lungs to tions, and one came to him aow. He
PREPARING FOWLS FOR EXHIBI- young woman who has a poultry farm
not far from a summer resort. She
(near the docks acting strangely.He I the best possible advantage unless she thought a moment longer, aad then
In the neighborhoodof Stamford
TION.
has contractedto deliver ten dozen
•was giving vent to a serice of staccato has the definite and special instruc- walked etimlght across to the cleric.
street, in the southeast of Loudon,
Good, vigorous blood is Important
“How much do you get for your there is a chimney shaped after the Only robust birds can stand the strain eggs a day through the summer seaIbarka, followed by hoarse gnmta, as if tlon In breathing Incident to the vocal
son to the hotels at a uniform price
empty cracker-boxes?”
®e were trying to dearhls throat They I training of singers and elocutionists.
likeness of a huge coffin, ft is made of the exhibition season, and appear
wondered at it, and for several
—
“Ten cents apiece when the covers up of dark-colored bricks and presents at their best Some even die from of twenty-five cents per dozen The
eggs are all fresh and she is to be
are good.”
afterwards saw him go through the
Oommerotaltemin Hooke,
»n appearancewhich Is gloomy to the the excitementand unnaturalcondi
relied upon. The hotels would even
name
Never •before have eo many novels
“Yes; but without covereT*
point of depression. This quaint erec- tions. I do not feed them much diftake
more from her. and she is making
, I*it Friday night the sleeping men been published, and never before has
“Split ’em up for kindling-wood or tion, curiously enough, is well-nigh unferent from ordinary while preparing
the barrack* were awakened by the competition been so keen among .pub- •give ’em away. You want one to carry noticed by tlie inhabitants of the dis- for exhibition. If while at the show efforts to enlarge her plant. She says
she is makfhg more money with her
moot mournful howls tbey ever beard. Itehlng houses. Books are being adver- home?”
trict, many of whom are quite un- they are to be fed some patent preparsummer eggs than with her winter
One man arose and discovered Bob out tlsed In a way that would have been
“I’d like about six of those, but I’d aware of Its presence In their midst
ation, I accqstom them to that special
products. Her ambition is to enlarge
tin the bright moonlight,1 hta face turned regardedas suicidal ten years ago,
rather pay for them. They are worth
A small music ball In a southern city food before sending them away. A her poultry farm so she can supply
toward the sky, barking as If bis bead when extreme conservatismcharacter- something to you for kindling-wood, of France Is decorated with a chimney food feed is half bran and half corn
the hotels with spring broilers and
woold
Ixed the business methods of the pub- and I’m willing to give a Quarter for
shaped to resemble a man. The figure meal baked in a cake. Chopped cab- tender chickensall through the sumBoots and other .movable articles and Ushers. One of the members of a big half a dozen.”
bage has a loosening effect.
is attired In frock coat and silk hat
mer season. Her income then will be
strong words were hurled at him, but Arm of publishers was talking the oth“All right. Don’t believe we have ao while a huge metal tube, painted
While preparingfor exhibition the entirely satisfactory.
without effect He only looked “hurt « day about samples and routes, and many Just now, but we empty ’em brown and representing a cigar, re- bird should be placed in a coop by
But even in ordinary towns and vil(like/ ’as one “reeky” expressed It, and getting his men out on the wed. In a pretty fast, and I’ll save ’em for you.”
poses in the lips of the queer appara- himself, but with company in coops lages there are always plenty of famiwithdrew to a safe distance, but kept way that was purely commercial, says
The Boy thanked him, and harried tus. From this “cigar” the smoke is- close by to keep him lively and to get
lies who are willingto buy their eggs
*up his
I the Philadelphia Record. “When you
home with his coffee, his head fall of sues in great black clouds, and so reai- him used to show room conditions.
fresh every few days from some nearhis
new
scheme.
Wash
thoroughly
a
day
before
shipThe next thing they had Just decided see a book advertised as being In Its
stic is the whole contrivance when reby poultry farm. The prices obtainFor the next three weeks his room forded from the street below that at ping. Clean the legs with soap and
to shoot him, when one of the men sud- two hundredththousand,” he said, “you
ed in this way will be far more redenly
mustn’t think that this Is accomplished was shut to the Twins, greatly to their Irst sight the spectator is led to be- water, followed with vaseline, and
munerative than those paid in some
wipe off. I use a knife with a thin
“Hold on, men!'’ he exclaimed. “Don’t without a great deal of effort on the wonder and sorrow. Such a thing had
leve that a fashionably attiredgentledistantcity. In the summer time fully
ahoot That dera dog is trying to sing part of the publishers. We must send never occurred before,and they conld man is enjoying a weed on the theater blade to clean the dirt from under forty per cent, of the eggs shipped
‘The Star-Spangled Banner.’ ” Action our salesmen out on the wad to drum not understand it. There were also toof. Curious chimneys abound In all the scales. Wash head and feet, soap fifty miles or more are partially or
was postponed, while the men listened. I up the retail book trade, just as a man- queer, painty smells In the air, and the quarters of the globe. In several the bird thoroughly, rinse off. care- wholly ruined by hot weather. The
Sure enough, they all declare solemnly, ufacturer of shoes sends his men out. Boy was locked into his room after American cities it is no uncommon oe- fully putting a little bluing into the loss sustained in this way is enormous,
water, if a white bird. Dry near the
Bob’s barks did resolvethemselves into A book drummer is Just as essential school and before school, and for hours carrence to encounter chimney stacks
and the farmers are the ones to enstove, but avoid too strong heat.— T.
a metrical balance to the anthem. There nowadays as a dry-goods drummer, and at a time on Saturdays, ft was very
constructed on the lines of wine flasks, A. Nourse, in New England Home- dure it. By all means the remedy is
V
was no music in them, but the rhythm he must be equally keen In trying to
to cultivatethe nearby markets. Do
tlie base of the erectionsbeing swathed | stead,
But the secret was out when the lu straw-colored woodwork to resemwas perfect Once in a while he would distance his competitors. The sent!not try to ship eggs to New York.
make a mistake and then he would I mental side of the book publishing busi- birthday morning came, for there were ble the baskets wherein such flasks
Philadelphia or other large cities if
FEEDING
SHEEP
IN
COLD
rtop, growling to himself in
ness Is a thing of the past It is now as convenient a bookcase and as dainty usually recline.
you live in the West or South. There
WEATHER.
a dollhouse as the Brother and the SisThe men, separately and together,de- business,pure and simple.”
are nearer markets which will pay you
Perhaps,however, one of the most
Careful
feeding
and regularityis the better.—Annie C. Webster in Ameridare that they took down the barks
ter had ever dreamed of. For each,
peculiar chimneys of the world, says
and they were somethinglike this: Eamre* Opinion of Madame Marchcsl. three boxes had been placed on their the London Tit Bits, is that which is to key to success in preparing stock for can Cultivator.
»ujcn is io i market.
marKet, Begin early and
and prepare
“Bow-wow, bow-wow,” which any “Madame Marches! Is a thoroughly sides, one above the other, and aveiy
Roumanian
township, and I feed for winter. Don’t wait till the
bit
of
printing
bad
been
washed
or
one can see Is “The Star-Spangled Ban- C0"1 musician,” she said. “Any one
FARM HINTS.
wnten i* known by the name “Death | time comes to feed, but be ready to
who goes to her with an established sandpapered off. The bookcase was
Jjtanel ft represent! a skeleton some | take
care of the stock. I
have had
—
i
mr
muuon; com for pork.
Turnips
for
mutton;
Tfcey were very proud of the dog for toJee can learn a great deal from her stained and polished, making it loo*
fifty feet in - height, and is
much experience la aheap leading tor. In a valUttkdikz.
three nights, says the Philadelphia1,1
Interpretation of many roles. almost like oak, and as for the dollwinter market.
market. I
don't fe^Tmuch
feed much animals'
animal*' mm
“etal- The shaft I winter
I don’t'
are t™tor sals.
North American, and then his attain- 1 SI*6 ta-on admirableteacher of expres- bonsai; hoTihr^rwore^li;
ments began to pall. Coupled with this I 8^on and of the general conception of make that dollhouse! The outside^w of thP fim,r Pnn^ t.hr0USh.the 8pine
u?"*; then 1 commence to
A whole lot of dairy farmers do n<
fact, certain officers, who are supposed ft character. As a drill-mastershe is painted white, with green blinds and iLmth
, d, 1 ,e 6mok(i l8sue8 ffd iwIth oats an(I c,over hay* and get as much from their cows as the.
mmos, and | from the apex of
skull. Veritably, | ^ve them all
°f the
thC ?U'1 Veritably,f ve
„ they
they will
will eat.
eat. Six
Six to
to feed costs.
to have no music in their souls, began altogether admirable. She teaches you the three rooms inside were finished
and furnishedlust a* room® ahA,,M a*k“tly chimney, and ouc would have I f,ght weeks is long enough to feed
to object The pressure at last became the value of utilizingyour time, and
A good food ration is shelled con
!. The walls
Iambs- Give them plenty of
IilDaglned
“,a8l.n,Cd tUe
,llC eccentric
ceccntrlcmillionaire
mil"“alre I '“bs.
ot fodder
too strong, and that Is the reason why fibe makes you take a serious view of bT
one-half; rye or barley, one-quarter
were
*ho tllU8
thu8 atlorDe(1
adorned hi«
his ™f-top
roof-top might
cre stained
stLn^l and
I Wh°
might I an<!
and water- Soft water if it can be
--- -Bob
is --nw '»*«**
exercising lilO
his mild
musical at- 1 .voar work, which is Important,for
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•etty rugs and muslin eurtains-iw
hl\ Uj!0“ 80,1,0 1688 Sruesome
*°,prevent kidney trouble. I am
hardly an American girl who goes to
alfalfa hay this
her has an idea of studying seriously.
I think it is a
BIG CAVES FOUND IN OREGON. She also is capital at languages, but --------• ircuBicau, uuu
_
grand feed
when it comes to voice developmentI
Hunter PanaiaicBear Discovers Labyconsider that she falls. My voice was
riath of Majestic Caverns.
naturally broad and heavy. After the
ISfD
and &ive 0*“ U
One— Ammonia a little more for them than the market
While pursuing a bear through the
an^
wi
end of the first* two years’ study with little sighs of delight and giggles of
price. When fattenedthey brine »
dense forests of southwestern Joseher I could not sing A without diffi- rapture
for a whole
I 10
In a
a coaI
coaI 1,ke
like tlie
the Connellsville
Connellsvillecokcok 1 sood price when shipped to market
rre„
r0.r, a whoIe
I.
phine County, thirty-fivemiles from
culty. She did not seem to know how
The Brother began almost at once to 408 coal- containing from 29 per cent 1 expect to shred fodder hereafter so
voice light It
It was getget- place his books in the new case,
35 P6* cent of volatile matter, there 1 can feed all my stock in the barn
1'8 lalr on to make my
“y '-oi«
Graybact moantaln and found that it ting heavier and less fleiible all the it took so long to arrange them to his M*
to a little over 9,000 cubic I Sheep must have a well ventilated
satisfactionthat he was atlll at
ot ffas per short ton, writes W. G. I rtable. Keep salt where they can eet
“e CaVC’- AU «">e"-Woman's Home Companion
exploring party pronouncesthem
_
happy task when the Boy started for I™!* to the EngineeringMagazine. whenever they want
I think
moat wonderfullimestone caves in
The Origin of. Calico.
P® this basis the 30,000,000tons of coai 8he«P and lambs will bring a good
centuries ago, the first monThe Boy looked back as he closed the I ®oked ip the United States last year price next spring. The late rains
inus far they have been explored to arch of the province of Malabar, gave door. The Sister’s dolls were eating Would produce more than 250,000,000,- 1 started the grass and helped to bring
* depth of one mile. To go this distance to one of his chiefs, as a reward for
breakfast in the new dining-room,
cubic feet of gas. Allowing one- 1 stock in better shape for winter. We
the explorer must undergo many perils, distinguished sen-ices,his sword, and the Brother was trring to
of this production for consumptake t0° much care of our stock
owing to the labyrinth of passages, tun- all the land within the limit of which whether “The Jungle Book” wonid look tian to the oven, we have remainingI during the winter.— George H. Cressnels, halls, great caverns with support- a cock crowing at a certain temple
best on the first or second shelf. ( over 120,000,000.000. or about one-half Wel1’ in New England Homestead.
Ing columna of limestone,and immense could he heard. From thla circum“They couldn’t be better pleased,”Die annual natural gas production dur- 1
.xv
pues of rock, heaped Indiscriminately stance the little town which grew up in he said to himself, “If those things had tog the height of that excitement
ER AS AN 0RCHARD MULCH,

talnments in a slaughter house.
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oats, one-quarter.

Don’t feed well and give goo
shelter; then allow your sheep to drin
ice water to cool off:
Oat fed lambs will stretch out. hav,
healthy looking skin and red blood
Oats are muscle makers.

Farmers should be careful tha
there are not any wastes. Sucl
things never benefit a farmers finan
cial condition.

Whether young stock are a payinj
investment depends very largely oi
their care the first winter of tbeii
lives.

It is a severe stram on the diges
tive organs of a sheep to feed con
alone in winter; put in a little rye
It is a laxative.
In raising calves have a hand sep
arator so you can give them fresh
skimmed milk; then you have the
prime requisites to success in call

0Uier’ Wlth .ftf* cmcks the ceBter of ttls territorywas called cost fifty dollarsinsteadof fifty cents!” convert this fuel gas Into illuminating I Considerable publicityhas been givaU llme8tone-Calicoda,orthe ”cock crowing.” After
xouth’s
gas involves a change in the operation en to the remarks of W. T. Macoun raising.
glCat halIs
It was called Calicut; and from
Carlo
and
of the oven so that gas
Jthe exPeriment station
carlo
S*8 produced
prouucea with
mauon at Ottawa
Ottawa, The cream will not rise as well or
a spectacle that is as beautiful as it is this place the first cotton goods were
Carlo and Bruno, one a St Bernard,
reparation of air and gas may ,7* ma(le at the American promo- as fully, nor will it make as good butto
m0U?|tai? SfemB ,mP<>rt«5into England, bearing the the other a Newfoundland,are claimed r* burned ,u the flues instead of
1JeetinS in discussing the reno- ! ter after the milk has been exposed
to be one great honeycomb of lime- name “b&lieo.”
by their owner, Mr. Peter Gruber of P4*
valIoa aI)P,e orchards. Mr. Macoun to a very low temperature for any
stooe.
Rochester, to be the two largest dogs ^nmionia,that is ammonia sulphate,!r
,hft I,ractic6 at the experi- length of time.
From the little hallway at the enPostal Service.
In
the
State
of
New
York.
But
they
M8
Ule
most
valuable
of
the
fa5m
!Kul boc‘n t0 stow clover
By weaning the lambs carlv ft gives
trance to the caves a multitude 6f pasPostal aervice In the United States
are entitled to consideration in other ucU of coke making, it having a
tae orthari1throughout the year. As the ewes a better chance to put on
aajes ramify iato the mountain. Folrespects. They are famous snake kill- |ket valU(; of
Per ton. The
reachod the blossoming flesh, and if given good feed the lambs
known through the
tbl8 by-I»roductfrom each ton I-- '
S cut aild allowed to re- will make more satisfactory progress
mam on the ground. The last growth as
soon as weaned.
-- - -------VJk 14.
of th3 clover in the autumn was not
If the supply of water is not abundto. admit the tallest-mastedships.
mowed, but permittedto stand as a
The extent of these remarkablecaves
cover during winter. This system is ant the cows become restless, feverish
brought from beyond the seas or are he, who, seven or eight years
States lasit *ear’ 'vllich"ould make
is not known, as they have not been
in effect, a combinationof green man’ and fretful. One day passed in this
to be sent thither, to be left with him, 1 peered on the floor of the New York
value ot 11118 by-product over $0.completelyexplored, but enough has and he is to take care that they are
Jring and mulching. It differs from manner will do very much toward dryi
0 _ 000,000.The yield of tur is about 00
been seen to lead to the conclusion that to be delivered or sent according to tbe
the ordinaraycultivationand cover ing up the best cows.
pounds per ton of coal coked. Byshey are the largestlimestone caves yet direction. And he is allowed for every
crop system in that cultivationis left
It is an importantitem to have a
product tar is superior to tar that out of the programme.
•discoveredin the world. Tbe subter- letter a penny, and must answer ail
place for the milk where the proper
comes from the gasworks. It contains
A rather too wide applicationof Mr conditions can be observed,as good
ranean passages wind in and out and miscarriages through his own neglect
a less amount of pitch, and its fuel Macoun’s remarks has been made. He
every precaution must be used to avoid in this kind.”
butter cannot be made out of cream
value Is about |5 per ton. which would was careful to state that this practice
that has once got out of condition.
'bring hopelesslylost in the Intricate
give a value of nearly $5,000,000 for pertainedto their own orchard and
labyrinth of rooms. From one room six
Plenty of Boom.
Winter lambs require a great deal
this product from the coal consumed was the outgrowthof peculiar soil and
er njore passages will ramify. Some of
There are, within the limits of the
In coking last year. In their primary climatic conditions.The subsoil of of attention, and unless this can be
‘these lead to other chambers, larger or United States exclusive of Alaska and
State, says the Black Diamond, the this orchard is cold and impervious. given, do not attempt to raise them
•mailer. Game, after describing a curve the new island possessions, nearly
combined
by-products of cokemaking The region in which it is situated is They usually sell for high prices and
aad; making many sharp curves and 573,995,000acres of vacant government
have a value of close to $1 for each rarely visitedwith protracted drouths fully pay for all the extra effort exaHite angles, return to the same place. tend, besides 345,122,000 acres in Inpended.
ton of cool coked. After passing The object in growing the clover is to
Borne lend down to dark and unknown dian reservations,forest reserves, naThe hog compelledto go to bed hunthrongb the complex processes of mod- aerate the soil, draw out its surplus
XOTED MAKE-KILLING DOCS.
tisptfea,while others admit of a passage tional parks, reservoir sites and miliern chemistry these have a much great- moistureand protest the trees from gry or thirstywill mulct his owner by
taiy reservations, or for some other
the effect of severe freezing in winter. running off one or more pounds of
Stock Exchange arrayed from head to er TalueNothing can be found that would lead reason reserved for settlement.
Undoubtedlythe clover mulching plan weight while fretting. grunting,
foot in clothes made from
a
*
to the belief that the caves have ever
may be applied quite widely. I believe squealing and clamoring for the missA Limited Diet,
skins. The tie be had round his
^°0k ColIecU>rbeen inhabited by human beings, says
ing ration.
“I’m afraid, my dear, that this is an was a snake skin, and even the ontoorna- nn^t0r ^e tfiela’ Idal»o, is a noted that it can be practiced with advantage
the SeattlePost-Inteiligencer.
From all
1 collectorof rare editions. He is the
in
many
of
the
colder
apple
growing
unfavorable season of the year to think ment that generally fastens a tie In
For the last month or six weeks beIndicationsthey have never been enterpossessor of •**w4v
more vuiiuuB
curious uuu
and ui
interesticresiregions,but I do not think it would be fore selling, the swine should be fate
dWl lk«V ___ J tm a
front was a snake’s eye. When lie
goes into the wilds of Pennsylvania ing books centuriesold than any other the best plan to follow in sections three times a day, and the feedin?
man in tbe Senate.
where rainfall during the growing sea- should be so timed that the animate
“But. George, all we need to live on and other States hunting snakes, he is
son was at all uncertain. In such sec- will walk up to the trough and demand
is sugar. ’’-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
invariably
accompanied
by
Carlo
and
ascending stairs.
Tobacco for State Institutions.
tions cultivation is essential.
their feed.
Bruno, who, from long practice,have
Tbe Minnesota Board of Control reWireless Telegraphy.
The particular region described by
Huh Been MaMered as an Art by
become dexterousin the game. The
cently bought two tons of chewing to- Mr. Macoun is not a commercial fruit
Wireless telegraphic stations are beSome Women.
Books of Medieval Day*.
dogs are very fond of each other, and
bacco and half a ton of smoking tobac- section. Apples are grown in an amaThe woman who has mastered the ing establishedall along the Gulf of St ilie cat seems to like their company.
In the cathedral of Hereford ]
teur way and fruit of fine quality
co for the inmates of the State instituart of going upstairs in truly scientific Lawrence.
»s land, there are still about 1.500
tions.
produced, but no large areas are
Julio Knew.
fashion is the one who, ns to her gait,
Few people would l>c satisfied If they
voted
to
the
industry.
Possibly
the
^!tb tbe 6batos that used to be att
‘Now, Julia/' said the teacher to a
be likened to a Diana following got nil that’s coming to them.
Postage stamps are egotisticalwhen
»us,»ess may dnslop later if this plan | ecclecla8tlcS
Buiull kindergarten pupil, “suppose I
they get stuck on themselves.
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tot pruning tbooM bt ptectl
Job*. Tbo writer was
mneb avont to winter pruning up to
fivt ytnia ago, but baa since practlcod
It with tbo beat results. Throe yetC
ago the trees In n young orchard wore
pruned In January, when It was necessary to Jottit the snow off of the llmba
In order to see where to use the knife
to advantage. The following crop, the
first one, was good; and two very large
crops have followedy This plan of winter pruning gives one all the time In

'

' At Tfcf aaaaoiu.

My uomon

among tot winter

next accosts too rtrttei.
baftnateg of tort docafc to
•tertllnc than any other. In hie rhino
logical journey too man rides rathsv
smoothly over the figure* 2 und 8 ual 4
and 5, but too figure 6 gives him • Ut
Jolt Ho auyu: “It cannot bo that I
sixty. Let me examine toe old flmtiy
record. I cnees they made a miitako.
They got my same down wrong In tot
roll of births." But, no, the older brothpdcM veto down, or spoclil exponoM ers or aiatort rtmombtr the time of hto
•'rii
Varaoro* Letter Box.
tor sickness made drafts on your re* advent and there la aomo relative n yaovSIbco tbo government has begun to the ipring to devote to work that can•onrCM that yon could not havo dxpoct- older and another relative a year youngHomo-Made Cough Candy.
ad. In aomo respects the hardeatdecade er, nod, sure enough, the fact is autoto •atabliabfree delivery In the rural dlt- not be done at any other season.
An excellentcough candy is made of
liahod
beyond
disputation.
Silty
!
Mute,
tried It to obligatory upon each farof Bto b tho thirties becaooo too rooalta
The Form Homo.
slippery elm, flaxseed and sugar. Soak
ore generallyao far behind too anticipa- yonr groat danger la the temptattou to ter to provide a convenient and aaf*
Mr. W. J. Overton, of Illinois,writea a gill of whole flaxseed In half a pint
tion*. It ta Tory vnrt tadobd (hat •(yonac fold up your faculties and quit You repository for toe mall matter, or the
man doao aa did the young man ono tom- will fool a tendency to remlnisceuco. If* carrier cannot be compelledto ac- to the Brteders’ Gaiette, that he does of boiling water. In another dlab put
not believe the place for the draft a cup of broken bite of slippery elm,
day night when he came to no and aaid, you do not look out you will begin ntaMk
commodate him. The letter box re- hone to on American farms. He bat
“I havo boon no marvelously piwpa>od everythingwith the words, “Wheu I van
and cover tola alio with boilingwater.
ccatly designed by Kdaon W. Phllllpa,
(O^vrffkt,U«l« Ktofsck,1909.)
ralaed tome of the largest and beat Lat tha— stand for two boon. Then
•lace I cam* to this country that I fool • boy." But you ought to make too rttov
>EOM
oaoml taadpoi&t Dr. an • matter of gratltndothat I ought to ties more memorable for Odd and ton of O— ndaga, N. Y„ and abowa la draft borata In the county, and told •train them both through a mualln
Ttlmact it tUa discount Istka at dedicate wall to God." Nlaetoxtha truth than to* fifties or (bo forttoturtou the picture,baa a number of advan- them at toe yard* at figure* not doth Into a' saucepan containing •
tka datitt and trials wkkfc Mob# of too poetry of life has been knocked thirties.You ought to do more lutatf tage! to recommend ita us* In this ser- reached by any other draft horse In
pound and a half of granulated sugar.
to tka dlftiwt dacadaa of baxaaa Ufa; out of yon atneo yon came Into the thir- the next ton yuan than you did la any vice, the principal Improvement being
alx montba, hut be never could get Extract all toe Uquor you can, attr too
tart,
tt Paalas sen 10, ‘lbs dsjs af oar ties. Mas la the different prof-done thirty years of yonr life because of >0 n signal to Indicateboth to too fanner
and occupations taw that. yon w— * ris- the experienceyou have had. You have and carrierIf there to anythingIn the the work out of them that he could sugar until it la melted and then boll
yassa ass tkmtcort 7 tan and ten”
Tha attontittb mUastoat of Ufa is btra ing, and they mnst pnt an estoppel on committed enough mtotakes la life tu box. This to accomplishedby setting get out of a good-alsed American horse It until it turns to candy. Pour It out
with as much Morgan blood as be at once, when It reaches this point, on
plaatad as at tha tad of tht Joaimtj. yon or yon might somehow stand In too make you wtoeabova your Juniors. Now,
the bright-colored metallic flag In n
ftw go btfoad It MaHitadtaatrtr way. They think yon mnit be anppreaa- under tht accumulated light of your pant
could get When they tried to breed to greased papers. This la the old-fashraised position. Tbo mast which car
loach it Tht oldest ptrsoa of aodtra ed. From thirty to forty 1i an eapodatly experimenting,go to work for God ••
their small or medium sized mares to loned rule. The candy la more palatablo
thtot axpirtd at 108 yean. A Greek of hard time for young doctor*, young law- never before. When a man la the sixtton rlss the fltg Is pivoted on the side of the draft horses they thought they If the juice of two lemons is telded to it
thaaaxaa of Strsrarldelirtd to 182 yean. yen, young merchants, young farmers, folds up his energy and feels he has doao the box tod has a short finger lying
wanted larger horses. They got them after it has cooked for ten minutes.
Aa BogUahasn of the stmt of Thomas yonng mechanics, young ministers. The enough; it is the devil of indolence te parallel with the mast When the
larger In some parts. It might be in
Pirr Used 152 yean. Before the time struggle of the thirties it for honest and which he Is surrendering,and God gen- iwii matter Is to be Inserted In the
To Clean Carpet*.
the legs, the bead or the body, but
erally
takas
the
man
at
his
word
and
late
helpfnl
and
remunerative
recognition.
af Motes people lived 150 years, and it
From a drug trade journal is taken a
usually
not
all
in
one
colt.
No
one
jaa go far enottoh back they Heed 000 Bat few old people know how to treat him die right away. Hit brain, thnt at*
receipt warranted to remove soil and
will claim that they have as good
jaars. Well, that was necessary, be* yonng people without patronisingthem der the tensionof bard work la active
spots from the most delicate carpets
now
suddenly
shrivels.
Men,
whether
on
the
one
hand
or
snubbing
them
on
the
caoat the story of the world mnst come
wearing breed of horses as they had
without Injuring them. Make a suds
dawn by tradition, and it needed long other. Oh, the thirties!Joseph stood they retire from secular or reVfiona
twenty yean ago. “The farmer who
with a good white soap and hot .water,
Ufa safely to tranamit the newt of tht before Pharaoh at thirty; David was work, generallyretire to the grave. No
only raises colts for his own use, with
and add fullers’ earth to this until the
past If the fenerationshad been short thirty years old when he began to reign; well man haa a right to retire. Tht
now and then one to sell, had better
lived, tht story would to often have the height of Solomon’s temple was thir- world was made to work. There remainconsistency of thin cream is secured.
stay by the good-sixed,smooth, Amerchanged lips that it might have got all ty cubits; Christ entered upon his active eth a rest for the people of God, bat it to
Have plenty of clean drying cloths, a
ican-bred horse," he says.
astray. But after Motet began to write minlrtry at thirty years of age; Jndas in a sphere beyond the reach of tel*
small scrubbing-brush, a large sponge
It down and parchment laid it from cen- sold him for thirty pieces of silver. Oh. •copes.
and a pail of fresh water. Put tome of
Bone Meal for Cows*
tiry to century it wat not necessarythat the thirties!Wbtt a word suggestiveof
At the Hurbor Mouth.
the cleaning mixture in a bowl and dip
Dairymen
are
looking
into
the
questriumph
or
disaster!
)
paaplt live to long in order to authentiMy subject next accosts thoue In tha
tion of feeding their cows bone meal the brash in it; brush a small piece of
Your decade is the one that will probcate the events of the past. If in our
seventies and beyond. My word to tosoi
time people lived only twenty-five years, ably afford the greatestopportunityfor it congratulation.Yon have got nearly
as part of the daily ration, In order the carpet with this; then wash with the
victory
because
there
is
the
greatest
nethat would not affect history, since it is
to supply lime and bone making ma- sponge and cold water. Dry as much
jf not quite through. You have safely
pat la print and is no longer dependent cessity for struggle. Read the world’s crossed the sea of life and are about te
terial. This same question is also In- as possiblewith the sponge, and finally
FOB BUBAL MAIL BOUTXS.
on tradition.Whatever your age, I will history and know what are the thirthies enter the harbor. Yon have fought aft
terestingthose who raise hogs in large rah with dry cloths. Continuethis till
to-day directly address you, and I shall for good or bad. Alexander the Great Gettysburg, and the war is over— her* box a turn of the crank releases the
numbers. At this time few conclusive you are sure that all the carpet it
apeak to those who are in the twenties, closed his career at thirty-two; Frederick and there a skirmish with the remaining Interior catch sod allows the lid to be
clean; then let it dry.
the thirties, the forties, the fifties, the the Great made Europe tremble with his •in of your own heart and the aiu of too lifted. As the lid falls the carrier or experimentsare on record, hence the
only advice that can be given Is to try
sixties, and to those who are in the sev- armies at thirty-five; Cortes conquered
Toa*t.
world, but I guess you are abort doao. farmer lifts the masts and sees that
Mexico at thirty; Grant fought Shiloh
the plan with both cows and hogs that
enties and beyond.
For toasting there should he bright
There may be some work for you yeft on the projecting finger enters a tube at
First, then, I accost those of you who and Donelson when thirty-eight;Raphael
are fed largely on a corn ration,and red coals, but no flame; cut old bread
a small or large scale. Bismarck of Ger- the aide of the lid to support the flag
are in the twenties. You are full of ex- died at thirty-seven; Luther was the hero
many vigorous in the eighties. The in an upright position. The box is, of note the results. There Is little doubt Into slices about half an inch thick,
pectation. You are ambitious—that is, of the reformation at thirty-fire;Sir
but what results will be beneficialfor dry in n slow oven, or by holding high
prime minister of England strong- mt oev*
course, water-proof, and the interior
If you amount to anything— for some Philip Sidney got through by thirty-two.
enty-two. Haydn composing his oratorio,
stock that consume considerablesuccuabove the coals, moving the toaster
kind of success, commercial or mechan- The greatest deeds for God and against
“The Creation," at aeventy years of locking mechanism prevents the blow- lent food, but the well balanced grain
ical or professional or literary or agricul- him were done within the thirties, and
from side to side gently, and turning
ing
open
of
the
cover
by
a
strong
wind.
age. Isocratesdoing some of his best
ration ought to give the desired results
tural or social or moral. If I find some your greatest battlesare now and beoften; when well dried, hold the bread
work at seventy-four.Plato busy think*
Cows for the Dairyman.
with cows without resorting to the near the cools and still moving it, toast
one in the twenties without any sort of tween the time when you cease expressing for all succeedingcenturies at elghtyAt the recent convention of the Iowa bone meal experiment. As a rule, there
ambition, I feel like saying: ‘‘My friend, ing your age by putting first a figure 2
a golden brown; if the bread is not
oue. Noah Webster, after making hit
you have got on the wrong planet. This and the time when you will cease ex- world renowned dictionary, hard at work State Dairy Association ex-Gov. Hoard is too much feediug of bulk during the
dried first it is apt to be soggy in the
la not the world for you. You are going pressing it by putting first a figure 3. As
of Wisconsinmade winter and not enough variety in the
until eighty-five years old. Rev. Daniel
middle and very Indigestible; never pila
to be in the way. Have you made your it is the greatest time of the struggle, I
one of his mas- ration, and farmers will not get all
Waldo praying in my pulpit at one hunthe slices of toast on each other, as the
choice of poorhouses?You will never adjure you, in God's name and by God’s
terly off-hand ad- there Is out of feeding until they work
dred years of age. Humboldt producing
steam rising from them is apt to make
be able to pay for your cradle. Who is grace, make it the greatest achievement.
the immortal“Cosmos" at aeventy-nix
dresses. In his out for themselvesone or more balgoing to settle for your board? There My prayer is for all those in the trethe toast soggy. All starchy fooda
years. William Blake at seventy-seven
Iowa anced rations for their herds.
Is a mistake about the fact that you were mendous crisis of the thirties. The fact
should be thoroughlymasticatedand
learning Italian so as to rend Dante In
farmers are foolis that by the way you decide the presborn at all."
mixed with saliva, as the first process
the original. Lord Cockburn at eightyish in feeding the
AKricultural Exports.
ent decade of your history you decide all
Advice to the Twenties.
of digestion begins in the mouth.
seven writing his best treatise. John
wrong kind of Our agricultural Interests, which
But, supposing you have ambition,let the followingdecades.
Wesley stirring great audiencesat eighty*
The Decade of Discovery,
me say to all the twenties, expect everyfeed to the wrong have bad the intelligentfostering of
Potato Salad.
five. William C. Bryant, without specteft kind of cows. He the Bureau of Agriculture, show the
Next I accost the forties. Yours is the cles, reading in my house “Thanatopatof
thing through divine manipulation,and
Ingredients— Six medium-sizedpotathen you will get all you want and some- decade of discovery. I do not mean at eighty-threeyears of age. Christian
related how he results, not only in greater production toes, one onion, one-fourth of a cupful
thing better. Art you looking for wealth? the discoveryof the outside, but the dis- men and women in all departments aerv*
had employed a and better quality,but in the unprece- of vinegar, half a cupful of salad oil,
•1'-. . WriL remember that. God controls the covery of yourself. No man knows him- ing God after becoming septuagenarian/ ^W. D. HOABD.
man to visit 100 dented increase in the foreign demand, one-half teaspoonful of salt and onemarkets, the harvests, the self nntil he is forty. He overestimates and octogenarians and nonagenarians
creamery patrons, see what kind of aa shown by the bureau’s report on quarter of a teaspoonful of white pepdroughts,the caterpillars,the locusts, the or underestimateshimself. By that time prove that there are possibilitiesof work
sunshine, the storm, the land, the sea, he has learned what he can do or what for the aged, but I think you who are cows each kept, what they fed and the foreign markets. Some of the con- per. Wash the potatoes and boil them
and yon will get wealth. Perhaps not he cannot do. He thought he had com- passed the seventiesare near being cost and find from the creamery books trastingfiguresIn our export trade be- without peeling.As soon as they are
how much milk each furnished. It was tween 1870 and 1899 are as follows: done drain off the water, and peel
that which is stored up in the hanks, in mercial genius enough to become a mill- through.
safe deposits, in United States securities, ionaire, but now he is satisfied to make
found that thirty-fiveof these 100 Indian corn. $1,000,000.against $70,- them. ‘ When they are cold cut them
How do you feel about it? You ought
in houses and lands, hut your clothing a comfortable firing. He thought he
fanners milked their cows at an actual 000,000; whear flour, $20,000,000, into thin slices, and mix with, the onion,
to be jubilant, because life is a tremenand board and shelter, and that is about had rhetorical power that would bring
dous struggle, and if you have got loss and that every one of these losing against $73,000,000; cattle, $500,000. which should be chopped fine. Pour
all you can appropriate anyhow. You him into the United States Senate; now
against $30,000,000;cured meats, $0,- the seasoningover the potatoes and
through respectablyand usefully you herds consistedof dual purpose cows.
cost the Lord a great deal. To feed and he is content if he can successfullyar“The
reason for this," he said, “Is 000,000,against $03,000,000; cotton mix well. Mayonnaise may be used
ought to feel like people toward the close
clothe and shelter you for a lifetime re- gue a common case before a petit jury.
of a summer day seated on the rocks Ignorance and nothing else.” The farm- seed oil, $15,000,against $12,000,000.- for the dressing, instead of the oil and
quires a big sum of money, and if you get He thought he had medical skill that
watchingthe sunset at Bar Harbor or er was trying to dairy without cows Exchange.
vinegar and gives the salad a delicate
nothing more than the absolutenecessi- would make him a Mott or a Grosse or
Cape May or Lookout Mountain. I am suited to dairy performance,and he
flavor.
ties you get an enormous amount of sup- a Willard Parker or a Sims; now he finds
Rye as Food for Pigs.
ply. Expect as much ns you will of any his sphere is that of a family physician, glad to say that most old Christiansare fed foods not suited to the production
JelliedChicken.
In Germany they tested rye as food
kind of success,if you expect it from prescribing for the ordinaryailmentsthat cheerful. The young have their troubles of milk. The highbefore them; the old have their troubles
Cover
a
small chicken with water,
for
pigs
in
comparison
with
barley.
In
the Lord you are safe. Depend on any afflict our race. He was sailing on in a
est profits in evbehind them. You have got about all out
some
cases
the
pigs
refused it alto- and boil until the meat slips from the
ether resource,and you may be badly fog and could not take a reckoning,but
ery case came
dagrined, but depend on God and all now it clears up enough to allow him to of this earth that there is in it. Be glad
gether, and when given in large bones and the water Is reduced to half
that you, an aged servant of God, are from the herds
will be well. It is a good thing in the find out his renl latitude and longitude.
amounts it was not eaten readily. As a pint. Pick off the meat In good-sized
going to try another life and amid bet- which were dairy
crisis of life to have a man of large He has been climbing,but now be has
a single ration it. should not be con- pieces, removing all fat and bonea.
ter surroundings. Stop lookingback and bred and dairy
means back you up. It is a great thing got to the top of the hill, and fc-? takes
tinued long, and it ought In all cases Skim the fat from the liquor and add
look abend. O ye in the seventiesand fed. They had
to have a moneyed institution stand be- a long breath. He is half way through
to be soaked or carefully ground. It pepper and salt to taste, with one-half
the
eighties and the nineties, yonr best
hind you in your undertaking.But it the journey at least, and he is in a podairy form and
days' are yet to come, your grandest asgave best resultswhen fed with other an ounce of gelatine. When this disis a mightier thing to have the God of sition to look backwardor forward, lie
aptitude and food
sociations
are
yet
to
be
formed,
your
nOLSIEIK
HEAD.
feeding stuff that has a larger percent- solves pour over the meat. The liquor
heaven and earth your coadjutor, and you has more good sense than he ever had.
containing a suffiage of fiber, more protein and less of should be seasoned highly, as tha
may have him. Which way are you go- He knows human nature, for he has been best eyesightis yet to be kindled, your ciency of protein.
best hearing is yet to be awakened, yonr
ing to start? Oh, the twenties!
chreatedoften enough to see the bad side
the carbo-hydrates.It is not a good chicken absorbs much of the flavor.
Mr. Hoard’s main contention Is that
“Twenty" is a great word in the Bible. of it, and he has met so many gracious greatest speed is yet to be traveled, your
concentrated food for young cattle or Put the mixture in a cool place in deep
Joseph was sold for twenty pieces of sil- and kindly and splendid souls he also gladdest song is yet to be sung. The the patron Is in the rear. The cream- hogs.
bowls to form.
most
of your friends have gone over the erymen and the creameries are reasonver; Samson judged Israel twenty years; knows the good side of it. Now, calm
Siftina the Flour.
Solomon, gave Hiram twenty citiea; the yourself. Thank God for the past and border, and you are going to join them ably up to date, but the patron has
Preparing Charcoal for Henit.
very soon. They are waiting for you;
Cake flour should always be sifted
flying roll that Zechariah saw was twen- deliberatelyset your compass for annot progressed.He Is in the rear, and
It is a good plan to always have some
ty cubits;when the sailors of the ship other voyage. You have chased enough they are watching the golden shore to see so long as this is the case no satisfac- charcoal where the hens can get at it, twice, first when it comes from the baron which Paul sailed sounded the Medit- thistledown; you have blown enough soap you land; they are watching the shining tory progresscan be made, for no
as there is nothing that can be fed to rel and before it is measured, next
erraneansea, it was twenty fathoms. bubbles; you have seen the unsatisfying gate to see you come through; they ore
creamery can prosper without milk hens that has the effect which char- when the baking powder or the soda
standing
by
the
throne
to
see
you
mount
What mighty things hare been done in nature of all earthly things. Open a
has been added. If it is measured bethe twenties!Romulus founded Rome new chapter with God and the world. What a glad hour when you drop the from prosperous patrons,and they can- coal has in preventing disease. You
staff and take the scepter, when you quit not prosper if the milk pays little or can feed them elmrred corn once a fore the first sifting, you will surely
when he was twenty; Keats finished life This decade of the forties ought to
the stiffened joints and become ao immor- no profit.
week which will take the place of get too much of it for your cake’s welat twenty-five; Lafayette was a world re- eclipse all its predecessorsin worship,
tal athlete! But hear, hear; a remark
nowned soldier at twenty-three;Oberlin in usefulnessand in happiness.
charcoal.You can char it by putting fare. On a damp day or when the flour
DeHtroyiniK Foul Brood.
pertinent to all people, whether iu the
accomplished his chief work at twentythe corn, ear and all, In the oven and seems at all clammy set it where it
The Heaping; Age.
twenties, the thirties, the forties, the
At the annual meeting of the Ontario
seven; Bonapartewas victor over Italy
My sermon next accosts the fifties. fifties,the sixties, the seventiesor be- Beekeepers’ Association at Woodstock, leaving It there until it has burned will dry without browning before you
at twenty-six;Pitt was prime minister
How queer it looks when in writingyour yond.
black, after which the fowls will glad- are ready to use it.
Ont., Professor Harrisonof the Ontaof England at twenty-two; Calvin had
age you make the first of the two figures
ly pick it from the cob.
The Need ot All Asch.
completed his immortal “Institutes”by
rio AgriculturalCollege at Guelph, deHulml ApiiIch.
a 5. This is the decade which shows
What wo all need is to take the super- scribed a new and simple method of
the time he was twenty-six;Grotius was
Wipe
the
apples, and cut a line
what the other decades have been. If a
Farm Notes,
natural into our lives. Do not let us deAttorney General at twenty-four. Sonic
round them about half an inch from
destroying the germs of foul brood. He
young man has sown wild oats and he
The
importation
of
the
date
palm
of the mightiest things for God and has lived to this time, he reaps the har- pend on brain and muscle and nerve. We
the top; cut deep enough to pierce the
want a mighty supply of the supernat- placed combs containing larvae dead has been a success.
eternity have been done in the twenties.
vest of it in the fifties, or if by necessity
skin only; put into an earthen dish with
from
this
disease,
capped
cells
of
As long as you can put the figure 2 he was compelled to overtoil in honest ural. We want with us a divine force
Egyptian cottons are being successa little water In the bottom, and two
mightier than the waters and the tem- brood, and cells of honey, in a box fully grown.
before the other figure that helps dedirections lie is called to settle up with
teaspooufuls of sugar to each apple;
pests, and when the Lord took two stops which was air-tight except for a small
scribe your age I have high hopes about
exacting nature some time during the
Macaroni wheats are being success- hake in a hot oven until the- top piece
you. Look out for that figure 2. Watch fifties. Many have it so hard in early on bestormed Galilee, putting ono foot hole at top and bottom. Then a small
on the winds and the other on the waves, alcohol lamp was arranged with the fully grown in our semi-arid localities. of skin is wrinkled, and the apple la
its continuancewith as mudh earnestness
life that they are octogenariansat fifty.
ho proved himself mightier than hurri- reservoir at the top containing formaas you ever watched anything that promKaffir .corn is a wholesome poultry puffed out all around the line; haste
Sciaticasand rheumatismsand neuralcane and billow. We want with us a lin, and connectedby a rubber tube food, but not so fattening as Indian with the sugar and water.
ised you salvationor threatenedyou degias and vertigo and insomnias have
divine force greater than the fires, and
molition. What a criticaltime— the twentheir playground in the fifties. A man’s
with the bottom of the box. This con- corn.
when the Lord cooled Nebuchadnezzar’s
ties! Whidle they continue you decide
Broiled Herring;.
hair begins to whiten and, although he
Sumatra tobacco is being successfulyour occupation and the principlesby
furnace until Shadrach, Meshach and veys to the box the formalin vapor
Cut off the head and tail of tin* flsb,
may have worn spectacles before, now he
produced
by
the
heat
of
the
lamp.
ly grown in the Connecticut valley and
which you will be guided;you make your asks the opticianfor No. 14 or No. 12 Abednegodid not even have to fan themand split it. Loosen the skin near the
most abiding friendships;you arrange or No. 10. When he gets a cough and is selves he proved himself mightier than When the box is so completely filled in Florida.
neck
with a knife, and holding it firmtiie
fire.
We
want
a
divine
force
strongyour home life; you fix your habits. Lord
with formalin that the gas issues freeBrood coops, cleaned, whitewashed ly between the knife and Unger, pull It
almost cured, he hacks and clears his
God Almighty, for Jesus Christ’ssake, threat a good while afterward.O ye er than wild beast, and when the Lord ly from the bole in the top, both holes
and piled In tiers under a shed at this off. Split the fish with a sharp knife
hive mercy on all the men and women who are in the fiftiee, think of it! A made Daniel a lion tamer he proved him- are tightly closed for one hour. Proseason are marks of a careful and sucself
stronger
than
the
wrath
of
the
junin the twenties!
and remove the backbone;then soak
fessor Harrison has been unable to obhalf century of blessing to be thankful
cessful poultry keeper.
gles. There are so many diseases in the
The Waiting Age.
the pieces for half a minute In water
for and a half century subtracted from
tain any signs of life from foul-brood
Next I accost those iu the thirties. an existencewhich, in the most marked world we want with us a divine Physi- germs treated in this apparatus.
A small sleigh bell on the necks of a that is nearly at the boiling point.
You are at an age when you find what cases of longevity, hardly ever reaches cian capable of combating ailments,and
few members of your turkey flock may Drain this off and broil the pieces over
a tough thing it is to get recognizedand a whole century. By this time you ought our Lord when on earth Showed what
keep foxes and other thieves from car- a glowing fire.
Winter Work in the Orchard.
established in your occupation or pro- to be eminent for piety. You have been he could do with catalepsyand paralysis
Nine out of every ten men who have rying out their evil designs. *
and
ophthalmia
and
dementia.
Oh,
take
Bean and Tomato 3oup.
fession. Ten years ago you thought all in so many battles you ought to be a
orchards which need pruning badly
When young cockerels fight remove
Take one pint of boiled ar a little lest
that was necessary for success was to put brave soldier. You have made so many this supernaturaliuto all your lives!
on your shatter the sign of physician voyages you ought to be a good sailor. The most pf you will never reach the will give as an excuse for the neglect the vanquishedto the pullet pen for a of mashed beans, one pint of stewed
or dentist or attorney or broker or agent So long protectedand blessed, you ought eighties or the seventies or the sixties or that they have no time to spare for few weeks. If left with his conqueror tomatoes, and rub together through a
and you would have plenty of business. to have a soul full of doxology. In Bible the fifties or the forties. He who passes the work, yet all of them have time he will neither grow nor fatten.
colander. Add salt, two tablespoonfuls
How many hours you sat and waited for times in Canaan every fifty years was by into the forties has gone far beyond the and to spare during the winter. It is
Wheat can be profitablysubstituted of nut meal, one-half cupful of nicely
average
of
human
life.
Amid
the
unbusiness,and waited in vain, firee per- God's command a year of jubilee. The
admitted that to advocate winter prun- for corn to the extent of one-half of
steamed rice, and sufficientboiling
sons only know— God, your wife and people did not work that year. If prop- certainties take God through Jesus ing of fruit tfees is contrary to the
yourself.In commercial life you have erty had by misfortune gone out of one’s Christ as your presentand eternal safe- general idea of when this work may the grain ration where it is relatively water to make a soup of the proper
cheaper than the corn, which is the consistency. Reheat and serve.
not had the promotion and the increase possession,on the fiftiethyear it came ty. The longest life is only n small
be done to advantage, but skilledor- case In some sections.
in salary you anticipated,or the place back to him. If he fooled it away, It fragment of the great eternity. We will
To Select a Ham.
chardists do it each year when the
Wheu a dozen eggs bring as much iu
you expected to occupy in the firm has was returned without a farthingto pay. all of us soon be there.
Pierce through the thick part with
snow
does
not
prevent.
Experienced
iiot been vacated. The produce of the If a man had been enslaved,he wag in Eternity,how near it roils!
the market as a pound of butter, the
n meat knife. If the blade draws out
fruit growers know that the tree may farmer who keeps hens and manages
farm with which you expected to support that year emancipated.A trumpet was
Count tiie vast value of your souls.
yourself and those depending on you and sounded loud and clear and long, and it Beware and count the awful cost
be pruned safely any tiipe after the them well Is a little ahead of the dairy- clean, the ham is a good one; but if
to pay the iaterest on the mortgage has was the trumpet of jubilee. They shook
What they have gained whose oouii leaves fall until the sap begins to flow mau whose cows hardly return enough the fatty substance sticks to it. another
•election should be made. It should
been far less than you anticipated, or the Lands, they laughed, they congratulated.
are lost.
freely in the spring, and, this being for their keeping.
also have a sweet, rich smell
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